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1 Ulstorical
The research ala was to investigate the aechanisns by 
which phosphorus<III> esters Interact with electrophilic 
reagents. In particular o-haloketones and to study the 
Interjiiedlates which are Involved.
In reactions with electrophiles such as RX, HX, X2 <X = 
halogen) a quasiphosphonlua Interaedlate <1 > say be detected 
or even Isolated If a sterlcally hindered alkyloxy group Is 
p r e s e n t a n d  In special cases a 5~coordlnate Interaedlate 
may be formed.* Trlalkyl phosphite with alkyl
IKÜ-P:
I
X-Y C RO-PXTl 
I
<1 >
•> YR
halide undergoes the HIchaelIs-Arbuzov reaction to yield 
dialkyl alkylphosphonate <3>. The mechanism of the reaction 
leading to the formation of the new carbon-phosphorus bond 
involves a nucleophilic attack by the phosphorus atom on the 
a-carbon of the alkyl halide to give an Intermediary 
quasiphosphonium salt <2 > which Is stabilized by the loss of 
alkyl halide and formation of the phosphonate <3> by an Sn 2 
reaction.
(KU>sPt + R*— X -> ( <RO>«i— R' 1 X‘ 
<2 >
<R0>aP<0)R*
<3>
* RX
Aromntic and aliphatic a d d  chlorides also undergo the 
Nlolinel Is-Arbuzov reaction %#lth trlalkyl phosphite to yield 
the corresponding phosphonate <5> via the quaslphosphonlua 
internediate <4>.*
<Rt3)=*P ArCOCl t <RO>3PCOAr] Cl 
<4> .
<RU)2P(0>C0Ar -I- RCl
<5)
Reactions of a-halogenoketones with trlalkyl phosphites 
are of |>artlcular Interest ns they undergo either the 
Arbuzov reaction, which yields the ketophosphonate <G> or 
they may undergo the Perkow reaction, which yields the vinyl 
phosphate <7 ) or a nlxture of both reactions,
<R0>3P R*CCX:ii3X
(RO> 2P (OCIIaCOR*
<0 >
(RO> aP <0> -0-C=CIIa
<7)
<8chei 1 >
10
Several factors,* including solvent, tea^rature and the 
nature of the halogen Influence the product ratio of 
Iretophosphonate to vinyl phosphate. Low tei^rature and a 
more electronegative halogen favour the vinyl phosphate. 
Sul>stltuents on the oc~carbon, especially electron^ 
withdrawing groups, also favour the Perkow reaction. 
Reactions of this typo have achieved comaarcial inportance 
ns a route to the insecticidal enol phosphate esters* and 
other industrially useful products.
The Arbuzov product was first thought to have resulted 
from the initial attack by phosphorus at the ct—carbon aton, 
while the Perkow product was fomed by initial attack at the 
carbonyl carbon atom followed by adgration of phosphorus 
rrni« carbon to oxygen <Scheso 2>.** However, certain
<R0 >3 P XCIIaCOR«
Clla— X
<RO>:
<KO>»PCHaCOR* X
1
<RO> aP <0> CUaCOR *
<6 >
<8>
<R0)aP-0-OCIIa X*
< 1 0 >
<RO) aP <0> --C>-C=CIIa
I
R'
<7)
<Sohei 2 >
11
kinetic studies, have Indicated that a coanon first 
Intermediate may be Involved in both reaction pathways
<RO>sP XCHaCOR*
Ccoimon intermediate]
Peikow reaction Arbuzov reaction
< 10> <o>
<7) (0 )
(Schei 3>
(Scheme A considerable amount of research interest
has been generated in the Arbuzov and Perkow reaction 
mechanisms but although they have been extensively 
investigated by various w o r k e r s , t h e  reactions are not 
yet fully understood. The difficulty lies in the fact that 
there are four possible sites for nucleophilic attack at an 
a-halocarbonyl compound (Schema 4).'^
Attack at the a-carbon [Schema 4(i>], followed by 
formation of vinyl phosphate (7> from the ketophosphonium 
intermediate (0 > via a foui— mambered cyclic phosphorane (1 1 ) 
wad excluded by Hudson et aJ.'*, who Isolated the first 
ketophosphonium and vinyloxyphosphonium halides by the use
12
kinetic studies, have Indicated that a coanon first 
Internedlate nay be involved in both reaction pathways
(R0 >9P XCHaCOR*
tconaon internadiatel
Peikow reaction
< 10> (9)
<7) <6 >
CSchei 3>
(Scheme A considerable anount of research interest
has been generated in the Arbuzov and Perkow reaction 
mechanisns but although they have been extensively 
investigated by various workers, the reactions are not
yet fully understood. The difficulty lies in the fact that 
there are four possible sites for nucleophilic attack at an 
a-halocarbonyl compound (Schena 4>.'^
Attack at the a-carbon [Schena 4<i>], followed by 
formation of vinyl phosphate (7> from the ketophosphonium 
Intermediate (0> via a four-membered cyclic phosphorane (11 > 
wad excluded by Hudson et aJ. who isolated the first 
ketophosphonium and vinyloxyphosphonium halides by the use
12


of 8 terleally hindered neopentyl estere <Sche*e 5 >. The 
sterlc resistance of the neopentyl group to Sm 2 attack
<so>»rciuccx:«iu Br~
<RO>aP
BrCHaCOC«lU
C«HsP(OR>: <C«lU>aPOR
C«1UP COR > 2CHs COC«1U B r "  
<14>
CC«Hs>aP<QR>ClI»CXX;»H« Br* 
<15>
cicii2<xx:«H« CC«Hs>»POR < C «H s> »P (Q R > -0 -O C Il»  Cl*
C«U.
<1 0 >
R = <CH*>aCX:iIs-
(Scheaa 9>
favours the build up of sufficient concentration of the 
Internedlates to be Isolated. Oecosposltlon of the 
phbsphonlua salts gave only the corresponding Arbuaov or 
PerkoK products, even in aoetone-aoetlo acid adature in
15
which trlneopentyl phosphite and o-brosoacetophenone were 
shown to give dlneopentyl 1-phenyl vinyl phosphate CPerkow 
product) as the aajor product. TrlneopentyloxyCphenacyl>- 
phosphonlus broslde <13> gave only the ketophosphonate.
Attack on carbonyl oxygen CSchesa 4 <lv)l as a direct 
route to vlnyloxyphosphonlux salt has been suggested by 
several authors,'^.«* but cosparlson between the reactivity 
of trlphenylphosphlne and trlaethyl phosphite towards 
a-chlorocyclohexane by Chopard et aJ.,'o argues against such 
a mschanlsn. Hashlaota and Furukawa'* recently postulated 
this inechanlsa In the reaction of trlethyl phciephlte with 
phenacyl benzoates which gave exclusively the vinyl
phosphate. Fo cospelling evidence for this sachanles has 
been advanced.
Attack on the halogen CSchesa 4 <1 1 ) 1  to fora a 
halogenophosphonlua enolate lon-palr <1 2 ), which rearranges 
to yield the Arbuzov and Perkow Intersedlates, or attack on 
carbonyl carbon ISchese 4 <1 1 1 ) 1  to fora the betaine <6 ). 
which rearranges to yield the Arbuzov and Perkow 
Intersadlates CScheaa O), are the aoet likely routes If a 
cosson Intersedlate Is Involved. However, In view of the 
experlnental results obtained by several authors,**-*« 
attack of the phosphorus atoa at carbonyl carbon was 
postulated as the Initial reaction step. The large negative 
entropies of activation, the Haaaett p data and the solvent 
effect obtained from the reaction of trialkyl phosphite with 
aryl-substituted ot-haloaoetophenones are oonsleteat with a
16
ella— X
> I
<RO>aP----e ----R*
rearranges bj 
■aigration of the
from e  t o  O.
<8 >
rearranges by intrasolecular 
li2~sblft of the phosphite group 
to the a-carbon.
<10>
<RO>3PClIaCOR'
< o >
(Schei 6>
polar and highly ordered transition state slallar to that 
observed by Speziale et aJ. ,*<> for the rate-deteraining 
nucleophilic addition of tri phenyl phosphonius** 
carboaethoxyjiiBthylide (17) to the carbonyl group of 
substituted benzaldehydes.
Ph3P=CIl(X)aCll3 
(1 7 )  *
XC«BUC(0)H Ph»i^Cli(X)aCIUr S)|”o—cuc«iux
Ph»P  :0 t  XC«lUCH»ClKX)aClU
17
Anongat evidence put forward against the enolate lon-palr 
pathway by Borowltz''* and Hudson«* at aJ., are the 
observations that: high yields of vinyl phosphate are 
obtained from both chloro- and broao-ketones in hydroxyllo 
solvents; acetic acid enhances the forsatlon of vinyl 
phosphate from a~bronoketonee at the expense of the 
ketophosphonate; the rate of reaction of o-chlorolsobutyro- 
phonones Is Increased In acetic acid and dehalogenatlon 
does not occur In spite of the sensitivity of the lon-palr 
to hydroxylIc nolecules. The concept of rate~deteralnlng 
nucleophilic addition to carbonyl carbon, as against halogen 
attack, Is also supported by the work of Denney et aJ.,»« 
who studied the reactions of a series of acyclic and cyclic 
phosphites with chloral <Cl»CCUO> and u, s, s-trlohloro- 
acetophenone <Cl3CCOPh>. Reaction with chloral was 
storeospeclflc and occurred with retention of configuration 
at phosphorus CSchese 7). The stereochendcal evidence 
precludes nucleophilic attack at the halogen for which 
inversion would be expected*
Contrary to the nucleophilic attack at carbonyl carbon, 
Jiorowltz«- and JUotkowska«- et aJ. , provide good evidence 
that attack' at halogen atoa aay occur In the reactions of 
trlalkyl phosphites with a, ot-dlbroaoketonee and 
a-bronoketones which are sterloally hindered to attack at 
the carbonyl centre. The lon-palr thus f o T M d  can be 
subsequently transforsad by ligand exchange in aprotlc 
nedlua Into enol quaslphosphonlua salt <1 0 ) affording the
16
ClaCCHO +
ella CHa \C-H
•
OCU^CCla
p + eiuei /
CIU OCH^CCl 
1
/ ¡ \  ^ f \ y i \
/ /ociu
eSchoaa 7>
corresponding onol phosphate <vlnjl phosphate) by 
doalkylatlan. In protlo eolventa auch lon-paira undergo 
rapid aolvolyala reaultlng In dehalogenatlon of tha atartlng
lia lok eton e <Scheaa 0> .
The onlianced reactivity of 2,0-dlchlorophenacylldeno 
broalde <18> totmrds trlalkyl phosphite oo^)ared to the 
chloride <19), the coaparable reactivity of the broalde 
<1 8 > and 2,4-dlchlorophenacylidene broaide <2 0> towards
10
OIO>»P BraCHCOAr
8lC3W
<RO>»PBr
CHBr 
- !C— At
faat
<RO)»P-0“C=CHBr Br“
Ar
SOU
ArCOCHaBr ••• <RO>sPsO
(RO>aP<0>-C>-OClIBr + RX
I
A r
<8ohe] 8>
trlethyl phosphite in spite of the considerably different 
steric hindrance, and the totally different reactivity of 
chloride <19) and 2,4-dichlorophenacylidene chloride <21> 
were interpreted by Doroeits** and Mlotkoeska*« et aJ. , in 
terns of different reaction aachanisns. The nucleophilic 
attack of -the phosphite aolecule is directed to the broaine 
aton in phenacylidene broaide and to the carbonyl centre in 
phenacylidene chloride. The increase in the quantity of the 
enol phosphate foraad on exchanging from chlorine to 
brbalne. In the reaction of 2 |0-dlohlorophenacyl chloride 
<22>, and broaide <23> elth trlalkyl phosidkltes, was
20
Interpreted also, In terse of different reaction sechanisse. 
In protic solvents the reaction course depends aninly upon 
the kind of halo{^en atoai. Typical Perkow reactions or 
partial dehalogenation of the starting phenacylidene halides
X = Cl <19)
X = Cl <22> 
X = Br <23)
are observed. Behalogenation was found to be the predoainant 
reaction in the reactions of 2 ,0—dichlorophenacyl brosdde 
(23>, and* the broiddes <18> and (20> td.th triaethyl 
phosphite in aethanol, while 2 ,4-dichlorophenacyl chloride 
<25> and bronide <24> gave high yields of the vinyl 
phosphate with only a snail quantity of dehalc^senated 
products.

2 . 1 ErePftratlons of hiffhly hindarad «Icoholn and 
their phQsphoruaCllI> eater«.
In the Intereat of obtaining reaction interaediatee 
(Perkow and Arbuzov) of greater stability, the preparations 
of highly hindered alcohols and their phosphorus < 1 1 1 > esters 
Hore Investigated.
Phosphorus<III> esters derived froa neopentyl alcohol 
have been used successfully in the isolation of soaa Arbuzov 
and Perkow interaediates. ** The use of phosphorus (111 > 
esters derived from 2 ,2 *-diethylbutan-*l-*ol <2 0> a slightly 
more hindered alcohol was therefore considered in the 
present work.
2,2,2'~Triphenylethanol 127) had previously been used in 
the isolation of an Interaadlate viz. trl-n-butyl <2 ,2 ,2- 
triphenylethoxy)phosphoniua broaide froa the reaction of the 
alcohol <27) with tri'**n~-butylphoephine in the presence of 
bromine.”  The successful isolation of the interaediate 
<28) was attributed to the difficulty of Sm 2 displaceaant at 
a centre adjacent to a trltyl group. The stabilising effect 
of the trityl group in the alcohol <27) led in the present 
work to the preparation and study of the reactions of its 
phosphorus <1 1 1 ) esters.
<C«IU)a»<X:iIaOII t <n-C4H*)»P t Br* 
■ <27)
(Cells )»CX:il»C)$<C4H»)» Br' 
(26)
23
The preparation and reactions oi phospborusllll) esters 
derived fros norbornan-l-ol <2»> sns also suggnsted iron the 
work of Denney.»» who Isolated norborn-l-ylo*y<trlphenyl>- 
phosphoulUB chloride <30> fros the reaction of norborn-l-yl 
hypochlorite with trlphenylphosphlne. The failure of this 
reaction to give norbora-l-yl chloride as would be
-ÜC1 + PhaP ^ ^ ^ o i p h a  Cl" 
<30 >
►+ Cl*
+ PhaP^O
expected by aealogy with the reactions of acyclic system, 
was attributed to the failure of the brlgehead carbon ato> 
to undergo & . 1  and SnZ reactions. The S«2 pathway Is 
forbidden, for clearly a nucleophile cannot approach the 
rear of the substituted carbon, nor can Walden Inversion 
occur. The failure to undergo reaction by the a.1 pathway 
easily le due to the sterlc requlresent of carbonlus Ions, 
the rigid blcycllc structure constraining the Ion to a non-
planar geosetry which Is sufficiently unfavourable as to
preclude reaction.
24
'A. 1 . 1 runparation of alcohola; 2 .2~di«thyibutini-i-oi 
120>. 2 .2.2-triDhenYletlmnol <27>. and 
norbornan-1-ol <2 0>.
2,2-Dlethylbutan-l-ol <26> was obtained fros the 
aluninlun hydride reduction of the eultone: 5 ,5-dlethyl-l,2- 
oxathlane-2,2~41oxlde <31) according to Sslth and Vollnsky'f 
method (Schema 10). The side product« 2,2'-dlethyl‘-*4-* 
mercaptobutan—1—ol <32> obtained was converted to the
alcohol <2G) by stirring In absolute alcohol with Raney 
nickel catalyst.
IlCK^HaC (C a lls ) aCHaOll + CHsSOaCl CIUC«:aHs>aClU
OSOaCHs USOaCHa
n-C^HsLl 
~76 *C
(C alls >aCCHaOH
( 2 0 )
LIAIBU / AlCla 
■ ( 4 : 1  mol ratio)
t  (C a lls  )a(XH aO H
ClIaCHaSH
(32)
(Scheme 0>
(31)
25
2*2,2 Ti*lphonyle'tlianol ("tnl'tyleB'thnnol, 27> was 
prepared by the llthiua alualnlun hydride reduction of the 
acid, 2,2,2-trlphenylacetlc acid <33), which was obtained 
according to Greene et. aJ.** procedure with slight 
nodlflcatlon (Schema 10>.
<C«]U>3CC1 Mg /Bt»0
<C«H«>»CCU30II 
<27 )
4---- <1) LIAIH^
(2> lUO / H'*'
<C«lU>oCJ(gCl
(1> CQa <2> H^/ lUO
(C«1U>*C(X30H 
<33 >
<1> LIAIIU 
<2> Bt OCOCIU /
«^H« > *<X:H2 0<X)CHa 
<34 )
<Schei 10>
In the course of reduction of the trlphenylacetlc acid 
with lithium aluminium hydride* It was discovered that 
whereas the removal of excess lithium aluminium hydride by 
the addition of water In tetrahydrofuran allows the desired 
product* 2,2*2~trlphenylethanol* to be Isolated* the use of 
ethyl acetate, a safer method In decomposing lithium 
aluminium hydride* leads to the formation of 2 *2 *2- 
trlphenylethyl acetate <34> which can however be hydrolysed 
by aqueous alkali to give the required alcohol <27>.
20
Borbarnan-l-ol <20> was prepared by an oxidative 
cleavage of the acid norbomane-1-carboxyllo acid <35) which 
wae obtained ae shown <Scheaa 11>. The f o m t l o n  of
W.
C1U=CHCOOH
Zn / AcOII
hCOlHa KQH ^
Ha / Pd-C
COOH
ccx:i
CCXJH 
Bra / PCli
-CCXIH
I "s
<Schexa 11>
<35 >
HaSO«
•QH
<20 >
norbornane-1-carboxylIc acid <35> froa exo-2-broao- 
norbornane-l-carboxyllo acid <36> proceeded either by
, I
catalytic hydrogenation In the presence of loe-oold
27
potasslun hydroxide or cheaical reduction of the cartxjxaaide 
<37) with zinc and acetic acid, followed by hydrolyeis. In 
the course of reduction by catalytic hydrogenation it «ms 
found that, at roon tenperature the potassiun hydroxide 
readily hydrolyses the broaocarboxylic acid <3 5 > to a water 
soluble acid, probably exo-2-hydroxynorbornane-l-carboxylie 
acid. Norbornan-l-ol (29) was obtained froa the acid <3 5 > 
by an oxidative cleavage of the acid in the presence of 1 . 5  
mole equivalent of 30 % v/v hydrogen peroxide and sulphuric 
acid eSchene 12). The aethod involves foraation of the 
f>erncid <38) which is stable below 0 *C and on stirring in 
ice-cold water decoaposes probably by a free radical 
imichanism to give the alcohol <29> and carbon dioxide.
O{ ^OH HaOa <—  ^
oil + COa ^
Horbornane, due to partial decoiqxieltion of the parent acid 
<35>, was aleo obtained. On uaing the aathod of Della at 
with a large concentration of hydrogen peroxide and 
stirring the resulting Bixture at rooB teBperature, only 
noi'bornane and the unchanged acid <35> iiere obtained. The 
mixture was also found to have solidified after adding abc3ut 
5% of the required excess of hydrogen peroxide at -10 *C.
The method of Parker at aJ.»* for the direct preparation of 
aliphatic peracids containing six or Bore carbon atoBS froB 
the parent acids in the presence of 0.5 — 2.0 Bole 
equivalent of hydrogen peroxide <50 - 65 X v/v> and 
concentrated sulphuric acid* was therefore used with 
modification. Since peracid foraatlon is an equilibriuB 
reaction <Scheme 12>, the presencse of a high amount of water 
<as In Della's*^ procedure with a large exc^ess of 30 X v/v 
hydrogen peroxide) will shift the equilibrium back towards 
the parent acid which can then undergo partial decomposition 
to norbornane and carbon dioxide. Fomtion.of the peraoid 
was found to be very slow, with optiBUB yield of the alcohol 
being obtained when the Bixture was left below 0 *C for 60
hours followed by stirring in ice-cold water for a further 5
hours.
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2 . 1.2 P reparatl PM  and, a ttea p tod  pr«*piiT»a<:tfiti« 
pimspho r u a d in  nntera . phnwpiiate« >.nH 
phC»pllOna tffft_.ilarivcd :frn » 1:lMi 
kljMlflred alcohol« 27 ««a ao^.
Phosphoru8 <IIl) esters: trls<2,2-dlethylbutyl) phosphite 
<39), and trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite <40> derived fros 2.2- 
dlothylbutan-l-ol, and norbornan-l-ol respectively, were 
pre,«red by the interaction of the appropriate nolar ratio 
of the alcohol with phosphorus trichloride in the presence 
of ir.lF-dieethylanlllne. Trinorborn-l-yl phosphate
[ <C2l{R>3CCIl20l3P 
<39 >
*o4»p
(40) <41)
<41) was prepared by oxidation of the phosphite <40) with
t-butyl hydroperoxide. The oxidation was rapid with total
conversion to the phosphate at rooa temperature after 1 . 5  
hours.
Several atteapte to prepare trlo<2,2,a-trlphenylethyl) 
phosphite <42> fro- 2.2.2-trlphenylethaiiol <27) by the 
Interactloo of appropriate -olar ratio of the alcohol <27> 
With phosphorus trichloride in the presence of JT.JF- 
dinnthylanlline failed to give a significant asount of the 
ester <42). The dealkylated produot, ble<2.2.2-trlphenyl- 
ethyl) phosphite <43). -as obtained ea the aajor produot
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with o-phenyletllbene. Atteapts to eoparato th« trialkyl 
phosphite <42) present by distillation resulted in 
deconposition into the dialkyl phosphite <4 3) and ot- 
phnnylstilbene. The interaction ot the alcohol <27) with 
phosphorus trichloride in the absence of a base was followed 
by *II n.n. r. <Schene 13>. Gradual forsation of 2,2,2- 
trlphenylethyl phosphorodlchlorldite (44) was observed
(c«iis>3(x:iisOH + PCI: <C«1U>3CCIUQPC1» + HC1 ...(1 >
(44)
<CfiIIn>3(X:il20PCla + <(^H«>3(X:ilaOH -----^ t (CaHmlwCCHsOlatPCl
(45)
t HC1...(2>
(Scheae 13)
In the first step, while in the second stage, foraation of 
the bls(2 ,2 ,2-trlphenylethyl> phosphorochloridite (4 5 ) was 
not observed; Instead, the dialkyl phosphite (4 3 ) was 
obtained (see experlaontal page 131). »»p n.a.r. after six 
weeks showed the alxture to contain the phosphoro- 
dlchlorldlte (44) <ca. 34 >ole X), and the dialkyl phosphite 
(43) (ca. 00 sole X).
The ease of dealkylation of the trialkyl phosphite 
(42) and also possibly of the phoephorochlorldite (45) by 
hydrogen chloride, despite the eterio hindrance to a «2 
attack as conpared to the trlneopentyl and trie(2 ,2-
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dlethylbutyl) esters, «ms considered to be due largely to 
the participation of the phenyl ring in the rate-deternining 
step and its greater adgratory aptitude «fith the probable 
fornation of a resonance stabilised carboniua ion 
Intoreediate (Schene 14>.**
<Ph3CCIl20>3P. . . II-Cl .
<42 >
Ph CX:il3CPh3
I 4 IPh-C-CHa-O-POCHaCPh®
I I
Ph H
cr
+ H>P<OCH3CPh3>:
<43 >
-
CSchena 14>
Reaction of chlorodiphenylphosphine «fith one aole 
®*iuivalent of 2 ,2 ,2~triphenylethanol in anhydrous ether gave
2,2,2-triphenylethyl diphenylphosphinate <40> instead of the 
phosphinite <47> CScheaa 15>. This unescpeoted result suet 
have been caused by oxidation, probably by both peroxide 
present in the ether and aerial oxidation.
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FhaPCl -f PhsCCHaOU -I- (C9lU>aJi
Ph3CCH»0P<0> Ph 
<46> <47 >
<Schoi 15)
The phosphlnlte <47> was however obtained when the reaction 
was carried out In benzene. Mixtures of unidentified 
compounds ««ere also obtained In both reactions 
<see experlaental page 134).
An attenpt to prepare bls<2,2,2-trlphenylethyl> 
phenylphosphonite <48> froa dlchiorophenylphosphine In the 
presence of trlethylaalne gave a mixture of unidentified 
compounds with * ’P chemical shift ranging from S 20.0 to 
6 9.7. The *»P n.m.r. spectrum showed no signal assignable 
to the phosphonite <40> <«flth reference to dlneopentyl 
phenyl phosphonite 154>*
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2.2 InteraotlPM at trlalfcyl p l i n w p l H i with
Interactions of neopentjl phosphorus( 1 1 1 > esters with ot- 
haloacetophenones have previously been shown to yield 
Michael is-Arbuzov and Perkow Intnrsacll ntes <Sohese 5, 
page 15 ), which dealkylate to give the corresponding 
Michaelis-Arbuzov and Perkow products respectively. The 
present work was extended to studies of reactions of sore 
highly hindered phcssphorus ( 1 1 1  > esters rix. tris <2 ,2- 
diethylbutyl) phosphite <30> and trinorborn-l-yl phosphite 
<40>, and to a reinvestigation of the reactions of 
trineopentyl phosphite with other or-haloketones, in an 
atteept to Isolate sore stable Arbuzov and Perkow 
intersediates. The reactions were followed by **P «H 
n.n.r. spectroscopy which enabled the various species 
present to be identified by their characteristic signals, in 
deuterochlorofora at aabient tezperature. Yariations in the 
spectroscopic data obtained for the various coafKiunds are 
discussed in Section 2.0.
R ea ctio n s o f  tr in e o p e n ty l
Interaction of trineopentyl phosphite with ohloroa« 
yielded the corresponding Perkow product, dineopentyl
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l-nethylvlnyl phosphate <49> as the only product. In 
contrast» lodoacetone gave both the Arbuzov product» 
dineopentyl acetonylphosphonate <50> and the Perkow product 
<49> <Scheina 16). Reaction Interaadiates were not detected. 
Failure to detect the Arbuzov Internediate» any result In 
this case fro« the higher nucleophlllclty of 1“ as coapared
<R0>3P
R = <CIl3>3CCIIa-
CICH 3 CQCH3  ^ < R 0> *P -0-C = C U s
CH3
(49)
ICIIaCOCIL. ^ CRO>»P-CIU CCX:il3 + <49 >
<50 >
B rC H aC C X :<ilU B r-p^ <R O >atP~0-O C H a
C «lL «B r-*p
<53 >
<RO>arciU<XX:«lUBr-p ^----- <RO)»i<a!a<XK:*iUBr-p Br“
<51 >
<52 >
<Soheae 16>
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Br- which wae premnt In |n*evlou8 ly isolated axaapli 
i**oa ot-broaoacehophenone. In 'the In'teraotlon wl'th 
bronoacetophenone, the ketophoephonluM broaida <51 > CScheas 
16) wae identified ae an interaadia'te of the Arbusov 
reaction by ite n.a.r. el^nal <6  ^30.8>. The final 
reaction mixture contained both the Arbusov product« 
dineopentyl p-bronophenacylphcsephonate <52>, 18.0« and
the Perkow product« dineopentyl l-<p-broeophenyl>vinyl 
phoephate <53>« —8.2. Although both the Arbuxov and
Perkow routee were followed« the Perkow intereadiate wae too 
unstable for detection.
Ae wae obeerved in previous studies«** the 
ketophosphonlua bromide <51> that formed initially« 
gradually decomposed to the Arbusov prciduct <52> during the 
course of the reaction« while the Perkow product <53> was 
formed from the beginning. In all cases« the alkyl halide 
by-product wae shown to consist exclusively of the neopentyl 
ieomer <CH9 >9CCHsX <X - Cl« 1« Br>« from ^ i c h  it can be 
concluded that the mechanism of alkyl oxygen fission 
involves no carbonium ion intermediate and that the Sm2 mode 
of reaction is in operation for dealkylation of the 
alkyloxyphbephoniua species.
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Banottime of tri«Ca.2Trdigthylbu-tyl> plingplil-t:^ »
Interaction of trl8<2,2-dlethylbutyl) phosphite with o- 
chloro- and or-broso-acetophenone followed the saaa pattern 
as that observed by Hudson et aJ. ,** for trlneopentyl 
phosphite. Reaction with cr-chloroacetophenone foil owed the 
Perkow route only» to give the product bis<2,2~diethylbutyl) 
1-phenylvinyl phosphate <54), 6 ^ -0.0, with no intersadiate 
detected (Schese 17). The reaction with ot-brosoacetophenone
<R0)3P
R = <C2H3)3CCHs-
ClCH3COa»H« y  <RO)3P-0 - O C H 3
C«H»
<54 )
PrCHa<XX:3H» j <RO)3PCHaCOC«H» Hr* t <54)
(55)
O
<R0>3PCH3C0C«H«
(55)
(Schei 17)
followed both the Arbusov and Perkow routes, with only the 
sore stable Arbusov intersediate, tris(2,2-diethylbutyloxy)- 
(phenacyl)phosphoniuB broside (55), St» 40.7, detected
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<ScheaB 17 >. The Perkow route proceeds sore rapidly to the 
Perkow product (54> while an Initial bulld-up In the 
concentration of the phosphonlua broalde (55> for about 20 
nlnutes was observed before a progressive decoaposltlon to 
the Arbuzov product, bls<2,2-dlethylbutyl> phenacyl- 
phosphonate (56), dp» 10.7.
*U n.s. r. of the mixture at the end of the reaction 
conflraed the presence of the vinyl phosphate <54> with a 
signal at 4m  5.2 <s>, due to the vinyl protons and the 
phosphonate (50> with a signal at 4m  3.7 <d, *Jm—^ 18.5 Hz> 
due to the phosphorus-bonded sethylene protons. *H n. a. r. 
also showed the presence of only 2 ,2-dlethylbutyl broalde or 
chloride (4m  3.2, s, CHaBr; Sm  3,3, a, CHaCl>, ^ t h  no 
rearranged Isoaers, as the by-products froa the dealkylation 
stages indicative of an Sm2 type of dealkylation (Scheae 
18>.
OR
. 1R— D — P-D-OCHa
^  I I
OR CsIU
RCl -I- (RO>al
R - <CaB»>3CCHa- X s Cl, Br
(Schsaa 18 >
' It Is Interesting that the Inorsaaad bulk of the 8- 
substltuents In the 2 ,2-dl ethyl butyl group,, ooapared to
those In neopentyl,' * does not appear to increase resistance 
to Sm 2 attack to any significant extent.
Reactions of trinorborn-l-yl phosphite;
Interaction of trinorborn-l-yl phosphite with ot- 
haloketones <Scheas 19> afforded quasiphosphonius halides of 
very high stability» including the first exa^le of a stable 
vinyloxyphosphoniua <Perkow> i n t e m d i a t e  to be obtained 
fron a trialkyl phosphite. Decoaqposition to the 
corresponding vinyl phosphate and ketophosphonate at roos 
tenperature was not observed. The structures were further 
confiread by Fast Atom Boabardjaent Hass Spectroætry» which 
showed the quasiphosphoniua ion in the positive ion spectrua 
and by X—ray structural analysis. These are discussed in 
Section 2.0.
Reaction with o-broaoacetophenone at room teiqierature 
gave only the corresponding ketophoniua broaide, trinorborn- 
j[—yXoxy(phenacyl)phosphoniua broaide while ot~
chloroacetophenone gave no reaction at rooa teaperature.
Vhen the reaction with ot-chloroacotophenone was carried out 
at 69 “C, the ketophosphoniua chloride <56> was obtained 
together with trinorbom-l-yl phosphate <59>, dinorbom-l-yl 
phosphite <60> and two unidentified coapounds» 6m- 41.9, and 
-14.3. Siailarly, no reaction was obtained with 
chloroaoetone at rooa tenq>erature, but idien carried out a t
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BrCHaCOC«Hm / <RO)a^HaCOC«IU Br* 
<57), 6^ 27.1
ClCHaCOC^Hm / Rt Mo r e a c t io n
ClCHaCCX:«iH» / 69 *C . <RO>3^HaCCX:«Hs Cl*
<58>, 6p» 20.7 
<R0>3P0 t (R0>aP<0>H
<59>,
6 ^  - 1 0 .4
<0 0>,
6 ^  - 0 . 2
u n id e n t if ie d  conpounds: 
dp> 4 1 .9  <8>, - 1 4 .3  <8>
ClCHaCiX:H» / R-r Mo r e a c t io n
ClCHaCOCHa / 09 *C_____ ^ <RO>3^HaCOCIU Cl*
<01 >, 6m> 20.4
<RO>si^OC<CH3>:CHa Cl* 
(02>, 6^ -10.9
t <R0>3P0 t <R0>aP(0>H 
t unidentified coapounde:
6^ 110.0 <8 >, 29.2 <d, 24.0 Hz>,
23.5 <d, 24.0 Hz>, -14.4 <8 >
(Scheaa 19>
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<RO>»$OC<C«&«lQ»>: CHa Cl* 
< 0 3 ), 6 ^  - 1 7 .0
(S0>»^bc<C«iU10a»>: CHa Br~ 
< 6 4 ), 6 ^  - 1 6 .9
+  iV O yJ p C U a C O C ^ IU W O » Br** 
<65>, 2 5 .2
■¥ <RO>*FO 4- u n id e n tifie d  
coiq>ound8: 1 1 .2  <d, m
2 0 .6  Hz>, - 1 0 .7  <8>
<RO>3 FCHaCCX:«lUBr-p Br* 
<66>, 2 6 .3
(Scbeae 10> con tin u ed
69 "C , both  th e  ketophoephoniue c h lo r id e , tr in o rb o r n -1 -  
y lo x y < a co to n y l)p h o sp h o n iu e  c h lo r id e  <61) and th e  
vin yloxyph oeph on iu n  c h lo r id e , t r in o r b o m —1—y lo x y —1— 
■ eth y lv in y lo x y p h o ep h o n iu e  c h lo r id e  <62> itere. o b ta in e d .
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together with trlnorbom- 1-yl phosphate, dinorborn-l~jl 
phosphite and four unidentified coiq>ounds, 6^ 1 1 0 .0 , 2 0.2 , 
23.5, and -14.4.
Reaction of the phosphite <40> with or-chloro-p- 
nltroacetophenone at rooa temperature gave exclusively the 
vinylox3rphoephonlua salt, trlnorbom-l-yloxy-l-<p- 
nltrophenyDvlnyloxyphosphonlua chloride <03>, as the first 
exaiiq>le of stable Perkow Intermediate to be Isolated In the 
reaction of a trlalkyl phosphite. Reaction with or-bromo-p- 
nl troacetophenone gave both the vinyloxyphoephonlum bromide 
<64> and the ketophosphonlum salt, trlnorbom-l—yloxy<p- 
nltrophenacyl) phosphonium bromide <65> together with 
trlnorborn-1-yl phosphate and an unidentified compound, dp 
11.2. The ot-chloro-p-nltroacetophenone reaction appeared to 
be slightly slower, about 8 X of unreacted trlnorbom-l-yl 
phosphite being present In the mixture after 23 hours of 
reaction time, while no phosphite was present after 24 hours 
in the reaction of o-bromoacetophenone.
«-Bromo-p^bronpacetophenone reacted with trlnorbom-l-yl 
phosphite to give the ketophoephonlum salt, trlnorborn-1- 
yloxy<p-bromophenacyl>phosphonium bromide <6 6 >, only.
In none of the trlnorbom-l-yl phosphite reactions, was 
the formation of an Intermediate prior to the quasl- 
phosphonlum salts observed.
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The various reaction products obtained froa the 
preceding section, with different or-haloketones and 
phosphorus(III> esters, especially in the case of 
trinorborn-l—yl phosphite, can best be explained in terae of 
independent reaction pathways to the Michael is-Arbusov and 
Perkow products with no cuaeon interaediate as previously 
postulated. The two probable pathways are, nucleophilic 
attack of the phosphite on the carbonyl carbon to fora the 
betaine <8 > which then rearranges to yield the Perkow 
interasdiate only (Scheae 4, page 13), and nucleophilic 
attack on the o-carbon which directly yields tlra Arbuzov 
interaediate. or-Chloroketones undergo prefentially the 
Perkow reaction via the betaine while ot—broaoketones can
undergo both the Arbuzov and Perkow reactions. The ability 
of the a-broBoketones to undergo both reactions coa^red 
with o-chloroketones steas froa the high polarizability of 
the carbon—broaine bond which facilitates the eliaination of 
the bromide and thus favours nucleophilic attack of the 
phosphorus on the or—carbon atoa.
Attention has been paid by several w o r k e r s , t o  the 
reactions of less hindered trialkyl phosphites of relatively 
strong nucleophiliclty such as trlaethyl, trlethyl, and 
trlpropyl, with sterically hindered ot-haloketones in idiich 
bulky substituents are ax'ound the carbonyl centre and/or on 
the ct-carbon. The investigations, however, have not 
included a study of the opposite effect of using more bulky 
phosphites of relatively weak nuoleophllioity with less
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hindered ot-haloketoneB. Vith 'trlnorbom— 1—yl fdioephlte 
<40>, bath eterlc and electronic effects Influence the 
relative rates of Its reactions.
The effectiveness of a nucleophile depends on a nuaber 
of factors, but prlaarlly on Its basicity. Its 
polarizability and any conjugatlve effects with the 
nucleophilic centre <the or-effeet). *** In teras of 
electronic effect, excluding the sterlc effect, the ot-effect 
Is aore laportant In deteralnlng the nucleophilic 
reactivities of trlalkyl phosphites. Trlnorborn-l-yl 
phosphite Is a relatively weak nucleophile coapared to 
trlethyl phosphite and trlneopentyl phosphite. In which the 
electron releasing effect of their alkyl groups enhances 
their nucleophlllclty. VIth norboimyl, a brlgehead blcycllc 
group, the Inductive effect or æsoaerlc effect through the 
tertiary carbon Is absent.*“* Trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite will 
therefore be expected to bo less reactive towards a carbonyl 
group, unless the activity of the carbonyl group Is 
Increased by the presence of a strong electron-withdrawing 
group. Attack on the or-carbon carrying a highly polarized 
halogen, and activated by the carbonyl group, will be fairly
accessible.
The failure of trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite to react with 
o-chloroacotono and ot-chloroacotophenone at roos 
teiaperature, while ot-chloro-p-nltroacetophenone reacted to 
give the vinyloxyphosphonlus chloride <63>, and also, the 
reaction of o-brosoacetophenone and ot-broxo-p-bi
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acetophenone to give only the ketophoephonlua salts <57> and 
<06> respectlvelyt could be explained in teras of the weak 
nucleophillclty of trlnorbom-l-yl phosphite. Attack on the 
carbonyl carbon of chloroacetone» ot—chi oro~ • cr-broeo— and ct— 
brono-p-broao-acetophenones Is thus Inhibited. The presence 
of a para substituted nltro group In the phenyl ring greatly 
Increases the electrophilic character of the carbonyl carbon 
thereby facilitating the ease of nucleophilic attack CScheae 
20>. The low polarIsabl11ty of the carbon-chlorine bond
<63>
tfcH am C m H rn Br“
<57 )
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provonte the attack on the ot-carbon while the highly 
polarizable carbon broaine bond, facilitates the 
miclouphilic attack on the or-carbon of a-broao- and oc-broao-- 
p-brumn-acetophenones <Scheae 2 0 ).
The different reaction pathways to the Arbuzov and 
Perkow Interinediates are both exeaplifled in the reaction of 
ot-bromo-p-nltroacetophenone, which gave both the vinyloxy- 
f>lifisplinniun <04) and the ketophosphoniun <65> broaides 
<;k:hemn 21). This is in contrast to the a-chloro- analogue 
ami a-broaoacetophenone which each, followed one pathway only 
<ik:hoaQ 2 0 ).
+ I
.P — C ^ H a — B r ^  
C«H4lQ»
F o m t i o n  of both the vlnyloxyphoephonlua and 
ketophosphoniun chlorides In the reactions of chloroacetone 
and a-chloroacetophenone is unusual. A higher reaction 
tenperature is necessary, to overcoaa the increased 
activation energy for foraation of the vinyloxyphosphoniua 
chloride fron trinorbom-l-yl phosphite, and the foraation 
of the ketophosphoniua chloride aay also, therefore becoae 
aore favourable. It is known that the ratio of 
ketophosphonate-vinyl i^osphate generally increases with 
increasing tei^rature.* Though vinyloxyphosjdioniua 
chloride was not observed in the ot-chloroacetophenone 
reaction ndxture, evidence for its transitory foraation was 
obtained fron the detection of trinorborn-l'-yl phcisphate and 
phenylacetylene to which it decoaposed rapidly, due to its 
instability at the reaction teiqmrature. This represents an 
abnornal cleavage of the Perkow internediate in which the 
vinyl grouping is preferentially reaoved and was also shown 
to occur in the decoaposition of trinorborn-l-yloxy-l-<p- 
nitrophenyl>vinyloxyphosphoniun chloride <63> <see section 
2 .0 ).
Vhen the Arbuzov or Perkow route only was followed, 
as in the reaction of ot-broaoacetopl»none, and ot-*ohloz*o-p- 
nitroactophenone with trinorbom-l-yl phosphite, the 
respective interaedlate was obtained with no side prcxluct. 
However, additional side products were obtained «dien both 
routes occurred together, as in the reaction with
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nl troacetophenone: 11.2, d, J^-m  20.0 Hzt -*10.7, s>,
chloroacetane: 110.0, s; 20.2, d, J^-m  24 Hz;
6r^ 23.5, d, Ji»-M 24 Hz; d*» -14.4, 8 >, and 
a-chloroacetophenone: <d^ 41.0, e; di» -14.3, 8 >.
The additional product in the o-brono-p-nitroaceto- 
phenone reaction, reeonatlng at d*» 11.5, and with a P-H 
ooupllng Indicating a P-CH bond, wa8 euopected to be an 
a-balogeno eubstltuted H-ketophoophonlun aalt, trlnorborn-1- 
yloxy<a-broBw-p-nltrophenacyl)pho8phonlu*i broalde <08>. 
Hvidenco for the atructure waa aupported by Faat Atoa 
Burdardnient laaaa apectroacopy of the reaction alxture, which 
ahowed the preaence of an Ion at a/z 500 / 502 Indicating 
the preaence of broalne In the coaipound, and the fragaent 
correapondlng to the loaa of oxygen froa the nltro group In 
the phoaphonluB broalde (00> <Scheae 22>. Thla type of 
oxygon loee waa aho%m to occur In the fragaentatlon of the 
vliiyloxyphoephonlua chloride <63) <aee aectlon 2.0.2), and 
also In the fragaentatlon of other nltro derivatives.*’
Br
•P-cii-c=o
I
A“o o
(08)
Br
t 1,p-cu-c=o
w
a/z 500 / 502 
(8.0 / 0.3 X>
(Scheaa 22)
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The Intrcxiuctlon of an electronegative atom into the ct- 
positlon of a ^-ketopho8phonlu■ salt would lead both to 
increase in the nobility of the hydrogen atom of the 
methylene group and also to increase in the acidity of the 
enol hydroxyl which should Influence the degree of 
enolizatiOn of these coa^xiunds. Formation of the keto fora 
of the phosphonium bromide <6 6 > in the cr-bro*>-p- 
nltroacetophenone reaction, was in accord with the work of 
Aladzheva et aJ.,»* on the tautonerism of cc-halogeno- 
eubstituted ^-ketophosphoniun salts (Scheme 23). Aladzheva 
et aJ.,»* found that the introduction of a chlorine atom
Ph3P=CICOCH» + HX
O
IIPh3P-CHCCH* X*I
X = Cl, Br
(Schei 23)
into the a-position increases enollzation, but the 
introduction of a bromine atom decreases enolization. **P 
n.m. r. of the decoiqxjsed mixture of the phcjsphonlus salts 
obtained in the a—brono-p—nitroacetophenone reaction (see
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experlncn'tal page 145) t showed hhe presence of dinorborn~*l— 
yl p-mltrophenacylphosphonate <69> 1 2 .2 >, trlnorborn-1-
yl phosphate, and two unidentified coapounds, Sr^  4 . 7  and 
r^> 4.5, which could probably be attributed to both the keto 
and enol forn of di nor born-1-yl a—broao-p-nltz*aphenacyl- 
phosphonate, <70> and <71> respectively <Schese 24). The 
presence of the polarized P=0 bond would further Increase 
the nobility of the hydrogen atoa of the aethylene group.
O
+ 11
-Oi3P-CUCC«Il4 HÜ3 
Br 
<68 >
Br*
O O
II li
tP-C H (X:«lU B03
I
Br
O OH
II I
tP -O C C «B «1 0 »
Br
<70> <71 )
< 8ch eaa  2 4 )
The a-broaophenacylphosphonluB broalds <6 8> could 
prosslbly be foraad through an lon-palr interaadlata <72>
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(Scheaa 25>, foraad by ligand excbange In tha 
phenacylphoephonlua broidde <57), to give a resonance 
stabilized p-nltroacetophenonyl anion. The latter could
O
<RO) » P — C H aC C sH ^ lQ s
Br*
<57 )
Ow
C-CHaBr
/
C«1U B 0 2
<RO>»PBr CHaCX:«lUIQ» 
<72>
Proton
transfer
C«IU BQst
<73 >
<RO>sPBr
~CHBr
\
+ O O
/
C«H4BOa
R
<R0 >»P-CHCC«1U R Q 2 Br'
I
Br
<6 8 >
<8cbe] 25>
then undergo proton transfer from the starting a-broso-p-* 
nitroacetophenone, affording a new sore stabilised anion 
<7 3 >, which finally reacts with the te*asophoephonlua cation
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derived fro« the lon-palr <72) to give the o-broeophenacyl- 
phosphonlun bromide (09>.
Porimtlon of the o-bromophenacylphoeplianium bromide from 
the ylld <74) <Scheme 26>, by reacting with a positive 
bromine source, such as the starting o-bromo-p-nltro- 
acetophenone, Is also feasible.
O
 ^ II
< HO) 3 l* -C II-C C «ll.tH O a
II
Br* .^JU.
O
+ .  II<RO> 3P-CHCC«1U1Q2 
<74 )
<57 )
Br— -CIIaCOC«IUMOa
<KO>»P-<:H<X)C«IUBOa ““CH*CCX:*IU103, 
Br
lIBr
Br"* -f CIl3<XX:«H«BO»
CSchema 20 >
Trialkyl phosphites are known to take part In 
nucleophilic attack on acetylenes.** The additional side 
products obtained In the reactions of chloroacetone, and 
a-chloroacetophenone with trlnorborn-*l-*yl phosphite, might 
possibly stem therefore from the reactions of the 
acetylenes, prop-l~yne, and phenylaoetylene with the
02
phosphite. Prop-l-yno Is forsed fro. the decosposltlon of
trli,orborn-l-yloity-l-»thylvlnyloxyphoephoiilu. chloride <«2)
In the chloroaoetone reaction, and phenylacetylene Is forsed 
fro. the decoaposltlon of trlnorborn-l-yloay-l-phenylrlnyl- 
oxyphosphonlua chloride. In the chloroacetophenone reaction. 
The side products Mere however forned In too s m l l  
quantities for their identification to be possible.
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2.3 Intaraoti on o f trin orbom -i-y i ptin«pi>4 4;n 
and 2 ia,2-trlphftHYlnthYl diPhanylphemphinHiJi 
1A7) with »athyl
S -i
l!
A nuaber of stable Arbusov Interaadlatss havs basa 
obtained fro« phosphorusC1 I1 > esters with alkjl halide and 
the «BchanisBB of the reactions have been wldalj reviewed. ' 
The present work was extended to the use of a new sterically 
hindered phosphite <40> and phosphinite (4 7 ).
Trinorborn-l-yl phosphite C40) reacted with «ethjl 
iodide to give exclusively the phosphoniu« iodide, 
trinorborn-l-yloxy<«Bthyl>phosphonium iodide <75> <6^  36.0>, 
<Sche«e 27), as a very stable salt and highly resistant to 
attack by atnosperlc «olsture. The rata of foraation of the 
phosphoniua iodide <75) was comparable with the rate at 
which the analogue, trineopentyloxy(aethyDphosphoniua 
iodide was foraed. This is in contrast to the observed 
reactivity of trinorborn-l-yl phosphite towards or-halo- 
ketones co^>ared to the neopentyl analogue Csection 2.2), 
which was explained in terms of the «leak nucleophilicity of 
trlnorborn— 1-yl phosphite. The driving force in the 
reaction of tri nor b o m - 1-yl phosphite «ilth aethyl iodide is 
the high polazability of the carbon-iodine bond, which 
facilitates the elimination of the iodide.
2,2,2-Triphenylethyl diphenylphosphlnite <47) also 
ga7e the phosphonium salt, 2 ,2 ,2-triphenyletboxy<diphenyl>- 
aathylphosphonlum iodide <76>, 6^ 72.7, CScheae 27) as the
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only coapound. The phoephonlua salt <70> wae found to be 
stable at rooa teaperature in the abeence of aoleture for 
about a %<eek, after tfhloh decolouration of the salt from 
white to yellow was obeerved. The aalt <70> eolutlon In 
deutorochlorofora was aleo etable for about 44 hours after 
which. It started decoaposlng to diphenyllaathyl)phosphine 
oxide. The surprising low stability of the phoephonlua salt 
<76> coapared to the neopentyl analogue,* aay be due to the 
tendency of the 2 ,2 ,2-trlphenylethoxy group to undergo Sm I 
rieslon. facilitated largely by the participation of the 
phenyl ring In the rate deteralnlng step.
CH.— I
<40> <75)
Fh:*CCIIaUFPh> + CH»— 1 
<47>
-> PhsCCHakOPPha (CH»> I
<76 >
CSohei 27>
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2 .4 Interaction of trineopontyi phosphite and 
trinorborn-l-yl phocphlto— C4Q) with bjjTtgnyi
chloridn.
Reactions of acyl or sii^le aroyl chlorides with
phosphites have been found to jn'oceed in accordance 
with the Michael is-Arbuzov reaction leading to the f o m t i o n  
of 0,0-dialkyl acyl <or aroyl) phosphonates«**« (Scheee 28). 
However, triphenyl phosphite has been shown to react with 
the fornatlon of the diphenyl phosphorochlorldlte and the 
phenyl carboxylate*« CScheee 28).
OrW C1“ O
K II
<RO)»P-OR 4 R'CCX:i --- > <RO)aP-COR* ----> <RO)aPCOR* 4 RCl
R alkyl R* = alkyl, aryl
(PhO)9P!; 4 RCOCl
<PhO) »^COR Cl <PhO)»P-COR ^ <PhO)sP-COR "OPh
OPh
<PhO)aPCl 4 RCCXlPh
(Sehen 28)
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1« tüe present work. - P  n.,.r. epeotroecopy wns need to 
InveetlRoto the reaction oi trlneopeatyl phosphite and 
Irlncirborn-l-yl phosphite with bensoyl chlorlda at rooa
I; eni|>e r a t u r e .
Redaction with trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite was found to be 
very slow, about 88 % of the phosphite <46> remlnlng 
unroacted after 21 hours of reaction tlao. The »»P n.n.r. 
n|K>ctru« of the reaction alxture after three sonths. showed 
a mixture of phosphorus-containing cospounds to be present 
<noe exporlaental page 156) with the «ajor coipound at 6^ 
- 1 0 . 0  identified as trlnorborn-1-yl phosphate foraed by 
partial oxidation of the phosphite during the course of the 
reaction. Attempts to Isolate any phosphonlua salts that 
might l>e present In the alxture by trituration with 
ai»hy,lrous other afforded a alxture of compounds resonating 
at 6^ : 31.7. 20.4. 15.7 and -14.2 .
Konctlun of trlnorborn-l-yl phosphite with benzoyl 
chloride would be expected to fora the stable phosphonium 
•alt. trlnorborn-l-yloxy<bonzoyl)phosphonlua chloride <77),r;
c«H.ccx:i
by analogy with the reactions of o-haloketones and aethyl 
Iodide eScheaa 19 and 27). In the absence of any data on 
the chemical shift for acylphoephonlua salts with which to
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coapare thm bansoylphosphonlua ohlorlda <77) shift. It le 
difficult to know whether any of the products sight 
correspond to the phosphonium salt <77>. The quantities of 
the products are too saall for further characterisation. It 
appears however, that the forsation of the bensoyl-
phosphonium salt <77> does not take place to any significant 
extent.
Interaction of trineopentyl phosphite with benzoyl 
chloride also gave a mixture of phosphorus-containing 
cospounds. The reaction was relatively slow with about 27 X 
of unreacted phosphite remaining after 20 hours of reaction 
time. n. m. r. of the mixture after 3 months showed the
presence of trineopentyl phosphate Cd#» -1.2>, a signal at 
-1.8, which was assumed to be dlneopentyl benzoyl 
phosphonate <78>, based on diethyl benzoylphosphonate, 
-1.8,** and an unidentified cospound, 18.4, as the 
major compounds. The Arbuzov intermediate, trlneopentyloxy- 
<benzoyl> phosphonium chloride <70>, appeared to be too
O O
II II
[ <CH»>CCHaO]aP-<X:«Hs 
<78)
t <cH»>ccHsO]«^cc«Hs cr
<79)
unstable for detection to occur, as any signal showing the 
usual initial build-up in concentration followed by deci 
in' concentration as the {dkosphonate <78> was formed <by 
analogy with the reaction of trialkyl phosphite with
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Ia-branoketonee)'» was not oboarved.
Reaction with trlneopentyl phosphite prcxseeded by the 
Arbuzov reaction pathway (Sohesa 28> to give the 
benzoyl phosphonate <78>. The presence of trineopentyl 
phosphate Is probably due to a partial oxidation of the 
phosphite during the course of the reaction.
4
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2 . 5 Intcraotion of triMthyl phnaphlte wH:l>
cr-^h lon iacotop lw n oiiM  in  na-fehamil.
iS.i' ,
Ae an extension of the work of Petnehazj et aJ. on 
the aachanlstic interpretation of the prcxlucts f o m a d  in the 
reactions of trlalkyl phosphites with various substituted ot- 
haloacetophenones in protic solvents CScheas 20>, the 
reactions of triaethyl phosphite with or-chloro-, ec-chloro-p- 
chloro- and, ot-chloro-p-nitroacetophenones were investigated 
by n.m. r. spectroscopy <gated decoupling) in oxxler to
ascertain the product coapoeition, and the effect of excess 
trialkyl phosphite used by Petnehazy^ on the products 
ratio.
<R0>3P t
\0 “C—'CHa
OsIUK*
CIUOH
O QHI T<RO>»P-C-CHaX
IC«1UR* 
<81 >
<80>
<SO>»PO
<ScheBB 29)
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In the reaqtlon of varying concentration of triaethyl 
phoephite with a-chloroacetophenone, a slight change on 
Inctoaolng the trisathyl phosphite - o-chloroacetophenone 
fiKilo ratio from 1:1 to 10:1 was observed for the disethyl
a-hydroxyphenacylphosphonate <8 1 > ~ dinethyl 1-phenyl vinyl
plumphate <80) <Schese 20, S » CH3. R* » H, X « Cl> product 
ratio, with the equilibriua favouring the ot-hydroxyphenacyl- 
phnophonate, but a aore definite swing in the favour of the 
vinyl phosphate <80) appeared to be foraad at 20:1 aole 
ratio <Table 1), Siailar results were obtained with
Table 1
H£fec.t_of_jgaryJLng—the_jeactant ratio  on  iiii« 
hydroxyphoonhonate- XHP). (C1L»Q>^p c q>c <o h > cch^ i 
and-ViJiyJL-Phosphata CVP>. <CM^>^P<o>cx:<C>H^Y>gCH>,
products concentration.
Y = II
IIP aole X
<CIl30>3P : ClCHbCCX:«IUT
L.t-1_____ 5 : 1  10 : 1
54.0
VP noie X 45.4
54.5
45.5
53.2
40.8
lie ratio
Y = Cl
HP aole X 42.5
VP aule X 57.5
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a-chlaro-p-nltroaotttoph«none reaction CTable 1>, with aore 
vinyl phoephate being foraed. A substantial increase in tbs 
asount at the side products, diastbyl pbospbite, and
■otbylpbospbonate was observed, on increasing the 
reactant ratio Iroa li 1 to 20i1, while a slight increase,
2 — 5 X, was obtained for triaathyl phosphate«
The possible explanation for the difference in the 
hydroxyphenaoylphosphonate - vinyl phosphate product ratio 
could be that the excess of the triaathyl phosphite is 
acting as a base which reduces the concentration of the 
a-hydroxyphenacylphoephoniua interaadiate <82> CSoheaa 30> 
and favours the vinyl phosphate foraation. Vhen the 
reaction of triaethyl phosphite with one sole equivalent of 
a-chloroacetophenone and pyridine was carried out, only the 
vinyl phosphate <80> and triaathyl phosphate were obtained. 
Pyridine being a strong base and a weak nucleophile readily 
abstracts the proton froa the o-hydroxyphenaoylphosphoniua 
interaadiate <82> <Scheaa 30> causing the rapid 
rearrangeaent to vinyl phosphate through the vinyloxy 
pbosphoniua salt. The possibility of pyridine causing the 
rearrangeaant of foraad ot-hydroxyphosphonate waa excluded, 
as no change was observed in authentic saaple of the 
a-hydroxyphenacylphoephonate <81> «rith pyridine in aethanol 
after six days.
82
<R0)»i-C-0“
C«H i
< RO)»P-D-C=CHa Cl~
C«lli
<R0)*P-0-C*CHs
II Io C«H«
CIU-
<Scheaa 30)
CH»-C1
M  <C1UQH)  ^ <RO)»^-C-OH Cl*
C«H.
C82)
O OH
II I
<RO)aP-C-CH»ClI
C«H.
Reaction of trlaatbyl phosphite with o-ohloro-p-
ultroacetophenone «»as found to proceed such faster with the
prefentlal foreatlon of the corresponding vinyl phosphate 
(Table 12, page 150).
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2.6 Isolât Iq h  and decomcMltinii nt guagipboapitcwiiMi
Stable quasi phosphonium salts obtained In solution In 
the reactions of trlnorborn-1—yl phosphite In the present 
work Mere Isolated by precipitation with anhydrous ether. 
The salts were.highly stable so that they could be handled 
In the open air.
^^^-(H»PCHaCOC«IU Br’
<57 >
3p-0-C=CHa Cl
C«IUIQa-p 
<63 >
s^Hb<XX:«H4Br-p Br^
<66>
]>ecooiposltlon of the phosphonlua salts was carried 
out in deuterochlorofora In sealed n.a. r. tubes and followed 
by ’H and n.a.r. spectroscopy.
The phcisphonlua salts showed a high thermal stability. 
Decomposition of the phenacylphoephonlua bromide <57> at 
132 *C for 20 hours gave 07 X of undecomposed bromide, and 
decomposition at 146.0 *C for O hours, gave 33 X of the 
phosphonlua bromide. The aethylidloephonlum Iodide <75> was 
more resistant to deooi^xjsltlon than the ptaenaoylphoephonlua
04
bromide <57). about 71 % of undecoiqMDeed trlnorbornyloxy- 
mothylphosphonlu« Iodide <75) reimliiliig after 24.6 hours of 
heating at 149 •€, and 41 % remaining after 154 hours. The 
vinyloxyphosphonlum chloride <63) at 148 *0, under%<ent 
preferential cleavage of the vinyl oxygen bond to yield 
trlnorborn-^l-yl phoephate and p-nltrophenylacetylene by a 
blmolecular trans elimination reaction (Schema 31). The 
pro<luct8 wore confirmed by »»P and ’»C n.m r. spectroscopy. 
This unusual cleavage of the Perkow Intermediate results 
fr-nin the very high resistance of the norbornyl group to 
iiuoleuphlllc attack.
O] 3P H\*^  /o— c=c
 ^H
+ IICl
-I- Qal C sC H
cr
(03)
(Schema 31>
The phenacylphosphonlum bromide (57> yielded the 
expected Arbuzov product, dlnorborn-1-yl phenacylphosphonate 
(03> Sr- 13.4, by an SIm I cleavage (Scheme 32>. Formation of 
side products was observed during the decoiqxjeltlon, as the 
n.m. r. spectrum of the solution after 6 hours of heating
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at 148.5 'C, ehotPBd in addition to the phoephoniua broaide 
<57 > and the phenacylphosphonate <83>, the preeence of two 
unidentified conpounde, 6^ 18.2 <d, 8.0 Hz> and Sm> 12.3
* The preeenoe of the unidentified ooapounds iieo not 
detected on coa^>lete decos^xieition. The BBthylphosphoniuB 
Iodide <75) also gave the Arbuzov product, di nor born-1-yl 
methylphosphonate <84> d»» 24.6 <Scheme 32>, with no other 
phosphorus—containing product detected during the course of 
decomposition.
f'^^^04aP-CHa<X)C«H»
<57 >
►4..Br"
<75 >
<84 >
CScheae 32 >
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AtaimtH to trim thn hatain» (7bi 
caaotl nn nf t,rlnnrtinrn-l-Ti 
«■ fcohlorn-n-m
As postulated In the present Investigation and by other 
authors, the PerkoK reaction prooe«ls through nuoleophlllo 
attack of the carbonyl carbon to lor- a betalns <6) <Sohe-e 
O. page 17), which then rearranges by -Igratlon of the 
phosphorus fro- carbon to oxygen to give the Inter-edlate 
CPei kow) vlnyloxyphosphonlu- salt and a subsequent 
dealkylation to the Perkow product. The betaine for-atlon 
step has also being suggested by so-e authors as a possible 
first step In the Arbuzov reaction through rearrange-ent by 
intranoleoular 1.2-shllt of the phosphite group to the 
o-carbon to give the Arbuzov Inter-sdlata ISche-e 6, page 
17). Though. In this Investigation It was found that there 
was no oos-on Inter-adlate between the two reaction 
I«thwaye. an atte-pt was -ade to trap the betaine and to 
investigate the conditions under which It sight rearrange 
to both the Perkow and Arbuzov Inter-adlatse.
In the Inveetlgatlon. the reaction of trlnorborn-1-yl 
phosphite with s-chloro-p-nltroncstophonone, which gives 
exclusively the vlnylozyphoephonlu- chloride <«3 ) ,
19). was used. Atte-pts were -.de to trap the betaine <«7) 
eSche-B 2 0 ), by reaction with -athanesulphonyl chloride, 
trlfluoroacetlc acid, -ethanol, benzoyl chloride and 
hydrogen chloride as shown below (Sohaae 33). The reactions
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were follooped by ’H and " ’P n. a. r. spectroecopy n't rooa 
temperature.
<R0>3P ClCHaCOC«H4lQa-p t T-Z
O-T
CBO^i^C-CHsCl Z'
ICmlUlQs-p
<85 - 80>
r Z.
<85>: CH^SOaCl CH«SOa Cl
<86>: CPsCXXIH H CF»COO
<87) : CIUOH H CH»0
<88>: CelUCOCl C«H*CO Cl
<89>: HCl H Cl
<Scbei 33>
In the presence of aathaneeulphony1 chloride, the 
betaine salt <85> was not observed, nor the vinyloxy- 
phosphoniua chloride <83>. The sulphonyl chloride was found 
to react with the phosphite to give trinorbom-l~yl 
phosphate as the major product and an unidentified conpound, 
6^ 49.7, which was assuaed to be trinorbom-1- 
ylbxy<aathanethiyl>phosphoniua chloride <90> based on the 
work of Gilbert, Poshikus** and Hoffaan^ at sJ., on the
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leaction of trlethyl phoephlte with alkyl- and aryl- 
niilphony 1 chlorides. The saae products were obtained by a 
Goparate reaction of trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite with 
nwthanesuiphonyl chloride. The reaction probably proceeds 
Jn three consecutive stages as proposed by Poshikus et aJ.«
<R0>3P •• CH3SO2CI -------^
<KO)aP cii3scx:i ----- >
<R0>3P Cii3ix:i ----->
<R0>sP=0 4- CIUSOCl
<RO>sP=0 CHsSCl 
<R0>3PSCH3 C1~
(00 >
T h e  first t*io steps involve reduction of the 
mnthanesulphonyl chloride to sethanesulphenyl chloride which 
t h e n  in turn reacts with trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite to yield 
t h e  methanethiylphosphoniun chloride (00>. Dealkylation to 
t h e  corresponding phosphonate occurs with single alkyl 
gruu(>s but is not possible for norborn-l-yl under the 
ex|>eriBiental conditions used.
In the presence of trlfluoroacetic acid» the 
viiiyloxyphoephoniuB chloride <03>, dinorborn-l-yl phosphite, 
and two unidentified coa^xiundst <df» -12.7, and df» —14.2> 
wore obtained. The betaine salt (60> was not obtained.
Vhen the reaction of trinorborn-1-yl phosphite and 
a-cliloro-p-nitroacetophenone was carried out in aethanol, 
the presence of the betaine salt <87> was not detected in 
the. nixture. Instead, an unidentified coi^mund, di» -4.0, 
was obtained as the sajor product, together with
00
vlnyloxyphoephonlua clilorlde <«3). The unldantlfled 
coapound m s  aeauaed to be dlaethyl l-<p-nltrophenyi)vi„yi 
phoephete <»1 ) Cauthantlo coapound 6^ -4.8. Section 3.5. 
Table 12). foraed by replaoeaent oi the norbornyl groupe In 
trlnorborn-l-yl phosphite by a e t h m y  groups (Soheae 34> to
fora trlaethyl phosphite idiloh subsequently reacted with the
acetophenone.
O H
\
O-CHa H— O\
CIU
(CH»0>3P y Further reaction 
' with CHsOH replace 
the norbornyl group. 
C1CH3C0C«IUS03
<ClUO> aP <0> -O-OCH*
I
C «IU lQ a
<01>
CSohoBB 34 >
aP-OCHa
•OH
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The possibility or the norbornyloxy-Mthoxy group oxchonge 
oc.c.ur 1 ln{{ In the vinyloxyphcisphanluB chloride <63> eas 
oxcluded by the »«P n.n.r. spectru. of the
vliiyloxyphosphonlu* chloride <63> In aathanol which showed 
no change after t%#o nonths at roos toa^rature.
Uenzoyl chloride has been shown, <Section 2.4> to 
react very slowly with trinorborn-1-yl phosphite, whereas, 
tlin reaction of trlnorborn-1-yl phosphite with o-chloro-p- 
ril troacetophenone is such faster (Section 2.2>. The use of 
l>enzoyl chloride to trap the betaine as the cr-benzoate 
derivative was therefore attenpted. The reaction (Schesa 
33) In the presence of benzoyl chloride gave the 
vlnyloxyphosphonltin chloride (63) as the aajor product. 
l.rlnorbtjrn-1-yl phosphate, and two unidentified cospounds.
6r> M . 8  <ca. 9 %) and dp* 30.6 <ca. 5 X>. The unidentified 
comfKJund at dr«- 30.0 is in the expected range for the 
a-bnnzayloxyphosphonlua chloride (88) while that at dr« 14.8 
Is In the range for the ot-benzoyloxyphosphonate (92). (based 
on analogy with trlnorborn-1-yloxy(phenacyDphosphonlun 
chlurLdo (07). dr» 27.0. and dl nor born-1—yl 
phniiacyLphosphonato (83). d^ 13.4.
O O-C-CeHs 
aP-C-CIUCl
LifUlOa- (p> 
(92 >
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REPRODUCED
FROM THE%
BEST
AVAILABLE
COPY
The a-benzoyloxyphosphonate <92>, could not however have 
been forned by dealkylation oi the a—benzoyloxyphoephonlua 
chloride <08> under the conditiona used. Two unidentified 
ocini|>ound8 with similar chemical shift to those obtained 
above, wore also observed in the reaction with hydrogen 
chloride discussed below.
In an attempt to trap the betaine by forming the or- 
hydroxyphosphonlum chloride (80> in the presence of 
anhydrous hydrogen chloride, the effect of the hydrogen 
chloride on trinorborn-l-yl phosphite was investigated first 
by ^*P n.m. r. spectroscopy at various temperatures. It is 
k n o w n , t h a t  the reaction of a trialkyl phosphite with 
hydrogen chloride goes through a phosphorus-protonated 
Intermodiate <03> leading to the dialkyl phosphite Cequation
<R0>3P llCl <RO>»PH Cl'*---> <R0>sP<0>U + RCl.... <1>
<93 >
1), the first stage of the reaction being reversible. Vith 
a sterically hindered alkyl group for which dealkylation 
does not occur readily, the equilibrium is shifted towards 
the phosphorus—protona ted form at low te^>erature.
*»P n.m.r. of trinorborn-1-yl phosphite in 
deuterochloroform saturated with anhydrous hydrogen chloride 
<2 mole equivalent) was carried out at 27*, 0*, 20*, -40* 
and -55 *C <n. m. r. spectrometer temperature). The spectrum 
at 27 -C gave a broad mignal at 6^ 14.8 which was assusMl to
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be th. protoB.t«J trlBorbor«-l-yi p h a e p M f  CB3>
1. B - C,H,.0->. with th. «qulllbrlu. iyi„g virtually 
co^letely to tha protonatad fora aa no i„
choaloal ahlft » »  obaervad on lowarlng tha ta^ratur. to 
- 5 5  -C . An attanpt to raoovar tha trlnorbom-l-yl phoaphlta 
iron the protonatad phoaphlta aolutlon by puling off tha 
hydrogen chloride and aolvant In vacuo for 10 houra raaultad 
in . alrtura. In ,d.lch tha - P  n.a.r. at -55 -C  ahow«l the 
preaanca of trtnorbom-l-yl phoaphlta 142.2), protonatad 
trlnorbom-1-yl phoaphlta (Sm- 10.7, >J^_« 520.0 Hz), 
dlnorborn-1-yl phoaphlta <«,. 1.03, 5 5 7 .1 gz) and
trlnorbom-1-yl phoaphate -10.42). Olnorborn-l-yl 
phoaphlta ana fornad probably by tha hydrolyaaa of tha 
protonatad trlnorbom-1-yl phoaphlta by atnoaparlo aolatura, 
and trlnorborn-1-yl phoaphata fornsd by aerial ozldatlon.
Addition of o-ohloro-p-nltronoatophanona to protonatad 
pboaphlte <03) aolutlon at rooa tanparatura gave no reaction 
after 20 houre. ->P n.n.r. of tha aolutlon ahouad only the 
preaanca of tha protonatad phoaphlta (03) (dv 14.5) plua a 
aanll anount <7 *) of dlnorbom-1-yl phoaphlta. *>p n.a.r. 
of tha mixture run at -55 'C  after two unaka at rooa 
te^rature ahouad tha praeanoa of »Inylozyphoaphonlua 
chloride (53), trlnorborn-l-phoaphata and two unidentified 
coapounds, 10.0 <oa. 7 aol %> and 32.1 <oa. 3 aol X>.
Tha unldantifiad ooa(»und8 at 32.1, and 10.0 ara 
In tha axpaoted ranga for tha a-bTdroxjphaeplionlua ohlorida 
<30>, and o-bjdroxjphoaplionata <04> raapaotiaalj, baaad on
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2.8 The effect of «liver perchlomt« 1 « 
reaction of trianthyl phn«pl>l<:« wnrf -irvirMtcatona.
Chopard ot al, , reported the detection of a 
ketophosphonluai perchlorate <05> <Arbuzov Interaedlate), 
Identified only by infra-red spectroocopy, froa the 
reactions of chloro- and icsdo-acetone with triaethyl 
phosphite in solution of benzene. In the presence of silver 
perchlorate <Scheae 35>. The usual Perkow reaction with 
chloroacetone did not occur. Addition of quinoline was then 
said to give the Arbuzov prcxluct, although this was not 
isolated. The effect of the silver ion on the course of 
reaction of trinethyl phosphite with lodoacetone was 
therefore reinvestigated by carrying out the reaction in an 
n.n. r. tube and was followed by n. a. r. spectroscopy.
CH3<XX:HakZ t <CH30>»P ■¥ AgClOu
<CH3 0 >9i^HsC0ciu ciar t
(95>
Agl
f
<CH30>aP<0>CHa<XX:H* t C*H7icHa CIGlT
CSchei 35>
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The proeent studies shoiied no signal assignable to a 
kntophosphunlun Ion ca. 40> or a ketophosphonate ca. 
ii()> at any stage. T%io phosphorus containing ooa^xjundss 
hriwothyl phosphate <4*» 1.8> fornad by partial oxidation of 
the trlnmthyl phosphite, and tetrasethyl pyrophosphate <08>,
I <CiI;«0>2P<0>0J a, —10.4) were obtained, together with 
acetone.
The effect of silver ion on trlsathyl phosphite alone 
wan to move the chemical shift upfield from 140 to 127 by 
virtue of reversible complex formation, 127 being the 
chemical shift for the undissociated conq>lex <07> in the 
nimence of excess trimathyl p h o s p h i t e . A d d i t i o n a l
4(Clt30>3P + AgClU« AgC <CiUO>3P)l CIO«'
<97 )
Intermediate resonating at 6^ 30 was observed in the mixture 
which is probably due to the slight dissociation of the 
complex <97> into another reversible species, though the 
chemical shift is in the region observed for dimethyl 
mnthyiphosphonate an IsoxBrlc product of trimethyl phosphite 
as »*P n.m. r. of an authentic sample of dimethyl 
methylphosphonate in the presence of silver perchlorate was 
found to shift downfield from 6w- 30.9 to 35.1. Addition of 
iodoacetone to the trimathyl phosphite-silver perchlorate 
mixture, gave an immediate precipitation of silver iodide 
with the formation of trimathyl phosphate and tetramathyl
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pyrophosphate. . So change in the spectrum was observed on 
adding quinoline to the mixture as mould be expected from 
the results of Chopard ot aJ. The previously obtained 
intermediate at d*» 30 mas found to increase slightly on 
adding iodoacetone but disappeared after about 20 minutes of 
the reaction time. 'H n. m. r. of the reaction mixture shomed 
in addition to, the presence of the methyl groups in 
trinethyl phosphate and the pyrophosphate <00> <dM 3.3 — 
3 . 8 ) ,  a large signal at dM 1.0 mhich mas assumed to be 
acetone (authentic saaple dM 1.01, and a signal at dM
3 . 2 2  due to methyl perchlorate (authentic sample dM <C«Ds> 
3 . 1 ,  lit.-»-* dM <CC1.*) 4.22).
Formation of the tetramethyl pyrophosphate, due to the 
presence of moisture possibly reacting mith tlie expected 
product, dimethyl 1-methylvinyl phosphate <00>, (Scheme 30) 
%#as excluded as several repetitions of the procedure under
O
<CHa0>aP-0-<>CHa HaO <CH30)aP-0H CHa-C-CHa
<98 >
2<CHaO)aP-OH
O O
II II(CHa0>aP-0-P(CHa0>a HaO
(Q0>
(Scheme 30)
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Improved anhydrous conditions <see Table 15 page 177), still 
gave trlmethyl phosphate and the pyrophosphate <05) as the 
only phosphorus containing products. The presence of 
moisture In silver perchlorate mas found to hydrolyse the 
trlmathyl phosphite to dimethyl phosphite <6  ^ 14.8,
732.4 Hz> Immediately on mixing. Authentic samples of 
dimethyl 1-methylvinyl phosphate <98) and dimethyl 
ace tony 1 phosphonate <00 >, the expected reaction products In 
the absence of silver perchlorate showed changes In the 
chemical shift from 6^ -4.8 to -5.1 and 6^ 21.8 to 25.5 
respectively with no other product detected after 24 hours 
of mixing. The formation of these products In the reaction 
with silver perchlorate present, can therefore be excluded.
In order to ascertain the course of the reaction through 
which the pyrophosphate <05> and acetone ware formed, the 
effect of silver perchlorate on lodoacetone was Investigated 
by *H n.m. r. The n.m. r. sj>ectrum of the reaction mixture 
of lodoacetone and silver perchlorate In benxene-ds showed 
the presence of signals at 4m  2.85 and 4m  4.85 <wlth 
Integration ratio 3x2> which ware assigned to the group 
CH3<XX:Hst. A complex mixture was assumed to be foramd, as 
the expected yellowish precipitate of silver Iodide 
<Bquatlon 1> was not obtained <eee experimental, page 181 >.
c h »<x x :h» i  t AgCld« CH»C<X:Hi' CIOT + Agi:...<l>
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An InoBdiate precipitation of silver iodide was however 
observed when triaethyl phosphite was added to the 
lodoacetone-silver perchlorate Mzture, with the resultant 
fornstion of trinethyl phosphate, tetraaethyl pjrrophosphate, 
and acetone.
A likely reaction occurring between iodoacetone and 
silver perchlorate is the forantion of iodoniun perchlorate 
(100) and the acetonyl salt (101>, through the silver ion 
assisted ellnination of iodonlus ion (Scheae 37>, the 
lodoniun perchlorate subsequently reacting with benzene
Cii...
CH3— C— CHa
0’Ag+
CH3-C=CHa + 
< 101>
ifcioi"
<100>
CIO«
i^ io.. CalU CalUI HCIO«
<Schei 37>
to fors iodobenzene and perchloric acid, a aethod used in 
preparing 'iodoaroantic coapounds.^* The observed signals at
7.0 and 7.2 in the reaction product, <see experiaantal, 
page 181) were assuaed to be due to perchloric acid and 
lodobenzene respectively. The anhydrous perchloric acid, a 
violent oxidising agent towards organic coapounds,^ slowly 
decoaposes the acetonyl salt <101 > and iodobenzene foraad as
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observed in the reaction adirture after 20 hours of reaction
time.
Reaction of trimethyl phosphite with iodoacetone in the 
presence of silver perchlorate nay therefore involve a 
number of concomitant reaction stages interwoven with each 
other. From the experimental results obtained <see Table 15 
page 177), some, unreacted trimethyl phosphite—silver 
perchlorate coiq>lex was present in the reaction mixture 
after 24 hours, and the presence of unreacted iodoacetone 
was also usually observed. The complex formed between 
trimethyl phosphite and silver perchlorate has been shown to 
be a 4: 1 coflq>lex,‘*^'‘** which implies that, according to the 
Chopard’® procedure adopted in the present Investigation, 
the silver perchlorate used was in large eTCess (see Table 
page 15 >. The excess silver perchlorate probably reacted 
with the lodoacetone to give the acetonyl salt <101> and 
lodonlum perchlorate <100> (Schema 37). The iodonium 
perchlorate could then undergo a further reaction with 
trimathyl phosphite to give both the trimethyl phosphate, by 
oxidation, and trimethyloxyiodophosphonium perchlorate (102) 
(Schema 37). Interaction of the trimethyloxyiodophosphonium 
perchlorate and trimathyl phosphate would then give 
tetramathyl pyrophosphate (Scheme 38).
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<C H 30>3P 0 ♦ i f c lQ » -
i f e io * *  +  <C H 30>»P
l O l ^
< C H 30> »P = 0 ; + <C H 30>3l^  CloZ
<CH30>3^I CIO«' 
< 102>
-> < C H 3 0 > 3 P -0 -$ < 0 C H 3 > :
I c i o - T
o  o
IIII
<CH30>aP0P<CX:il3>3 *  CH3 I CH3CIGU 
(06>
<Schei 38)
Methyl Icxllde was not obeez*ved as this would quickly fora 
silver Iodide with silver Ion In the reaction alxture.
Another possible route to the foraatlon of 
trlnethyloxylodophosphonlua perchlorate <102> Is through 
nucleophilic attack of the trlnethyl phosphite on positive 
Iodine In lodoacetone (Scheee 30>, to give the lon-palr 
<103>, which then reacts with silver perchlorate to afford 
the lodophosphonlun perchlorate <102>. This route will be 
feasible If the lodophosphonlua perchlorate (102> Is aore 
stable than the alternate Arbuzov Interaedlate, 
trlaathyloxy<acetonyl>phaephonlua iodide <104>.
'Trlaathyl phosphate could also be foraed by oxidation 
with perchloric acid CBquation 2>, «diloh la foraed in mitu
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<CIIr*0>»P:^+ CUaCCHa <C H 30>»P I
(103)
<CH30>3^I CIO«** 
<102>
-I- CII3COCII3 Ag-*-
<8clie»e 39 >
by thn Interaction of lodoniuai perchlorate with solvent 
bnnTsene CSchene 37>.
<CI1^ (}>3P + IICIU^ ------> (CIl30>3P0 + HCIQ3 . . . <2>
The acetonyl salt <101> <Schea» 37), could react with 
either the chloric acid, foraed froa trlaethyl phosphite 
oxidation <Bquation 2>, to give acetone and silver chlorate, 
or with ixsirchloric acid to afford silver perchlorate and 
acetone <Bquation 3 and 4).
O O
II II
Cll3-C>CIl3 Ag-*- t HCIQ3 ---- > CH3-C-CH3 t AgC103. . . (3>
' O O
CH3-C>CI1^ Ag**^  -f HClOt CHs-C-CH* * AgClO«. . . <4>
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2.0 Structural niuilvtil« by nporttroacnpy jitiH 
X-ray crystal In^T^npy
2.9. 1 JIucleiUL-JuaKRqtlc raeonaaoe apaetroccopy
Hudear nagnetlc resonance spectroscopy, In 
particular ®*p n.s.r. served as a useful tool for studying 
the reaction pathways In the present Investigation and 
characterization of the various products obtained. **P 
n.m.r. chenlcal shifts depend strongly on the nature of the 
atoms directly bonded to the phosphorus, and the kind of 
bund Involved, with substitution at sons distance from the 
phosphorus atom having relatively small effect.
^ 'P  n . m . r .  chemical shifts of the various compounds 
o l > t n l n c d  In t h e  present Investigation are shown In Table 2. 
C om iH iunds derived from phosphorus < 111 > esters of neopentyl- 
[ cells)sCClIa-J, 2,2-dlethylbutyl- C CCIUCHalsCCIU-J and 2,2,2- 
t r i p h e n y l e t h y l -  1 CCslUilaCCHae-] alcohol all have chenlcal 
s h i f t s  In the expected ranges as previously obtained for 
quaslphusphonlum salts, phosphonates, and phosphates* 
w i t h  negligible effect from the bulkyl Y-substltuent. 
l lu w e v e r  a ' large upfield shift <ca. 10 — 15 ppm), with 
res(X)ct to the previously obtained analogues, and those in 
t h e  present Investigation, was obtained for the 
quasiphusphonlun salts, the Arbuzov cleavage products, and 
trlnorborn-1-yl phosphate derived from trinorborn-1-yl 
phosphite. A slight downfield shift <oe. 1 - 2  ppm> was
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obtained for trl nor born-1-yl phosphite coaipared to the other 
trialXyl phosphites.
M Table 4
niBliri chealcal shifts fnr phosphoruB<lII> 
currospundiBg qmmlnhntinliQniu« salts. phcmnhM^:^ 
PhUOPhQnatflB obtained in tlm oreeant lnvaatlffii4:1 .
CUMPilUWn 
R = <CIIi»)3CClIa-
< KO) aP <0) CllaCOCIU
( KO> aP <0>CX: <CiU > : Clla 
+
<RO>3P-CHaCOC«H.»Br-p B r "
< RO> aP <0>CIIaCCX:«H<*Br-p
<KO) aP <0> . O. C (C s H ^ B r -p ) : CHa
J - / Ha
K = (Call»>9CCJIa- 
(RO>aP 
(R 0>aP<0>H  
(R O la P 'O
<RO>ai^llaCCX:«Hs Br"
< RU> aP <U> CllaCCX:«Hs
< RU> aP <0>CX: <C«Hs > : CHa
*J^-M 001
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Tabic 2 — c a n t i  nuoci
Com pound luL. Ha
“ ■  O -
<R0>3P 141.4
(R0>2P<0>H -0.4 ’ J**—M 685.3
<R0>3P o - 1 0 . 2
<RU>r»PClI»CUC«lU Br" 26.7
<Ro>3^ii2Ccx:«iu ci’ 26.8 * J o —M 18.0
<RU>3PCil3CCX:«lUBr~p Br” 26.3 M 18.0
(R0 >srcil2C0C«IUI0 2-p Br~ 25.2 M 17.2
(RO> aPCX: <C«H4l03-p> t CH» Br” -16.9
( RO> 3IXX: <C «IU IU a-p > t CHa Cl" -17. 1
( m ) >3PCX:(Clla>tCIIa C l* -16.9
(KU>3PCIlaCC3ClIa Cl~ 26.4 »J o -M 18.5
<RO>3PCIl3 I" 36.9 16.4
<RU>aP<U>CIla 24.4 *J»*—M 17.6
( RU> aP <0> ClIaCUCoIU 13.4 *J o -M 23.1
< RU> aP <0>CIIaCCX:«iU 10a-p 1 2 . 2
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J /  Hz
717.5
Table 2 contimmc^
Cmm>numl 
R = (C«1I«>3CCII2- 
<R0>3P 
(RO>PCla 
<RU>»P<0>II 
HUP (Cells >2
ROP(O) <C«IU)2 32,9
RO^((^IIs >2CH3 I"” 72.7
a Relative to 85 % HsPOe as external standard; up-fleld 
IKjsltlve. Solvent: CDCI3
Several authors«* have attempted to develop a unified 
theoretical foundation for »»P chemical shifts of phosphorus 
compounds. Using approximate quantum mechanical 
calculations, Letcher and Van Vazer«* demonstrated that 
throe factors appear to dominate »»P chemical shift 
differences (Aff>:
Aff = —C AZx k Anx t A A0
where AX is the difference in electronegativity of X in the 
P-X bond, Anx is the change in the x-electron overlap 
l>etween the P-X bond, A0 is the change in the r-bond angle, 
and C, k and A are constants.
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The ic-electron overlap effect, which will be affected by 
the nature of the alkyl group, can probably be elialnated In 
accounting for the Increased shielding observed for the
dn - pn electron overlap In the phosphorus-oxygen bond.
norlKjrnyl conpounds because there Is no significant change 
In the chemical shift of the trlalkyl phosphites (Table 3>. 
In passing through the various alkyl derivatives to the 
norbornyl phosphite.
Iablo_a
«:ilo*0)3P
( <Cil3>3CCII»OJ»P 
1 <Cll3Cila>9CCIIaO]»P 
1 <Cll3>3(X}|»P
141.4
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Trl-t-butyl phosphate, I <Cll3>»CO]3PO. and di-t-butyl 
phosphite, t <Cll3>3C01akP<0>H, have been s h o i r n , t o  have 
hlf^h upfield shifts <wlth respect to 05 X lUPO«) which are 
similar to tho€>e observed in the present investigation for 
trlnorbornyl derivatives CTable 4>. The increased shielding 
observed in the t-butyl derivatives was attributed to the 
electron releasing methyl substituents increasing the 
electron density on the phosphorus via the linking oxygon. •<> 
This high electron density around phosphorus is thus partly 
resi>onslble for the enhanced nucleophilicity of trl-t-butyl 
phosphite. However, this cannot be the case with norbornyl 
derivatives since there is no comparable electronic effect 
In the norbornyl group. This is demonstrated by the lack 
of reaction of the trinorborn-l-yl phosphite with either a- 
chioroncetone or phenacyl chloride at room temperature, due 
to its weak nucloophllicity.
Table 4
K
(Cll3>3CCIIa'
tfm... (ppm>,
IgQ^aP, .0.
- 1.1  8.2
- 10.2 -0.3
<CIl3>3C- -13.3 -3.8
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An Increase In shielding caused probably by a change In 
the r-bond angle at phosphorus due to sterlc crowding was 
Investigated by carrying out the X-ray structural analysis 
of the Arbus^ov Internedlate, trlnorborn-1-yloxy<phenacyl>- 
pbtisphoniun bromide <57) and the Perkow Intermediate,
tri norborn-l-yloxy-1-<p-nltrophenyl ) vlnyloxyphosphonlum
chloride <G3> <soo page 102), From the X-ray analysis of 
the phosphonium salts, a distortion of the configuration 
around phosphorus, from the ideal Td tetrahedral symmetry 
wan observed, due probably to steric effects as would be 
expected when all four groups attached to phosphorus are not 
Identical. However, due to lack of X-ray analysis 
Jnrormation on any other trialkyloxyphosphonium salt, the 
degree of distortion observed especially in the phosphonium 
bromide <65> cannot be correlated with the increase in 
shielding obtained compared to the neopentyloxy or other 
trinlkyloxy analogue.
n.m. r. spectroscopy was also found to be useful 
in characterization of the various trinorbornyl phosphite 
derivatives obtained <Table 5>. The norbornyl a-carbon 
showed marked variation in chemical shift with different 
substituents on the phosphorus atom, with reference to 
trinorbornyl phosphite. The variation is probably due to 
the inductive effect of the substituents at the norbornyl 
a-carbon.•
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*11 n.n. r. epectroscopy wae used in studying reaction 
l>nUhways, and in studying deconposition of quasiplioeplioniua 
salts. It was also used in characterization of the various
onni|>oundn prepared.
The OO Hllz *H n.n. r. spectrum of 2,2-diethylbutan-l-ol 
<20> <Pig 1> was found to show a second order effect with 
l.ho 1:3:3: 1 structure of the methylene t>and not easily 
roccignlsed and the l:2tl structure of the methyl band 
displaying a high roofing effect. The spectrum at 200 MHz 
<Flg 1) displays sums roofing effect indicative of second 
order in a near first order spectrum, with the 1:3:3:1 
structure of the methylene band and the 1:2:1 structure of 
the methyl band easily recognised. On a straight forward 
first order basis, the chemical shift obtained from the 
spectrum <200 MHz) was 6 0.79 for the CH« group and 6 1.24 
for the Clla group, with an estimated spin coupling constant 
of 7.3 Hz and JSS/J value of 11. The first order rule of 
<n»l> can still be applied.
l>pln simulatiuns, AaBak, for the alcohol at different 
r.|iectranioter frequencies are shown in Figure 2, and spin 
slmulntlun at 200 MHz with very small line width and 
resolution enhancement is shown in Figure 3. For a given 
spin system of the AnDm type, the appearance of the spectrui 
de{>end8 on three )>arameter: Va , Vm and Ja w .***** The 
Intensities in the spectrum depend only on the magnitude of 
Ja a /<Va -Vi»> and the whole spectrum may be characterized in 
terms of this single parameter. The AnBm spectrum can be
02
'it
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yiy^Dil
<b>
cH»yu
C II«
JVUL-.,— »4- Í
Pig 1
MI n. B. r. <CDC1»> spectra of <26> at spoctrosotor 
frequenoloat <a) »0 MUa, and <b> 200 MUs.
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analysed Into subspeotra aooardin|{ to the total spin quantum 
nunber• with the total nunAiex* of stationary states given by 
2 <ri-^ n«> wben I <A> — ICB) * 1/2. From the transition energy 
levels of an A^Bs system,*^ the speotrus oan be deoospoeed 
into an as subspeotrus and two Identical abs subspectra. 
These subspectra together yield a strong peak at <Flg 3)
corresponding, to the chemical shift <Ilz> of the methyl 
group. The position of V», corresponding to the methylene 
group chemical shift may be obtained as the midpoint between 
transitions B1 and B2 CFlg 3>. The spin coupling constant 
can be obtained from the 3J and 2J values as shown In 
the spectrum <Plg 3>.
2.».2 East spectrometry
Fast Atom Bombardment Mass Spectrometry CFAB-MS) has 
iM e^n applied to a range of Ionic, zwltterlonlc and theremlly 
labile organophosphorus c o n ^ x j u n d s , a n d  has been shown 
to be a potentially valuable aid to Identification and 
characterisation of the quMlphosphonlum saltsi 
<RU>sPCHsCOC«Hs B r -  C57>, CSO>sPCHsCOC«H«Br B r -  < 0 6 ), 
(KO>sPOC(C«H«BOs>tCHs Cl*- (03>, and (RO>sPCHs I*- (75) (R » 
norbornyl group, CrHii*-) Isolated In the present 
Investigation. Under fast atom bombardment Ionization, the 
quaslphosphonlum salts gave Intense Ions corresponding to
96
Tflbio-fl
rini; meati JÌL
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<100 X>
561 / 563 
<55 X)
379
<100 X>
l A - 389 
<16 X>
467 / 409 
<5 X>
205
<13
l A - <KU>2P<0>R]'^ 95
<62 X>
95
<100 X>
95
<16 X>
1 A -  <K~II> -  KUIIJ'^ 277 
<4 X>
355 / 357 
<1 X>
109
<0.3 X>
1 A - 277 355 / 357 109
lA - 295 
<6 X>
373 / 375 
<1 X>
191 
<2 X>
lA - 201 
<10 X>
279 / 201 
<2 X>
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<1 X>
lA -  3<K-1I> - lUUJ^ 103 
<7 X>
261 / 203 
<2 X>
l ^  - 2<K-11> - KOIIJ^ 103 261 / 263 95
<10 %>
t <RO>aPJ 253 
<9 X>
253 
<0 X>
253 
<4 X>
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3»!
thfs cationic Cphosphonlun) part of the ealt in the positive 
ion spectrum.
The quasi phosphonium salts 57, 06, and 75, all 
ctjiitnining a P—C bond, undergo characteristic fragmentation 
a s  shown in Table G , with the fragmentation pathways of 
quasi phosphonium salt 57 outlined in Schemes 40. The 
phosphonium ions undergo two modes of fragmentation: an 
I ntramulecular proton transfer from the norbornyl group to 
tho phosphorus-containing species with loss of C7 H 10 
(molecular weight 94) and a vapour phase Arbuzov cleavage 
with formation of tho norbornyl cation (m/z 95> (Scheme 40>, 
The structure of the compound C 7II10  (molecular weight 9 4 > 
which is also lost in successive fragmentations cannot be 
conclusively Identified, but appears to be norbornene or an 
Isomer thereof. Tho relative intensity of the fragment m/z 
9Î» obtained for tho quasi phosphonium salts 57 (61.6 X) and 
75 <16.3 X> reflect the differences in the therneil 
f'.t/ibilities of the salts as observed during their 
(Inoomposltion (see section 2 .6 >.
The vinyloxyphosphonium sait (03) also appeared to 
undergo two modes of fragmentation (Scheme 41) similar to 
those shown by the other phosphonium salts above, although 
the formation of the norbornyl cation (m/z 9 5 ), through the 
vapour phase Arbuzov cleavage elimination by the Perkow 
product route, is less likely. The fragment m/z 9 5 was 
considered to be formed by the vapour phase cleavage of the 
protonated trinorborn-l-yl phosphate i(C7 U«iO>«Ps^lJ
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1iO > 3 P~Q-C=CIIa1
Csiuro
n/e 512 <2 X>
<C7Hi iO>»P-Q-C=CI£at
I
CalU  VOs 
»/o 528 <11 %>
<OrH«iO>»ÿ-OH —  
a/e 361 <47 X>
O-II
4I
<C7lIi i0 > 2 P -0 -C = C H a
I
C«IUV03 
m/e 434 <1 X>
<Ct ^II, , 0 > a P ^  
m/e 253 <1.6 X>
(Scheme 41)
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(Scheae 42), Itself beinj^ foraed as shotm In SchoBB 41 by a 
process similar to the biaolecular trans-elimination 
reaction observed during thermal decoxqxjsition of the 
vinyloxyphosphonium salt <63> <see section 2.0>.
2.9.3 Xrray Crystallography
x-ray structure determinations of the phosphonium salts, 
trinorborn-l-yloxy<phenacyl>phosphonlum bromide <57> and 
trinorborn-l-yloxy-1-(p-nitrophenyl> vlnyloxyphosphonium 
chloride <63>, mere carried out in order to establish the 
structures of the salts in the solid state and also to 
establish the bond lenghts and angles around the phosphorus 
atom. Such measurements might help to elucidate the cause 
of the shielding effect Cupfield shift) observed in the 
n.B. r. spectra of the phosphonium bromide <57> the 
phosphonates and phosphate derived from trinorborn-l-yl 
phosphite (see Table 2>. The bond lenghts and angles of the 
phosphonium bromide <57) and chloride <53> with estimated 
standard deviations in parentheses, are shown in Tables 7 to 
10. The ck*ystal structures are pictorically represented in 
Figures 4 to 7, and the schematic representation of the 
bonds and angles around the phosphorus are shown in Figure 
8.
The X-ray structures of the phosphonium salts, 57, and 
63, clearly showed that the compounds are phosphonium salts
102

bit ‘
l»lg 5
X-ray crystal structura of tha phenacylphosphonlui 
broalde C57> with tha broalde Ion.
104
•• f A*.
Pig 6
X-ray crystal structura of tlie vlnyloxyphosphonlus 
chloride (03> showing the crystallographic nusbering
sc he SB used.
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@1
»18  V
X-ray crystal structure of tbe vlnyloxyphosphonlu]
chloride C03>.
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cunpused of tetrahedral cations with a P. .. Br”distance of 
4.50 A and Pt .. Cl“ distance of 4.71 A. There Is no 
elf^nlflcant difference between the P~0 bond lengths around 
the tetrahedral phosphorus In the two structures. Mean 
lengths of 1.527<13> A and 1.541(23) A were obtained for the 
phusphuiilum bronide (57) and the phosphnnlun chloride <63>
C(l) 0(4)
0<3>
Schematic representation of the bonds around 
the phenacylphosphonlua bromide (57) and 
vlnyloxyphosphonlum chloride (03) respectively.
respectively which are In good agreement with the values 
observed previously for certain quasiphosphonlua salts,
1.54 - 1.57 A,** and for organic ox*thophosphates.
There Is some distortion from the Ideal tetrahedral 
angle at the phosphorus atom (Fig 6>. A distortion towards 
C3v symmetry is expected In the two structures due to the
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t h r o o  bulky norbornyl groups. The distortion around the 
phosphorus aton In the vinyloxyphosphonlua chloride <63) 
apFK,ared to be towards a C2v 8y«»itry, two opposite angles 
Iming larger than the Ideal tetrahedral value, 109.4*, while 
t h e  remaining four are smaller. The distortion In the 
phonacylphosphonlun bromide <57> appeared not to conform to 
e i t h e r  the C3v or the C2v symmetry. Three angles are larger 
t h a n  the Ideal tetrahedral value, and three are sanller. 
C l o n e  Interaolocular H...O, and H...C contacts between the 
g r o u p s ,  of 2.76 - 2.67 A are found only between the sanller 
a n g l e s  In the two structures.
An additional peak that appeared to be due to an oxygen 
a t o m  from Its electron density, was obtained In the 
phosphonlum chloride <63) structure. It was assumed to be 
t h a t  from a water molecule, though the hydrogen atoms were 
n o t  located. There was no Indication of Intramolecular 
c l o n o  contact to suggest hydrogen bonding.
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T a b le  7
B o n d  le n K b t s  (A )  f o r t r ln o r b o r n - 1- v lo x v  (p h u n a c v l >-
D hO G D hon lua  b r o a id o  <S7>
F - 0 ( 1 ) 1 . 5 1 0 ( 1 3 ) P - 0 ( 2 ) 1 . 5 0 8 (  1H )
P - 0 ( 3 ) 1 . 5 ^ 3 ( 1 3 ) P -C(  1 ) 1 . 7 3 7 ( 2 0 )
0 ( 1 ) -C(  1 1 ) 1 .nc 9 ( 2 n ) 0 ( 2 ) - C ( 2 1 ) 1 . H 7 ( 3 )
O ( i  ) - C ( 31) 1 . n ? 9 ( ? 3 ) 0 ( H ) - C ( 2 ) 1 . 2 2 ( 3 )
C(  1 ) - C ( 2  ) 1 . 5 0 ( 3 ) C(2 ) - C ( 3 ) 1 . H 8 ( 3 )
C ( M ) - C ( ^  ) 1 . 395  ( I d ) C ( H ) - C ( 3 ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 9 )
C ( s  ) -C(  (») 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 « ) C ( 6 ) - C ( 7 ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 9 )
C ( 7  ) - C ( F  ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 « ) C ( B ) - C ( 3 ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 « )
C(  11 ) -C (  12 ) 1 . 5  1 ( n ) C(  1 1 ) - C ( l b  ) 1 . 5 2 ( 3 )
C ( 1 1 ) -C (  17 ) 1 . n n ( 3 ) C(  12 ) - C ( 13) 1 . 5 9 ( H )
c ( 1 3 ) - c (  i n ) 1 . 5 9 ( n ) C(  1H) - C ( 15) 1 . H 3 ( H )
C(  U  ) -C (  17 ) 1 . « 3 ( n ) C(  15) - C ( 16) 1 . 5 7 ( H )
C(21  ) - C ( 2 2  ) 1 . U 5 ( 3 ) C(21 ) - C ( 2 6 ) 1 . 5 7 ( 3 )
C(21  ) - C ( 2 7  ) 1 . 55 ( « * ) C ( 2 2 ) - C ( 2 3 ) 1 . 5 5 ( H )
C ( 23  ) -C(2M ) 1 . n 3 ( n ) C(2H ) - C ( 2 5 ) 1 . 5 6 ( H )
C(2l4 ) - C ( 2 7  ) 1 . 5 7 ( n ) C (25  ) - C ( 2 6 ) 1 . 5 2 ( H )
C(  3 1  ) - C ( 32) 1 . 5 3 ( 3 ) C(31 ) - C ( 3 6 ) 1 . H 9 ( 3 )
C ( 3 1 ) - C ( 37) 1 . 5 1 ( 3 ) C ( 3 2 ) - C ( 3 3 ) 1 . 5 2 ( H )
C(  33 ) - C ( 3 n ) 1 . 5 2 ( H ) C ( 3 H ) - C ( 3 5 ) 1 . 5 2 ( H )
C(  3*1 ) - C ( 3 7 ) 1 . 5 6 ( H ) C ( 3 5 ) - C ( 3 6 ) 1 . 5 H ( H )
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T a b le  a
Bond lenichts <A> for trlnorborn-l-ylQxy-l~<p- 
nitrophenYDvlnvloxirphoephonlu» chloride <63 )
- 0 ( 1 ) 1 . 5 b 7 ( 2 i * ) P ( l )  - 0 ( 2 )
- 0 ( 3 ) 1 . 5 3 5 ( 2 2 ) P ( l )  - 0 ( H )
-C(  1 1 )• 1.142(14 ) 0 ( 2 )  - C ( 2 1 )
- C ( 3 1 ) 1 . S 3 ( H ) 0 ( H )  - C ( H 1 )
- C ( 1 2 ) 1.56(14) C ( 1 1 )  - C ( 1 6 )
- C ( 17) 1.14 7 ( 44 ) C ( 1 2 )  - C ( 1 3 )
-c (  m ) 1.143(5) C ( 1 H )  - C ( 1 5 )
- C ( 17) 1 . 6 1 ( 5 ) C ( 1 5 )  - C ( 1 6 )
- C ( 2 2 ) 1. l45( l4) C ( 2 1 )  - C ( 2 6 )
- C ( 2 7 ) 1.59(14) C ( 2 2 )  - C ( 2 3 )
• C { 2 k ) 1 . 6 3 ( 6 ) C ( 2 H )  - C ( 2 5 )
- C ( 2 7  ) 1 . 5 8 ( 6 ) C ( 2 5 )  - C ( 2 6 )
- C ( 3 2 ) 1 . 5 8 ( 5 ) C ( 3 1 )  - C ( 3 6 )
- C ( 3 7 ) 1 . 3 6 ( H ) C ( 3 2 )  - C ( 3 3 )
-0(3*« ) 1 . 6 3 ( 6 ) C ( 3 H )  - C ( 3 5 )
- C ( 5 7 ) 1.514(5) C ( 3 5 )  - C ( 3 6 )
- C ( i i 2 ) 1.141(14) C ( H 1 )  - C ( H 3 )
- C ( i i i ; ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 ) C ( H 3 )  - C ( H 6 )
- C ( * : S ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 ) C ( H 5 )  - C ( H 6 )
-C ( i «7 ) 1 . 3 9 5 (  1 ) C ( H 6 )  - N ( H )
-C(i*< ) 1 . 3 9 5 ( 1 )  , N ( H )  - 0 ( H 1 )
-0(1*2) 1 . 1 b ( 3 )
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Table «
Bond anuleo <•) for trinorborn-l-TloxT<phenaCTl>- 
phoephoniu» broalde <57)
0(2) -P - 0 ( 1 ) 1 1 3 . 3 ( 8 ) 0 ( 3 )  -P -0 (  1 ) 1 0 3 . 0 ( 7 )
0(3) -P - 0 ( 2 ) 1 0 7 . 9 ( 7  ) C ( 1 )  -P -0 (  1 ) 1 1 1 . 8 ( 3 )  j
C ( 1 )  -P - 0 ( 2 ) 1 0 6 . 4 ( 9 ) C ( l )  -P - 0 ( 3 ) 1 1 4 . 6 ( 8 )
C( 1 1 ) -0 (  1 ) -P 1 3 4 ( 1 ) C(21 ) - 0 ( 2 ) -P 1 2 7 ( 1 )
C ( 31 ) - 0 ( 3 ) -P 1 3 3 ( 1 ) C ( 2 )  - C ( 1 ) -P 1 1 5 ( 1 )
C(  1 ) - C ( 2  ) - 0 ( 4 ) 1 2 2 ( 2 ) C ( 3 )  - C ( 2 ) - 0 ( 4 ) 1 1 7 ( 2 )
C(3) - C ( 2 )  - C ( l ) 1 2 1 ( 2 ) C ( 3 )  - C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 1 2 0 ( 1 )
C(6) -C(5>) - C ( 4 ) 1 2 0 ( 1 ) C ( 7 )  - C ( 6 ) - C ( 5 ) 1 2 0 ( 1 )
C ( d )  - C ( 7 )  - C ( 6 ) 1 2 0 ( 1 ) C ( 3 )  - C ( 8 ) - C ( 7 ) 1 2 0 ( 1 )
C ( ‘t )  - C ( 3 )  - C ( 2 ) 1 1 9 ( 1 ) C ( B )  - C ( 3 ) - C ( 2 ) 1 2 1 ( 1 )
C(8) - C ( 3 )  - C ( 4 ) 1 2 0 ( 1 ) C( 12 ) -C(  11 ) -0 (  1 ) 1 1 1 ( 2 )
C ( 16)  -C (  1 1 ) - 0 ( 1 ) 1 1 4 ( 2 ) C(  16)  -C(  11 ) -C(  12) 1 0 6 ( 2 )
C ( 17)  -C(  1 1 ) - 0 ( 1 ) 1 1 1 ( 2 ) C ( 17 ) -C(  11 ) - C ( 12) 1 0 2 ( 2 )
C ( 17 ) -C (  1 1 ) - C ( 16 ) 1 1 1 ( 2 ) C ( 13)  -C (  12) - C ( 11) 1 0 1 ( 2 )
C( 14 ) -C (  1 3 ) - C ( 12) 1 0 3 ( 2 ) C ( 15 ) -C(  14 ) - C ( 13) 9 5 ( 2 )
C( 17 ) -C (  14 ) -C (  13 ) 1 0 0 ( 2 ) C ( 17 ) -C(  14 ) - C ( 15) 9 7 ( 2 )
C(  16 ) -C (  1b ) - C (  14 ) 1 1 4 ( 2 ) C ( 15 ) -C (  16) - C ( 11) 94 ( 2 )
C( 14 ) -C (  17 ) -C (  1 1 ) 9 6 ( 2 ) C ( 2 2  ) -C (21  ) - 0 ( 2 ) 1 2 1 ( 2 )
C ( 2 6  ) -C ( 21  ) - 0 ( 2 ) 10fa(2) C ( 2 6 )  -C (21  ) - C ( 2 2 ) 1 1 1 ( 2 )
C ( 27  ) - C ( 2  1 ) - 0 ( 2 ) 1 0 9 ( 2 ) C ( 27  ) -C (21  ) - C ( 2 2 ) 1 0 5 ( 2 )
C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 1 )  - C ( 2 6 ) 1 0 0 ( 2 ) C ( 2 3 )  - C ( 2 2 ) - C ( 2 1 ) 1 0 1 ( 2 )
C ( 2 4 )  - C ( 2 3 )  - C ( 2 2 ) 1 0 7 ( 2 ) C ( 2 5 )  - C ( 2 4 ) - C ( 2 3 ) 1 0 9 ( 2 )
0
C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 4 )  - C ( 2 3 ) 1 0 2 ( 2 ) C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 4 ) - C ( 2 5 ) 9 7 ( 2 )
C ( 2 6 )  - C ( 2 b )  - C ( 2 4 ) 1 0 6 ( 2 ) C ( 2 5 )  - C ( 2 6 ) - C ( 2 1 ) 1 0 1 ( 2 )
C ( 2 4 )  - C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 1 ) 9 2 ( 2 )
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C ( 3 2 )  - C ( 3 U - 0 ( 3 ) 1 0 8 ( 2 )
•
Tableo continued
C( 36 ) -C (  3 U - 0 ( 3 ) 1 1 2 ( 2 ) C ( 3 6 ) - C ( 3 1 ) - C ( 32) 1 1 1 ( 2 )
C(  37 ) - C ( 31) - 0 ( 3 ) 1 2 ü ( 2 ) C ( 3 7 ) - C ( 3 1 ) - C ( 32) 1 0 2 ( 2 )
C ( 3 7 ) - C ( 3 1 ) - C ( 36 ) 10<4 (2 ) C ( 3 3 ) - C ( 3 2 ) - C ( 3 1 ) 9 8 ( 2 )
C(  3^ ) - C ( 33) - C ( 32 ) 1 1 0 ( 2 ) C ( 3 5 ) - C ( 3 i O - C ( 3 3 ) 9 8 ( 2 )
C ( 3 7 ) - C (  3*» ) - C ( 3 3 ) 9 8 ( 2 ) C ( 3 7 ) -C (3 i » ) - C ( 36) 9 9 ( 2 )
C( 36 ) - C ( 36) -C(  *11 ) 1 U 6 ( 2 ) C(  36) - C ( 3 6 ) - C ( 3 1 ) 1 0 0 ( 2 )
C(  3^ ) - C ( 37) - C ( 31 ) 9 6 ( 2 )
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T a b le  IQ
Bond angles <*) for trinorborn—l-yloxy~l~<p~ 
nitrophenYDvinyloxyphosphoniu» chloride <63 >
0 ( 2 )  - P ( 1 )  - 0 ( 1 ) 1 0 6 ( 1 ) 0 ( 3 )  - P ( 1 )  - 0 ( 1 ) 1 1 5 ( 1 )
0 ( 3 )  - P ( 1 )  - 0 ( 2 ) 1 0 5 ( 1 ) 0 ( H )  - P ( 1 )  - 0 ( 1 ) 1 0 6 ( 1 )
0 ( H )  - P ( l )  - 0 ( 2 ) i n (  1 ) 0 ( H )  - P ( 1 )  - 0 ( 3 ) l O c d  )
C(  1 1 ) - 0 ( 1 )  - P ( . l  ) 1 3 1  ( 2 ) C (21  ) - 0 ( 2 )  - P (  1 ) 1 2 9 ( 2 )
C(  3 U  - 0 ( 3 )  - P (  1 ) 1 2 0 ( 2 ) C(H1 ) - 0 ( H  ) - P (  1 ) 1 2 7 ( 2 )
C(  12 ) - C ( 11)  - 0 ( 1 ) 1 0 6 ( 3 ) C(  16 ) - C (  11)  - 0 ( 1) 1 1 3 ( 3 )
C(  16 ) - C ( 11)  - C ( 12 ) 1 0 7 ( 3 ) C(  17 ) - C ( 11)  - 0 ( 1 ) 1 1 0 ( 3 )
C(  17 ) - C ( 11)  - C ( 12 ) 1 1 5 ( 3 ) C(  17)  - C (  11 ) - C ( 16) 1 0 7 ( 3 )
C(  13 ) -C (  12 ) - C ( 11 ) 9 2 ( 3 ) C(  IH ) - C (  1 3  ) - C ( 12) 110 ( H )
C(  15 ) - C ( I H  ) - C ( 13 ) 10H(H ) C(  17 ) - C (  IH ) - C ( 1 3 ) l O H ( 3 )
C(  17 ) - C ( I H ) - C ( 15 ) 1 0 1 ( 3 ) C(  16)  - C (  15)  - C ( I H ) l O H ( 3 )
C ( 1 5 )  - C ( 1 £ )  - C ( l l ) 9 7 ( 3 ) C(  IH ) - C (  17 ) - C ( 11) 6 7 ( 3 )
C ( 22  ) - C ( 2  1 ) - 0 ( 2 ) 1 1 6 ( 3 ) C ( 2 6 )  - C ( 2 1  ) - 0 ( 2 ) 1 1 2 ( 3 )
C ( 26  ) - C ( 2  1 ) - C ( 2 2  ) 1 1 1 ( 3 ) C ( 27  ) - C ( 2 1  ) - 0 ( 2 ) 1 0 9 ( 3 )
C (27  ) - C ( 2 1  ) - C ( 2 2 ) 1 0 6 ( 3 ) C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 1 )  - C ( 2 6 ) 1 0 1 ( 3 )
C ( 23  ) - C ( 2 2 )  - C ( 2 1  ) 1 0 6 ( 3 ) C ( 2 H )  - C ( 2 3 )  - C ( 2 2 ) I C I  (H )
C ( 25  ) -C (2H ) - C ( 2 3  ) 1 0 6 ( 5 ) C ( 2 7 )  -C (2H ) - C ( 2 3 ) 1 01 ( H )
C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 H )  - C ( 2 5 ) 9 6 ( 5 ) C ( 2 6 )  - C ( 2 5 )  - C ( 2 H ) 1 1 2 ( 5 )
C ( 2 5 )  - C ( 2 6 )  - C ( 2 1 ) 9 6 ( 3 ) C ( 2 H )  - C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 2 1 ) 9 0 ( H )
C ( 3 2 )  - C ( 3 1  ) - 0 ( 2 ) 1 U ( 3 ) C ( 3 6 )  - C ( 3 D  - 0 ( 3 ) 1 1 H ( 2 )
C ( 36 ) - C ( 31 ) - C ( 32 ) 1 0 7 ( 3 ) C ( 3 7 )  - C ( 3 D  - 0 ( 3 ) 1 1 2 ( 3 )
C ( 3 7 )  - C ( 3 1  ) - C ( 5 2 ) K 2  ( 3 ) C ( 3 7 )  - C ( 3 1 ) - C ( 3 6 ) 1 0 7 ( 3 )
C ( 3 3 ) '  - C ( 5 2 )  - C ( 3 1  ) 99 ( * i ) C ( 3 H )  - C ( 3 3 )  - C ( 3 2 ) 111 ( H )
C(  35 ) -C (  3*< ) - C (  33 ) 9 3 ( « )(
C ( 2 7 )  - C ( 3 H )  - C ( 3 3 ) 9H ( H )
C ( 3 7 )  - C ( 3 H )  - C ( ? 5 ) 1 0 7 ( 5 ) C ( 3 6 )  - C ( 3 5 )  - C ( 3 H ) 111 ( H)
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T o b lo  10 co n  i, i  nuoci
C ( 5 ^ )  - C ( 3 f  ) - C ( 3 l  ) 9 1 ( 3 ) C ( 3 H )  - C ( 3 7 )  - C ( 3 D 9 7 ( 3 )
C ( f 2 ) - C ( ü  1 ) - 0 ( H ) 1 ? H ( 3 ) C ( H 3 )  - C ( H l )  - 0 ( H ) 1 0 9 ( 3 )
C(H3 ) - C ( t  V)  -C ( H2  ) 12fc (3 ) C(HH ) - C ( H 3 )  - C ( H 1 ) 1 2 2 ( 2 )
C ( •< r ) - C ( íi 3 ) - C ( H 1 ) 11c ( 2 ) C( He  ) - C ( H 3 )  - C ( H H ) 1 2 C . 0 ( 1)
C ( H t )  - C ( H H )  - C ( l i 3 ) 12 u . t ( 1 ) C ( H6  ) - C ( H 5 ) - C ( H H ) 1 2 0 . C ( 1)
C ( H 7 )  - C ( « C )  -C( í i l .  ) 1 2 0 . ü ( 1) H ( H )  - C ( H 6 )  - C ( H S ) 1 2 3 ( 2 )
\ ( í i  ) -C (  Ht ) - C ( H 7  ) 1 1 7 ( 2 ) C ( H 8 )  - C ( H 7 )  - C ( H 6 ) 1 2 0 . 0 ( 1  )
C(H7 ) - C ( H Ó )  - C ( ^ 3 ) 1 2 0 . 0 ( 1 ) 0 ( H  1 ) - N ( H )  - C ( H 6 ) 1 1 1 ( 3 )
0 ( H 2 )  - N ( H )  - C ( H t ) 11 t ( H  ) 0 ( H 2 )  - N ( H )  -0 (H1 ) 1 3 1 ( H )
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■siting points «fare detsradLnsd with a Qallankasp 
nslting point apparatus, and ara unoorrsctad. Infrarsd 
spectra «lere datarsinsd with Perkin~Blsar 781 Infrarsd 
spectroBster.
and m s  spsotra wars raoorded on a Brukar SP-80 
instrussnt operating at 32.4 KBs and 20.12 MBs raspaotivaly. 
'U m s  spectra, were recorded on Parkin-Blser B12B at 80 
MHz. Chesical shifts ara given relative to 85 X B»PO« (*'P> 
and to TUS <'H and '•€>. with downfield positive. 
Quantitative data t>ased on *'P BIIB are oaloulated fros the 
proton decoupled spectra unless «diere specified. Spectral 
abbreviations used are: br » broad, s » singlet, d — 
doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet, m - sultiplet, and diet.
= distorted.
The FAB h i s s spectra wore obtained using a glycerol 
natrix on a VG Analytical ZAB-IP spectroseter. A prisary 
beas of xenon atoss of 2~8 ke¥ was eiq>loyed.
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3. 1 P r «  pa m i: In n « a lcn lin lat 2 ^ a ~ d i»th y lb u ta n ~ l-
q1 C26>. 2.2.2~iiripli«t>y1«i:l»J*«nl <gy> and 
n o rb o rn a n -l-o l <20>.
PlMBsylat« at 2.2-di«1:hylpropana-l.3-dioli ••
Ifethaneeulphony 1 chloride <165 g, 1.44 a»l> wae added to 
a stirred solution of 2,2-diethyl-1,3~propanediol <05 g,
0.72 m l )  in dried pyridine <400 caP> cooled to -10 *C over 
a period of one hour; with the teaqperature kept below 5 *C 
during the addition. The eizture was allowed to stand below 
0 *C for 10 h after the addition and then poured on to 
crushed ice <500 g> to yield solid which was filtered off, 
washed several tines with water and dried. Becrystalliza- 
tion fron nethanol gave the dinesylate as white needles 
<192 g. 92.6 X>, n. p. 90 - 92 *C <lit.*^ 92.5 - 94.5 *C ), 
<KBr disc) 2980 <C-H>, 1350, 1180 <SQa>, 1000 - 840 
<S-0-C> car*, n/z 179 <10.4 X), 109 <13.5 X), 79 <100 X), 
<CDCl3 ) 0.08 <dist. t, 6H, C—CH3 ), 1.25 — 1.6 <a, 4H, 
(X:ii3C>, 3.04 <s, 6H, SQeCHa), 4.04 <s, 4H, CHatGSQa).
5 .5 -Diai:hyl-i. 2-nzathiane-2.2-dlQkide <31) t
n-Butyllithiun in hexane <2.5 II, 95 cnP) wan added to a 
stirred solution of dinesylate of 2,2-diethylpropane-l,3- 
diol <62 g, 0.215nol> in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran <800 cnP>
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at -73 *C over a period of one hour under nitrogen. The 
reaction mixture etlrred for a further 2 h at -73 *C and
then allo«fed to stand at room teiqierature for 72 h. Vater 
<100 cnr*> was added slowly, and the organic
separated, washed with water <100 cmP) followed by saturated 
sodium chloride solution <50 cm*>, and dried <llg8 0 4>.
Kemoval of the solvent gave a brown oil <42 g). Column 
chromatography of the oil on silica gel <100 - 12 0 mesh) and 
elution *rlth pentane-ether <1 :1 > afforded a clear yellow oil 
which on distillation at 128 *C / 0.7 mm lilt.*’" 08 *C /
0.06 mm > gave the oxathlane dioxide <38> <20.8 g, 72 X>,
<llquld film) 2080 <C-H>, 1465 <rlng CHaO), 1360, 1170 
<S02>, m/z 102 <ll-l-, 0.2 X>, 110 <8.7 X>, 08 <36 X), 07 
<100 X> 96 <43 X>, 54 <77 X>, 6^ <<UX:i.> 0.84 <dlst.t, 6H, 
CH3 , 1.26 - 1.65 <m, 4H, CU^CHs), 1.08 <dlst.t, 2H, 
C-ClU-CHaS), 3.14 <dlst.t, 2 H, CHbSOa), 4.2 <s, 2H,
CH2OSO2 ).
2.2-Dlethylbutan~l-ol <26).»«^
Aluminium chloride <38.0 g, 0.202 mol> was added to a 
cooled solution of anhydrous ether <200 cmP) under nitrogen 
with stirring. Lithium aluminium hydride <44.3 g, 1.17 mol) 
In anhyrdous 1,4-dloxane <1 L> warn added slowly to the 
cooled ether mixture which was tlMin stirred for a further 15 
min after the addition. 5,5-Dlethyl-*l,3-ojnithiane-2,2-
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dioxide <30 g, 0.10 aol> in anhydrous dloxane <100 cai*> was 
added and 'the reaction Mixture was heated under reflux for 
90 h. The nixture was ccxiled in ice and then hydrochloric 
acid <10 X, 100 cM*> was added cautiously. The precipitate 
was filtered off, dissolved in hydrcxshloric acid <30 X> and 
the solution extracted with dichloroaathane <2 x 200 cM*> 
and ether <200 csf*>. The organic extracts were coiibined, 
washed with saturated sodius chloride solution <100 cs*> and 
dried <llgS04>. Renoval of solvent and distillation at 96 - 
98 *C / 25 nm <lit.^'^ 65 *C / 18 nm> gave the alcohol <26> 
<2.92 g, 14.4 X> as a clear oil, <liquid filn) 3380 -
3340 <br, OH>, 2970, 2930, 1460 car', do <CDCls> 7.4 <CH»>, 
25.1 <-CH3> 39.6 <C-CHatO>, 65.9 <CHa-C]H>.
A second fraction at 120 — 125 *C / 25 na gave 2,2- 
dlothyl—4-a»rcapto-butan—l-ol <8.06 g, 31.8 X>, ai/z 162 <lt*’,
2.2 X>, 129 <3.8 X>, 113 <11.5 X>, 111 <10.4 X>, 56 <100 X>. 
Stirring in absolute alcohol with Raney nickel afforded 2,2- 
diethylbutan-l-ol <5.2 g, 81 X>, with identical 'H n.a. r. 
spectrum to the above.
Triphenylacetic acid <33):^
Kagnesiun turnings <25 g, 1.03 mol> and icxline <9 g,
0.07 aol> in anhydrous ether <1 L> were stirred at room 
temperature under dried nitrogen until the iodine colour 
disappeared. The stirred mixture was then ocmled in ice and
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trlphenylmthyl chloride <147.2 0.53 aol> was added In
one portion. Cooling was continued for a further 30 sin 
after addition the nixture was then allowed to attain roos 
temperature and was heated under reflux <4 h>. The reaction 
mixture was allowed to cool to z*oom tei^>erature and dry CQa 
gas was bubbled Into the stirred mixture <0 h>. The 
resulting mixture was hjfdrolysad by the addition of dilute 
hydrochloric acid <50 1 L> and then cooled In Ice. The
yellow solid which formed was filtered off, washed with 
water and digested on a steam bath <2 h> In hydrochloric 
acid <20 X, 600 cmf»>. The solid was filtered off, washed 
several times with water and then dlgestcMi on a steam bath 
<3 h) in sodium hydroxide solution <10 X, 000 cmP). Water 
<2.5 L) was added to the cooled mixture to dissolve the 
sodium salt and the solution was filtered on a sintered 
glass funnel, and washed with water until most of the 
remaining solid dissolved. The filtrate was acidified with 
concentrated hydrochloric acid and the mixture heated on a 
steam bath <2 h> to coagulate the precipitated acid. The 
precipitate was filtered off, washed with water, dried and 
recrystal 1 Ised fx*om ethanol to afford the acid <31) <100 g,
71 X), m. p. 260 — 263 *C <llt.** 269 - 270 *0,
«M <DJISi>-d«> 7.2 <m, Ar>, 13.1 <br, -COOH>, do <DHSt>-<U>
174.4 <CO>, 143.3 <ArC-l>, 129.9 <ArC-2), 127.6 <ArC*>2,6>, 
126.6 <ArC-3,5> 66.9 <PheC>i <KBr disc) 3300 <CH1>,
2915 <C-H>, 1685 <00> CM"’.
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s>. 2 . 2 - T riphenYlflthanQl t2 7 1 1.
T r l p h o n y l a c o t l c  a c i d  <50 g ,  0 .1 4  a o l )  I n  a n liy d ro u s  
t e t r a h y d r o f u r a n  <250 cnf»> wae a d d e d  d r o p w le e  t o  a  e t l r r e d  
s o l u t i o n  o f  l i t h i u m  a lu m in iu m  h y d r id e  <10 g ,  0 .2 7  m o l) I n  
t e t r a h y d r o f u r a n  <1 L ) u n d e r  d r i e d  n i t r o g e n  a t  room  
te m p e r a t u r e  an d  t h e  m ix tu r e  r e f l u x e d  f o r  2 4  h . The r e a c t i o n  
m ix tu r e  w as ccx > led  t o  room  te m p e r a tu r e  an d  w a t e r  <25 c a P )  
w as c a u t i o u s l y  a d d e d  d r o p w ls e  w it h  s t i r r i n g »  t o  d e c o ^ > o s e  
th e  e x c e s s  l i t h i u m  a lu m in iu m  h y d r id e .  D i l u t e  s u lp h u r i c  a c i d  
w as th e n  a d d e d  t o  d i s s o l v e  t h e  l i t h i u m  c o m p le x  an d  th e  
o r g a n i c  p h a s e  w as s e p a r a t e d .  T he a q u e o u s  p h a s e  was 
e x t r a c t e d  w it h  t e t r a h y d r o f u r a n  <2 *c 100 cm P) a n d  t h e  
c o m b in e d  o r g a n i c  e x t r a c t  w as w ash ed  w it h  s o d iu m  h y d r o x id e  
s o l u t i o n  <10 %, 100  cm P ), s a t u r a t e d  s o d iu m  c h l o r i d e  s o l u t i o n
<100 cm ») an d  d r i e d  <llgSO.ft). E v a p o r a t io n  o f  t h e  s o l v e n t  
g a v e  a  y e l l o w  s o l i d  w h ich  o n  d e c o l o u r l z a t l o n  w it h  a n im a l 
c h a r c o a l  an d  r e c r y s t a l l l x a t l o n  fr o m  h ex a n e  a f f o r d e d  t h e  
a l c o h o l  < 2 4 .3  g ,  5 1  % ), m. p . 103  -  104 *C < l l t . » ®  104 
105 - C ) .  <Found: C , 8 7 .4 ;  H, 6 . 6 ;  Cm oH ,*0 r e q u i r e s  C . 8 7 .5 ;
H, 6 . 6  X ) .  dM <CDCl3 ) 7 . 2  <s, 15H, A r ) , 4 . 6  <s. 2H. C H a),
I .  6  <s. IH. OH ), d o  <CDCl3 ) 1 4 5 .3  <Ar C - 1 ) .  1 2 9 .6  <Ar C - 4 ) ,
1 2 8 .3  <Ar C - 2 , 6 ) ,  1 2 6 .7  <ArC“ 3 , 5 ) ,  7 0 .4  <CHaOH)» 5 8 .9  
(P h a O . <KBr d i s c )  3 3 6 0  <CHI)» 1590 < O C ) c a r ’ .
A t te m p ts  t o  u s e  e t h y l  a c e t a t e  t o  d e co m p o se  t h e  e x c e s s  
l i t h i u m  a lu m in iu m  h y d r id e  r e s u l t e d  I n  t h e  f o r m a t io n  o f
2 . 2 . 2 - t r l p h e n y l e t h y l  a c e t a t e .  Am <C 0C 1.) 7 . 2  < s . 15H. A r ) .
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5.1 <8, 2H, CH»0>, 1.85 <8. 3H, COCHa), 6g <CDC1»> 170.0 
<CO>, 145.0 <Ar C-l), 120.38 <Ar C-2,6>, 128.1 <ArC-3,5), 
126.7 <ArC-4>, 70.3 <CHaO>, 56.8 <Ph3C>, 20.0 <COCIU>.
2-WQrbQrpane-5~endo-carbQxylic acid:*_
Freshly dietilled cyclopentadlene <00.4 g, 1.5l8ol> was 
added slowly to a stirred solution of acrylic acid 
(108.6 g, 1.51 aol> In anhydrous ether <200 cnP) cooled In 
Ice. The cooled mixture was stirred for a further 3 h, then 
allowed to attain roos tenperature and loft stirring for 18 
h. Excess cyclopentadlene and ether were distilled, and the 
residue distilled at 118 ~ 120 *C / 1 aa <llt.** 132 ~ 134 
*C / 22 ma> to afford the acid <158.2 g, 75.0 %> as a clear 
liquid. <CC1-*> 11.7 <8. CC»H>. 6.0 <B. 2H. CH=CH>, 2.8 -
3.2 (a, 3H. C-1.4.5>, 1.3 - 2.3 <a. 4H. C-6,7).
2-Hndo-nnrhnrFi»^ <* carboxylic acld;-
2-Horbornone-5-endo-carboxyllc acid <58 g, 0.42 aol) In 
absolute alcohol <150 car») was hydrogenated In the presence 
of 5 X palladlua on charcoal catalyst <1.5 g> at 3 ata 
pressure for one hour. Filtration of the catalyst and 
drying of the filtrate <llgS0.»> gave on evaporation of the 
solvent the acid <53.7 g. 01.3 X> as a white solid, a.p.
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52 - 57 "C 65 *0, <CC1<*> 11.8 <8, COOH>, 2.1 -
2.9 <8, 3H. C-l,2,4>, 1.2 - 2.0 <m, 8H, C-3,5,6,7).
;^ -yt»fi-h roM P norbQ rnan8-1-fi«rbC M gY liC  a d d  i 3 6 ) t * ^
2-Bndo-norbornane carboxylic acid <53.7 g, 0.3 aol), 
bron lne <73.6 g, 0.46 »ol) and phoephorus trichloride <2»1> 
were heated  In an oil bath between 80 - 90 *C <8 h>. The 
re a c t io n  adxture, which solidified on cooling, was 
t r i t u r a t e d  with light petroleum to afford a white solid. 
R e c ry s ta lllaatIon fro* toluene gave the acid <40 g, 47.6 %>, 
a .p . 138 - 140 -C <llt.*o 140 - 143 *0, m/x 220 and 218 
<Jt-, 2.5 and 2.1 X), 139 <100 %>, 110 <18.9 X>, 4c <CDC1»>
29.2 <C-5>, 32,6 <C-6), 36.7 <C-4), 36.9 <C-7), 43.9 <C-3>, 
53.0 <C-2>, 59.1 <C-1). 179.7 <COOH), 4m  <CDC1.) 1.25 - 2.3 
<JB, 9H), 4.2 <n, IH, C-2), 12.0 «X» H > .
2 -Hxo-br»»»"p^^^"»"6-l-rinrbottYl chlnrlda  ^—
Thlonyl chloride <20 cnt»> was added to 2-exo-
bro-anorborn«ne-l-c»rboKyllc a d d  < » . 5  8. 0.«» -ol) .»d the
-ixturo « a  heated under reflu* *or * h. The datura uae 
nlloued to cool to roo. tei^rature. eaceee thlonyl chloride 
u«n e ra p o ra te d  off at reduo«l preeaure and the reeldue 
dlottlled at » a  - »3 ‘ C / 3  ■■ <llt.—  133 - 183 *C / • e d
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to afford the carbonyl chloride <10.5 g, 02.4 %> aa a white 
e o l l d »  n/z 204 <4.0 X>, 203 <45.0 «>, 202 <3.0 «>. 210 
<43.5 %). 175 <31.5 %>, 173 <30.3 %>, 157 <10.5 X), 6c 
< C D C l3>  28.8 <C-5), 33.1 <C-0>, 30.8 <C-4>, 37.8 <C-7>, 43.4 
<C-3), 52.1 <C-2>, 08.43 <C-1).
2 - R x o - b r o M P n o r h o r a a m * - 1 -f-MrhmrMmi tic <37> ; * ^
2-Rxo-brononorbornane-1—carbonyl chloride <18 g, 0. 08 
mol) in anhydrous ether <350 cnP> was coaled in ice and the 
solution was saturated with gaseous aanonia. The solvent 
was evaporated off to give a solid. Extraction with hot 
toluene <3 x 50 cnP> and cooling gave the carboxanlde 
<15.8 g, 05.5 X>, n.p. 174 - 175 *C <lit.«’ 173 - 174 *0. 
n/z 219 and 217 <N^, 0.2 and 0.1 X>, 138 <01.5 X>, 03 
<15.3 X), 72 <100 X>, 4c <CDC1»> 20.4 <C-5>, 32.7 <C-8), 
37.1 <C-4>. 37.3 <C-7), 44.0 <C-3), 54.2 <C-2), 50.7 <C-1>.
■n rh o rm in n -l-ca rbo xae id e ;
Zinc dust <31 g, 0.47 aol> was added to 2-exo- 
brononorbornane— l~~carboxa»ide <15.3 g» 0.07 aol) in acetic 
acid <180 cap) in portions during 30 ain with stirring at 
rooa* tenperature and the Mixture stirred for a further 42 h.
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Vater <500 cni*>. was added and the alxture allowed to stand 
for 4 h. Extraction of the suspension with ether <4 x 
200 car*> and evaporation of the solvent gave a  solid which 
on recrystallization froa water afforded the carboxaaide 
<6.8 g, 00.7 %>, B.p. 220 - 230 *C <lit.«* 235 ~ 236 *C>, 
B/z 130 <M-*^. 100 X>. 110 <26.4 %>, 05 <13.8 %>, 67 <32.0 X>, 
54 <10.2 X>, 6c <CDC1»> 30.2 <C-3,5>, 33.7 <02,6>, 37.6 
<C-4), 41.0 <C-7), 53.4 <C-1>, 164.0 <C011Ia>.
aei«j <3S>s*^
lor bor nane-1-car boxasi de <6 g» 0.04 aol> in aqueous 
potassium hydroxide <20 X, 30 cni*>, was heated under reflux 
for 42 h. The aixture was allowed to ccxil and acidified 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid» to give a precipitate 
which was filtered, washed with little cold water and dried. 
Sublimation at 60 ‘C / 4 am <lit.»* 60 *C / 10 am) gave the 
acid <4.2 g, 64.7 X), a. p. 107 - 100 *C <llt.«’ Ill - 
112 *0 .
2-Bxo-bromonorbornane-1-carboxylIc acid <10 g, 0.05 aol) 
was dissolved in an ice-cold solution of potaesiua hydroxide 
<6 g, 0.11 aol> in water <100 c ^ >  and the cold solution wac 
hydrogenated in the presence of 5 X palladiua on charcoal 
cathlyst <0.1 g) at 3 ata pressure for one hour. The 
catalyst was reaoved b y  f i l t r a t i o n  an d  t h e  f i l t r a t e
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acidified with concentrated hydrochloric acid to give a 
precipitate which was filtered, washed with water, and 
dried. Recrystallization fro» pentane afforded the acid 
(5 g. 72 X), n.p. 103 *C, <lit.«’ Ill - 112 *0, »/z 140
<M-, 38 X>, 111 <98.3 X>, 112 <28.4 X>, 95 <74.1 X>, 87 
<100 X), 54 <38 X), dc <CDC1»> 30.0 <C-3,5>, 33.0 <C-2,8),
37.9 <C-4), 42.4 <C-7>, 52.2 <C-1>, 183.9 <COQH>, dn <CDC1.)
1.3 - 2.0 <», 10H>, 2.3 <s, IH, C-4), 10.4 <s, COOH).
W p r W ? T -n a n - l -o l__<291.
Hydrogen peroxide <8.24 cnP, 30 X w/v) was added 
dropwise to a stirred solution of norbornane-l-carboxylic 
acid <5 g, 0.04 nol) in concentrated sulphuric acid <50 c»*> 
cooled to -10 -C, at such a rate that the tenperature was 
maintained below 0 *C. The »ixture was stirred for a 
further 5 h at -10 *C and then left in the refrigerator for 
60 h. The cooled aixture was poured on to crushed ice 
<150 g> and then stirred in an ice-water bath for 5 h. The 
mixture was extracted with ether <3 *« 150 cnP) and the 
combined extracts washed with sodium bicarbonate solution 
<10 X. 2 X 30 cm»>, water <2 x 20 cmf*> and dried <llgS04>. 
Evaporation of the ether gave a white solid <2.8 g> which 
was recrystallised from hexane and dried at 35 *C over CaCla 
to afford the alcohol <29> <2.2 g, 55 X) as colourless 
plates, m.p. 150 ‘C <lit.—  152 - 154 -C) with sublimation
128 K.
^1
Irt^'
at 80 - 88 -C. <CC1«> 3.1 <a, IH, OH>, 1.38 - 2.0 <br.a,
norbornyl), ■/* 112 <lt^ . 4.2 %), 111 <2.2 %>, 83 <100 %>, 70 
<30.5 %>. 54 <16.7 %>, -0—  3300 - 3240 <OH>, 2060, 2860 ,
1455, 1315, 1260, 1220, 1135, 1000, 020 CM"’, Sg <CDCl3>»’ 
83.0 <C-1), 43.0 <C-7>, 35.4 <C-2,6), 34.8 <C-4), 30.3 
<C-3,5>.
tWSf’;
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3.2 »ft«* TW*«>aratÌQBa-Ill.
plicmplimuita«
T T - l n o r b o r n - l - y l  p h o B P h i t «  <40 > 8.
Phospliorus ^rlclilorid« <2.04 gt 0.015 aol> In anhydrou« 
llgb'fc pa'brolouM <50 cnP) was addad dropwlaa "to a atlrmd 
solution of norbornan-l-ol <5.27 g, 0.047 noi) and MpM~ 
dlnethylanlline <5.41 g, 0.045 noi) In anhydrous light 
petroleun <100 cnt*>, ocxilad in ioa and under dried nltrogan. 
The nixture was than laft atirrlng at roan tanparatura for 
60 h. The precipitata was filterad off and washed with 
light petroleua and the eolaent evaporated fron tha cosbinad 
filtrate and washings to give a solid which on 
recrystallization fros anhydrous acetonitrile afforded tha 
phnspblte <40> <3.5 g, 04.8 %> as a white solid, s.p. 183 - 
184 *C <sealed tube), m/% 304 <nr, 4.4 %>, 253 <51.0 X>, 05 
<100 %>, 4m  <CDCl3> 0.00 - 2.45 <b > , Sm- <CDCl3> 141.4,
4c <CDCl3 > 80.1 <d, 0.1 Hz, C-l>, 43.0 <d, •Ji-.-c
7.0 Hz, C-7>, 35.1 <d, "Jp-o  0.7 Hz, C-2,0>, 33.0 <C-4>,
30.0 <C-3,5>, •Ofmn 2000, 2080, 1455, 1310, 1085 car».
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T T » i«< 2 .2 -«lt^<il>7llmt.ìrl> n h n a n b it «  <39>I-
Phoephorue 'trichlorid« <0.06 g» 0.007 b o D  In anhjdroua 
light potrolauB <40 cnP> wb»  addad dropifimi to a stirrad 
solution of 2 ,2-diothylbutan-l-ol <3.04 g, 0.023 noi) and 
jr.JFdiaBthylaniline <2.6 g. 0.021 Bol) In anhydrous light 
petroleum <100 cni»>, ccmlad In loa aiid ondar driad nltrogan. 
The mixture was alloued to attain room tamparatura and 
stirred for 72 h. Tha pracipitata wna filtarad off and 
washed with patroleua and tha solvent was avaporatad fros 
the coiÉbinad filtrata and washings at raducad pressura. Tha 
residue was distilled at 13 4 - 1 3 6 -C / 0.06 as to give the 
phosphite <30> <2.27 g, 76 X) as a clear oil, «aWl.> 
139.7, 4m  <CDCle> 0.6 <dist.t, 21H, <»•>. 1.06 - 1.47 <a,
18H, -KXHa-C), 3.47 <d, 6H. »Jm -^ 6 Hx, CHeOP). 4c «»Cl*>
7.4 <CH3 >, 2S.2 <CHb>. 39.2 <d, »Jo-^ 6.1 Hz. CQHadP >. 64.7 
<d. »Jo-^ 9.1 Hz. CHaOP). 2970. 1465. 1265. 1030. 1010
can’ .
Trinorborn-1-2 <41Ll
t - B u t y l  h y d r o p a r o x id .  <70 * .  0.12 < » ^ )  »M m A  t o  •
s t i r r e d  s o l u t i o n  o t  t r l n o r b o m ^ l - y l  p b o s p h l t s  <0.2S4 s> 
0 .0 0 0 7  « D l l  i n  n n h y d ro u o  1 , 4 - d lo n n n s  e n d  t b s  a l x t u r s  « t l r r s d  
f o r  1 . 5  h . Tbn s o l u s n t  « n o  « « p o m t s d  I n  wmcuo t o  s i « «  t h s
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phoapliate <41) <0.2« ff. 06 %> as a ahito «olid, ».p. 220 - 
221 *C Ceealed tubo), «SDCl») -10.22, m/% 360 < ** , 16.0 
X), 351 <100 X>, 267 <16.3 X ) ,  257 <36.5 X> 150 <10.0 X >, 05 
< 6 4 .0  X>, 67 $43.2 X ) ,  54 <31.7 X>, 4m <C0C1«> 1.7 -  2.0 
<■>, 6c <CDCl9 > 60.2 <d,*J»^ 7.3 Ha, 0-1), 42.1 <d,
4 .9  Ha, C -7 > , 3 3 .6  <d, • J ^ -o  7 . 0  Ha, C -2 ,6 > ,  3 3 .6  <C^4>,
2 9 .8  < C -3 ,5 > , 2 0 6 0 , 2 6 6 0 , 1 4 5 5 , 1 3 1 0 , 1 2 6 0 , 1 0 6 5 ,
10 1 5 , 0 9 0 , 0 4 0  c a r ’ .
p r o p»»T»fi- t in n ì  n f  t r i « < 2 . 2 . 2TtrÌPÌM IIUilOtllj l ) .
<42>L
P h o s p h o r o u s  t r l c h l o r l d s  < 0 .4 3  g ,  0 .0 0 3  s o l )  I n  a n h y d ro u s  
b e n z e n e  m s  a d d e d  d r o p w la a  t o  a  s t i r r e d  s o l u t i o n  o i  2 , 2 . 2 -  
t r l p h e n y l e t h a n o l  < 2 .0 3  g ,  O .O l a o l )  a n d  i . ^ ^ a a t h y l a n l l l n a  
< 1 .2 6  g ,  0 .0 1  e o i )  I n  b a n ze n a  c o o l e d  I n  l o a .  The a l z t u r a  
uas a l l o u a d  t o  a t t a i n  r o o a  t a ^ > a r a t u r a  a f t e r  t h e  a d d i t i o n  
a n d  l o f t  s t i r r i n g  f o r  t h r e e  d a y s .  The p r a o l p l t a t e  t h a t  
f o r s B d  w as f i l t e r e d  o f f .  s a s h e d  w it h  b e n z e n e  an d  t h e  a o lv a n t  
e v a p o r a t e d  o f f  u n d e r  r a d u o e d  p r e s s u r e  f r o s  t h e  <xiat>lnad 
f i l t r a t e  a n d  w a s h in g s  t o  g i v e  a  gusz|y s o l i d  p r o d u c t  < 2 .0  g .  
9 8  X ) ,  w’ P n . s . r .  « a W l .  > o f  t h e  c r u d e  s o l i d  sh ow ed  t h e  
p r e s e n c e  o f  t h e  t r l s < 2 . 2 . 2 - t r l p h e n y l e t h y l )  id io e p h l t e  
<6  1 3 8 .7 .  c a .  4 2  s o l e  X ) a n d  b l e < 2 . 2 . 2 - t r l p h e n y l e t h y l >  
p h o s p h i t e  <43> <« 3 . 7 1 .  7 1 7 .8  H z. c a .  8 3  s o l e  X>.
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Attempts to distil tbs mixture at reduced pressure resulted 
in deco«5>oeltion to give ot-phenylstilbene S^ t <CDC1»> 7.2C 
[ St 10H| <C«Hs>aCl , 7.00 Cs* SH» CCC^Hn) J $ 0.05
<8, IH. =CH>.
Phospborus trichloride <1.02 g, 0.014 mol> in anhydrous 
benzene was added drops!se to a stirred solution of 2t2t2— 
-tri phenyl ethanol <11.0 g» 0.042 mol) and ^dimethyl 
aniline <5.08 g, 0.042 mol) in benzene ccmled in ice. The 
reaction mas allowed to warm to room teigmrature after the 
addition and then left stirring for five days. <kmtinuation 
of the procedure as in above experimant afforded a gummy 
solid. » ’P n.m.r. <CDCla> showed the presence of 
bis<2 ,2 ,2 -trlphonylethyl> {diosphite <4 0.7, *Ji^ m  717.5 Hz, 
ca. 76 mole X> and bls<2 ,2 ,2-trlphonylethyl) chlorophosphit< 
<6 104.7, ca. 24 mole %>.
p « » ,c ;t io n  P*  g .a .g - t r in iM n T la t iM in n I  with phonphoni»
PhiMiplioru« trlohlorld- <0. l«l 8. 0 0<>1 ■“!> *“ anHyd*-«»*« 
deuteraohlorofcira <0.3 o ^ >  ««a add«! to 2.2,2- 
trlpbenylothanol <0.231 8. ® <>01 ■»»> doutorooMorofor. 
<0.3 o**> in a *H n.».r tuba and tha antant of tba raaotlon 
ana followed at aultabla Intarunla by ooivarln8 tba 
decreasln8 ol8nnl for tba aatbylano protono In 2.2,2-
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trlphonylotbanol <«m  4.0> to the liicrMoiBS slgiiAl for tb* 
BBthylene protono in 2,2,2-trlphonylotbyl dlobloroiUioopblt« 
<5.1. d, 7.2 H*> aa it wna for— d. Tbo following
results wars obtained;
»«fiction ti;
5 sin
Approat. €3omiBitiQn-il 
nciH BQPCl«---- <m)aP<0)H
52 48
2.8 b 88
<C«Hs )«GCHn'~
8 €Sm 4.8, d AB, 
CHnO-P >
14
Aft»r 3 1» of reaction tl«o, an additional quantity of
2 ,2 .2 -trlplionylethanol <0.2S1 g. 0.001 nol) «as added to the 
reaction »Inture and tha eictent of tha further reaction «as 
nonltored by coiqiorlng the daoreaslng signal for the 
aathylene protons In 2 ,2 ,2 -trlplianyl dlohlorophosphlte to 
th4 Increasing signal for the aathylena protons In the 
bls<2 .2 .2-trlphenylethyl> phosphite «hlch «as foraed. The 
following results wore obtained:
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Reaction
Approx.
BQPCl^
‘f'f
00 0.7,
'J^-M 725.7 Hx>
<C«Hs>«CCHn-
f /I
Atteapted preparation of 2 .2.2-triphnnyletl.yl 
dlchloropliOBpHite CAA>»
2,2,2-Triphenylethaiiol <1 g, 0.004 aol> jr,#- 
dlnsthylaniline (0.55 g, 0.004 aol> in anhydrous ether nero 
added to a stirrcKl solution of phosphorus trichloride 
<0.75 g, 0.005 aol> in anhydrous ether at room teigmrature 
and the reaction loft stirring for 24 h. The precipitate 
that foreed was filtered off and washed with ether the 
solvent was evaporated fros the coiÉblned filtrate and 
««ashings to give a idiite guaay solid. »'P n.a.r. <(3X:i»> of 
the crude solid showed the presence of the dichlorophoephite 
<51 ) is 177.2, ca. 57 sole %> and bis(2,2,2-triphenylethyl> 
phosphite iS 5.7, ca. 33 aol X>.
£: \
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AttQMDted proparation o£ 2.2.2~1:ri|A«nyl«i:hyl 
diplianTlplin«pliiiiAf  <A7>t
ChlorodlpluinylpbcMiidiliMi <1.10 g, 0.007 aol> in anhydrous 
ether <20 caf*> wna addad dropwloa to a etlrrad solution at
2,2,2-triphenyletbanol <2.0 g, 0.007 sol> and triathylaaina 
<0.74 g, 0.007 sol) in anhydrous athar <00 cnP) at room 
tenperature and under nitrogen. The reaction was left 
stirring for three days. The precipitate that forsad wss 
filtered off and washed with athar and the solvent 
evaporated off at reduced pressure from the conbined 
filtrate and washings to give a gussy solid <3.23 g>. 
Recrystallization fros anhydrous benzene afforded 
2^  2. 2-tri phenyl e th y l d iphenyl pti«apli4 <47>, <0.00 g,
19 X), B. p. 140 - 142 *C <Pound C, 81.2; H, 9.0 X.
CsaHa^OaP requires C, 01.0; H, 9.7 X>, 6^ «^)C1»> 32.0, 4c 
<CDCl3> 144.8 - 120.0 <Ar>, 70.0 <d, * J ^ c  0.1 Hz,
CHaOP<0>>, 97.0 td, -J*— c 0.9 Hz, <C«He>3C-l• 4m  <CDC1»>
7.24 - 7.50 <B, Ar>, 4.07 <d, *J^~m  3.4 Hz, CHaOP), s/z 290 
(64.1 X, <C«H«>30CHCeHe-*’-l, 299 <14.3 X), 243 (100 X, 
<C«H3>»C'^], 217 (1.4 X, 0P<0>«:«He>e'^], 201 (0.0 X,
P<0)<C«H«>a^l.
The **P n. B. r. spactruB of the residua in the sothar 
liquor showed the presence of a siztura of coapounds at 
4 30.5 <ca. 23 sole X>, 4 31.7 <ca. 04 sola X) and 4 39.2 
<ca. 13 Bole X>.
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Vi
■i -È
The experiaent was repeated with a different batch of 
anhydrouB ether In which a positive result was obtained for 
peroxide test. The n.a.r. spectrum of the crude product 
8ho««ed the presence of 2,2,2-trlphenylethyI diphenyl 
phosphinate <S 32.1, ca. 38 sole X>, 2,2.2~trphenylethyl 
dlphenylphoephlnlte <S 118.1, ca. 8 sole X>, and 
unidentified coapounds <6 31.0, ca. 37 aole X, S 28.3, 
ca, 14 noie X and 6 21.2, ca. 5 aole X>.
M l
2^ .2^2rTriPhanYlethvl dlnhenylphosphinHie <4711
Chi orodl phenyl phosphine <2.48 g, 0.01 aol> In benxene- 
llgroln mixture <2:1, 20 caP> was added to a stirred 
solution of 2,2,2-trlphenylethanol <3.08 g, 0.01 aol> and 
trlethylaalne <1.13 g, 0.01 aol> In anhydrous benxene- 
llgroln mixture <2:1, 50 caP> cooled In Ice and under dried 
nitrogen. The reaction was left stirring In Ice for a 
further 3 h after the addition and then left stlz*rlng for 3 
days at room teaperature. The precipitate that foraad was 
filtered off and washed with bensene-llgroln and the solvent 
was evaporated from the cfsablned filtrate and washings to 
give a g u a ^  solid <5.4 g, 105 X>. n.a.r. <<ax:i«> of the
crude solid showed the presence of the dlphenylphosphlnlte 
<S 118.0, ca. 47 mole X>, 2,2,2-trlphenylethjl 
dlphenylphosphlnate <S 32.2, ca. 24 sole X>, and 
unidentified ooigKniadsid 31.3, oa. 20 aole X and 4 21.4,
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ca. 9 nole % )» Tz'l'^ iirtt'^ lon oiT ^bo crudo solid wl'bli bonzeno 
afforded the phoephlnit« C47> (0.45 g, 8.8 X> as a white 
solid, a, p. 131 - 133 -C. 6^ (CDCls) 116.1, <CDC1»> 7.22
<s, Ar>, 4.8 <d, m  6 Hz, CHaOP), 4c <CDC1»>
145.5 - 126.4 (Ar>, 75.6 (d, *J^-e 11 Hz, CHaOP>, 58.6 <d, 
=*Jf»-c 9.8 Hz, -C-CHaOP>, m/% 257 146.5 X, (CcHslcCXH»-*-], 256 
<38.2 X), 255 <7.3 X>, 243 (34.9 X, <C«Hc>9C‘*‘], 202 123.3 X, 
HP<0> <C«H»>a-J , 201 C42.1 X, OP(C«H«>»'^l, 185 17.5 X, 
P<C«H«)2 -^ 1 , 180 1100 X, (CcHslaCCHa-^l, <KBr disc) 1595
(C=C>, 1490 <OC>, 1445 <P-Ar>, 1430, 1090, 1050, 795,
705 car’.
-
A ttea n ted  preparation of bis ( 2 .2 .2 -t r ip h en y l e th y l > 
phenylphosphonite (48)t
Diehlorophenylphosphine <0.66 g, 0.004 aol> in anhydrous 
benzene-1 igroln aixture <2:1, 10 caf*> was added dropwise to 
a stirred solution of 2,2,2-*triphonylethanol
<2.02 g, 0.007 Bol> and triethylaaino <0.74 g, 0.007 aol> in 
anhydrous benzene-1 igroin <55 caP>, cooled in ice and under 
dried nitrogen. The reaction was left stirring for a 
further 3 h in ice after the addition and then left stirring 
at rooa tengmrature for 3 days. The precipitate that foraad 
^ 8  filtered off and washed with benzene-ligroin aizture and 
the solvent was evaporated at reduccKl pressure from the 
coabined filtrate and washings to give an oily product
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<2.97 ); n.M. r. (CDC1»> oi ‘tho oil 8how8<i 'tbe
proscnce of unidentified coi^XMinde, <6 20.6, ca. 3 sole %;
6 26.1, ca, 3 sole X; 6 20.0, ca. 32 sole %; 6 17.0, ca. 30 
0.0, ca. 13 sole X and S 0.7, ca. O sole X>.
PlJiejopantYl 1-nethylvinyl phogpimt»
Chloroacetone <1.65 g, 0.018 aol> wao added dropwlse to 
stirred trlneopentyl phosphite <4.35 g, 0.015 ao l)  at 70 *C 
and the reaction aalntalned between 65 - 75 *C for 24 h.
The nlxture was allowed to cool and then distilled at 72 - 
76 -C / 0.1 n  to give the phosphatfl <40> <3.65 g, 86 X> as 
a clear oil, <CDC1»> -6.8, 4m  <CDC1.> 0.06 Cs, 18H, 
<CH3)3C1. 1.94 <s, 3H, CIUO), 3.73 <d, 4H, »Jm -^ 5 Hz, 
CH^OD. 4.63 <d. 2H. =CHa), 4c <CDCl3> 20.7 <d, *Jc-^
5.5 Hz. CH3-C=), 26.1 [<CH»>»C], 32.2 <d,»Jc-^ 7.0 Hz, 
CCHaOP). 77.4 <d, *Jc-^ 7.3 Hz, CHaOP), 08.2 <d, *Jc-^
4.9 Hz, =CHa), 152.3 <d, *Jc-e- 8.5 Hz, P-0“<^>, 2065,
1665 <C=C), 1485, 1285, 1030 car», m/x 278 <7.8 X), 208 
<17.6 X). 103 <37.4 X), 152 <73.4 X>, 151 <6.1 X>,
138 <100 X).
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Pi neopenty l ac^etonylphnaphofm-fca <so>
'A*
Trineopentyl phosphite <5.00 g, 0.017 sol) In anhydrous 
toluene <20 car*) was added to lodoacetone <3.05 g, 0.021 aol> 
in anhydrous toluene <10 caf»> and the mixture heated under 
reflux for 40 h. The reaction mixture was cooled, the 
solvent and neopentyl iodide were evaporated in vacuo and 
the residue distilled at 100 - 110 *0 / 0.3 mm to give the 
phosphonate <50) <2.71 g, 56 X) as a clear oil, <CDCl3 > 
19.45, <CDCla> 0.95 Cs, lOH, <CH»>»C], 2.34 <s, 3H, 
COCHa), 3.1 <d, 2H, » J ^ M  22 Hx, PCHa), 3.72 <d, 4H,
5 Hz, CH:,OP>, tfo <CDC1»> 26.1 t . 31.3 <COCH,>, 32.2
7.3 Hz, CCHjkOP), 43.0 <d, *Jc-^ 127.6 Hz, PCH»>,
75.8 <d, 7.3 Hz, CHaOP>, 100.6 <d, *Jc-^ 6.1 Hz, C=0>,
2960, 1710 <O=0), 1475, 1255, 1010 cm“’.
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3 . 3 Erenarationfl nf »lliCftllanaoua eoMpfwntlB
loidQacetoncLL
Potaselua Iodide <38.0 g, 0.23 ■□!> in water <40 c ^ >  
w a s  added to freshly distilled chloroacetone < 2 0 .0  g,
0.22 aol> and asthanol was added slowly until a howogenous 
s o l u t i o n  was obtained. The mixture was left standing for
24 h at room tei^rature. The reddish brown oily layer that 
fo r m e d  was separated from the aqueous layer, washed with 
w a t e r  <2 x 20 cm*>, dried <CaSO«> and distilled at 06 *C /
25 ram <lit.** b. p. 56.4 *C / 11 mm) to afford iodoacetone as 
a  light bro%m oil <16.5 g, 41.3 X>. 4m  <CDCl3 > 2.4 <s, 3H, 
CHo). 3.8 <s, 2H. CHaI>.
q - P r o m o - p - n <  t r r m o a t n p h e n o n e ;
B r o m in e  <8.0 g, 0.05 mol> was added to a stirred 
s u s p e n s i o n  of p-nitroacetophenone in hydrochloric acid 
<33 X, 14 cmf*> and the mixture stirred for 18 h at room 
t e m p e r a t u r e .  The suspension was extracted into ether < 2 x 
70 cm^> and the ether extract washed with sodium bisnilphite 
<10 X, 20 cmP), and dried <J^ sS0l«>. Bvaporation of the 
s o l v e n t  and recrystallixation from benxene~ligroin mixture 
a f f o r d e d  the acetophenone <5.8 g, 46 X> as a yellow solid,
■. p. 01 - 02 -C <llt.«^ 07 - 08 *0, 4m  iCDcimy 4.4 <s.
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CH^Br), 8.1 (AA*BB* patt«rn, Ar>, *0«»^ 1705 COO), 1800
<C=C>, 1515 <ArKl2>, 1345 <ArlOa>, 1105, 1000, 850,
750 car-'.
a-ChlorQ-p^nli:T»fw<;;fl^pph»nffim>;
Sulphuryl chloride (10.0 g, 0.07 ■ol> Mas added dropwlse 
t o  a stlrrsd solution oi p^nitroacetophenone <8.25 g,
0.05 sol> in anhydrous chlcsrofora at room teaperature and 
t h e  nixture heated for 8 h betMoen 80 - 70 *C. Chloroform 
an d  e x c e s s  sulphuryl chloride Mere distilled off at reduced 
p r e s s u r e  to give a solid residue Mhich Mas recrystal lined 
f r o n  absolute ethanol to afford the acetophenone <8.02 g,
60.4 %) as a brown solid, a.p. 85 *C (lit.*^ 00 *0,
Sm <CDCl3> 4.7 <8, CHaCl>, 8.1 (AA* BB* pattern, Ar>,
1705 <00>,1800 (OC>, 1510 (ArlOa), 1345 (ArBQa), 
1205. 1005, 850, 775, 750 CM"'.
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3.4 lateractlon at trlmlkyl phnaphl-fc^
o-lml ofcn-fcfwi£m
General aethod for Monitoring i:h^  raaoliigwift 
PhCffiPhorUBdll) eatara liith or-Kwlrmowt-npH^wrm«« Ky 
and n.
<¿1
oc-Haloacetoplienoxie <1 aol. equlT. > in deuterochlorofcira 
was added to a solution of the phoeplmrus<111 > ester <1 aol. 
equlv. > In deuterochlorofora in an n. s.r. tube and the 
reaction was aonltored by »’P n.a.r. <or ’H n.a.r. > 
spectroscopy at intervals. The total aaount of the solvent 
used was such that tlM initial concentration of the ester in 
the nlxture mbs about 20 %, The results of the enperisants 
are shown in Table 11, where KPS « the ketophosphonius salt 
(Arbuzov interaediate), <SO>aPCHaCOC«HUT X , YPS = the 
vlnyloxyphosphonius salt (Perkow intersediate), 
<RO>sPCX}<C«BUT>»CHa X , KP * the ketophosphonate, 
<R0>:»P(0>CHaC0C«H4Y, TP » the vinyl phosphate, 
<R0>2P<0>C(C«H4T>=CHe, and A additional aajor side 
product <8 > obtai ned.
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|—yl pliQ»pl><wl'th er—Ht*pt»—p—
nl
r ■;■ >’
a-BroBo-p-nltraao«toidMaoiM <0.333 g, 0.0013 mol> and 
trlnorborn-l-yl {dumphlta <0.488 g, 0.0013 aol> In 
deuterochlarofora <2.5 cnP> wara aealad in an n.«.r. tube 
and the reaction mbs nonitared at intervals by «»p n.«.r.
A aiJtture of phosphorus-containins caapounds obtained. 
The spectruB after 24 h shoned the presence of trinorbom-1- 
yloxy<p-nitrophenacyl>pliaephoniuB bromide <85) <4^ 25.2, t,  
17,2 Hz, ca. 11,5 sole X>, trinorbam-*l-yl phosphate 
”10.3, ca. 28 Bole X>, trinorbam-l-ylozy-l-‘<p- 
nitrophenyl>vinylozyphosphonluB broBlde <84> <4^ -18.0, ca. 
16.4 Bole X), and two unidentified coapounds: <4^ 11.3, d, 
Jr»-M 20.8 Hz, ca. 29 Bole X; 4^ -10.7, s, ca. 15.1 mole X>. 
The ’H n.B.r. spectrum showed, in addition to the presence 
of the p-nitrophenacylphosphoniuB bromide <85> <4m 5.4, d, 
*1«-^ 17.2 Hz, PCHa> and the vinylozyphosphoniuB bromide 
<64> <4m 0.3 and 5.5, b , «CHa^ > ,  a SBall unidentified 
8l{(nal at 4m 4. 1 and a large signal at 4m 2.7 due to 
p-nltroacetophenone. 
trituration of the i 
guB^ solid which wc
of int and
lidue with anhydrcais ether afforded a
irai til with ether
decantation ai 
coapcBinds <0.411
dried in icvo to »1^
t <CDCle>
thS Vi ny 1 ozyphosphoni ui <04> <(
of
>le X>
of
phenacy 1 idussphoni ui <85> <( 18.0 lie X>
1 V'V
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’t4;
three unidentified compound«: <«•* -10.7 ce. 8.0 «ole %l d»* 
11.4, ca. 35.0 sole X{ 13.7» ca. 13.0 sole %>»
nax 1605 <C=0> 1000 <C*C>, 1455» 1515» 1350» 1315» 1205» 
1085. 1000» 045» 020» 600 car’» m/% <FAB> 502 <0.0 »>» 500 
<6.3 %>. 528 <7.5 »>» 381 <23.7 %>» 370 <4.0 %>» 287 
<8.4 X)» 05 <100 X>.
Evaporation 'of the solvent fi*ra the washings gave 
trinorbornyl phosphate» d^ «}DCla> —10.2» as the only 
phosphorus-containing cospound. The slxture of coepounds 
obtained above <0.145 g> was washed again with ether» dried 
In vacua and dissolved in deutoroohlorofors <1.0 cnP> In a 
sealed n.a. r. tube. The tube was heated In an oil bath at 
149 *C for 24 h. The n.s.r. spectrum of the decoaposed
mixture sho««ed the presence of dinorbom-l-yl p-nltro- 
phenacylphosphonate <00) <d^ 12.2» ca. 7.5 mole X)» 
trlnorborn—l—yl phosphate <dp» —10.6» ca. 00 mole X> and 
unldentlfI ckI compound<s >.» <d^ 4.7 and 6^ 4.5 of the same 
intensity» ca. 32.5 X>.
Reaction of trlnorbora-l-Tl phil«Pl>ltB With Oz.
Î %
ot—Chloroacetophenone <0.0307 g» 0.0002 mol) In 
deuterochlorofarm <0.5 om^) was added to trlnorbom-1 yl 
phosphite <0.0083 g» 0.0002 mol) In a sealed n.m.r. tube and
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the tube boated at OO *C far 05 b. Tba 'H n.a.r. spectrum 
of tbe solution sbowed tba praoance of pbanjlacatjlana 
(.6 3.1| • ‘*'*‘' * m r y ^ p b a n n c y l  ^ phospbonlus
chloride <58>, <6^ 4 5.2, d, 10 Hs, FCH»> an
unidentified sl||nal at 6^,7 <d, J 14.4 Hx>. Tba n.a.r. 
spectrum sbosad tba prasanca of trlnorbom-l-yloxy- 
<phenacyl>pboepbonlum oblorlda <00>, <6^ 20.7, t,*J^M 
18 Hz, ca. 31 mole %>, dlnorbom-l-yl pboepblta iS^ -0.2, d,
084.3 Hz, ca. 5 mola %>, trlnorbom-l-yl pbospbate iS^ 
-10.4, ca. 31 mole X>, and two unldantlflad compound: <4^ 
41.9, 8, ca. 30 mole X; St^  -14.3, s, ca. 3 mole X>.
Reaction of trinnrborn-l-yl phncphit«» iHtb cbloroacetone?
a~Chloroacetone <0.0177 0.0002 mol) was added to
t rl norboi*n—1-y 1 pboapbita <0.0009 g, 0.0002 mol) in 
deuterocbloroform <0.5 cmP) in a sealed n. m. r. tuba and tbe 
tube beated at 00 *C for 71.5 b. Tba **P n.m.r. spectrum of 
the mixture sbowed tba praoanca of trinorbom-l-yloxy-1- 
methylvinyloxypbospbonium cblorida <02), <4^ -10.0, ca. 7.8 
mole X), trinorborn-l-yl pbospbata <4^ -10.4, ca. 15.4 
mole X), dinorbom-l-yl pbospbita <4^ -0.4, d,
685.3 Hz, ca. 11.3 mola X), trinorbam-l-yloxy<aoatonyl) 
phospbonium cblorida <01), <4e> 20.4, t, 18.5 Hz, oa.
^1*7 mole X) and four unidantifiad oompoundsi <4i» 110.0, s, 
ca. 20.5 mole X; 4^ 20.2, d, 24.0 Hz, oa. 14.7 aola X|
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3.5 BaactiOM of ±r±wm±ltjl iH»!.
R eaction  w ith  o -c M  t
or-ChloroacatophAnonia <0.452 g, 0.0020 aol> In anhydrous 
■ethanol <1.0.caP, 80 % ▼/▼ spactrosol aathanol In snthanol* 
d«> was added to trisathyl phosphite <0.204 g, 0.0024 wol> 
in anhydrous sethanol <1.5 cnP> In an n.a.r. tube and the 
reaction «ms aonltored at suitable intermls by n. s.r. 
The results obtained ax*e shown in Table 12.
.'iv-
With or-chloT-fMicetQpliefirwie mnA pyr-^Hin et
or-Chloroacetophenone <0.4353 g, 0.0028 sol) and dried 
pyridine <0.222 g, 0.0028 sol) in anhydrous sethanol 
<1.0 cap. 80 X v/v speotrosol sathanol in sethanol-<L«> were 
added to trisethyl phosphite <0.201 g, 0.0023 sol) in 
anhydrous sethanol <1.5 oiP> in an n. s.r. tube and the 
reaction was sonitored at suitable intermls by n.s. r. 
The results obtained are shown in Table 12.
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Vith cr-clilQrQTp-iiitnMiQtitophtiBQaoi
a-Chloro-p-nltroacotoplMiiioiie <0.4289 g, 0.0021 aol> in 
anhydrous ■ethanol <1.0 cnP» 00 % v/v spactrosol aethanol in 
nethanol-<L«> was added to triaethyl phosphite <0.22 g,
0.0018 nol) in anhydrous BBthanol <1.5 caP> in an n.a.r. 
tube and the reaction was aonitored at suitable intervale by 
n.B. r. The results obtained are shown in Table 12.
O
i ^F
R e a c t in n  o f  d i a a t h y l  a f -h y r im a r y -g - c h lo r o s a t h y l -  
b e n z y lp h o s p h o n a te  <81 > w it h  p y r i i i ln e t
Pyridine <0.072 g, 0.0000 ■ol> was added to the 
phosphonate <81>,<0.24 g, 0.00008 aol) in anhydrous aathanol 
and the reaction left at rooa te^»rature. The **P n.a. r. 
spectrua of the aixture after six days showed no reaction.
R e a c t i o n s  of varying concent rat Iona of triaethyl 
p h o s p h i t e  w it h  o t - c h lo r o a c e t o p h a n n n e s
VI t h  flf~r>h1rw-ofio^-».ophennnet
Freshly distilled triaethyl phosphite <Table 13> 
to 26.5 *C in a theraostatted oil bath was added to four 
sealed flasks containing ot^ohloroaoetophenona <Table 13> in
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anhydrous sat hanoï <85 X spectroeol Mthanol In 
aathanol-<L«> placed in a theraocrtatted oil bath at 28.5 *C. 
The reactions were left in the oil bath for one hour and 
then ccxiled below 0 *C. gated decoupling n.a. r. was
Imaedlately run on the saapl^s. The x'eeults obtained are 
shown In Tables 14.
VI th g-chloro-p-^ 1*l t
Freshly distilled trleathyl phosidilte CTable 13> 
to 25.7 *C In a thereostatted oil bath was added to two 
sealed flasks containing oc-chloro-p-chloroaoeto|dkenone 
(Table 13) in anhydrous eatbanol <85 X v/v spactrosol 
eethanol in eathanol—d«) placfMl in a theraostatted oil bath 
at 25.7 *C. The reactions ware left in the oil bath for one 
hour and then left at room tesperature. gated
decoupling n.s.r. was run on the sabl e s  after about 18 h, 
at roos teag>erature. The results obtained are shown In
Tables 14.
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Tabla 13
Quantlbiaa at raactant« uaaA  ln -fcba t^ac-tiofia at 
TarTin» concantrationa of ±r±mm±hjl
g-clilm-oaea-fcgipliatiiniaB.
(C H ^ Q > ^  t ClCH.> COC«H^T
■nie ratio 
T = H
<aun>^ cicH^coc^H^Y o i^ / c iw in
20 : 1 0.460 8, 0.0306 8* 4 o:
0.004 aol 0.0002 aol
10 : 1 0.401 8. 0.0012 8* 4 c:
0.004 BDl 0.0004 aol
5 : 1 0.4772 8* 0.110 8. 4 c:
0.004 aol 0.0006 aol
1 : 1 0.4614 8t 0.5763 8* 4 o;
0.0037 BDl 0.0037 aol
= Cl
20 : 1 0.6706 8* 0.0646 8t 4 c:
0.007 aol 0.0003 aol
1 : 1 0.2063 8* 0.4616 8i 2.5
0.0024 aol 0.0024 aol
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3.6
Peaction liirinaopentTl lAoBldilAai-
Benzoyl clilorld« <0*364 gt 0*0026 aol) was aditod "to 
trineopentjl pliosphlta <0*766 g» 0*0026 aol) in 
deu'teroclilciroXcira <2*6 caP> In an n*a*z** ‘tuba and tba 
reaction wno aonitarad at auitabla Intarvala by **P n.a*r. 
A alxture of phoepborua-contalnlng coapounda waa obtained. 
The resulta ax*e aa followat
Appi«, coapeaiitliin.
ProductS-
27.4 <Unidentified>
16.4 <0nidentified>
12.2 <Unidentifiad> - - -
4 . 7  <Unidentifiad> - - -
-1.2 C <CHe>aCCHe01eF0 10 13 14
-1.8 C <CH*>«<X:Ha0]eP<0>C<0>CeHe - 
<lit.*« <C*H»0>eP<0><XX:eHe -1*6>
6 11 18 oarl vt
20 63
o4ii
20*2
h
3
vmi-fcfia
63 78 77 79 60 27 —
7 3 1 — - - —
1 6 0 . 8 11 16 24
13 16 24 31
1 1 4 30 30
The n*a*r* apaotrua of the aintura ahoaad, tba 
of a P-C bond at do 63*7 <d, 160*6 Hs>, and n*a*r*
(Oa of tao doublata at 4m  0*8 <«F 13*8 Hal
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and dM 5.7 <J 7.2 Hs>, idiioh cannot ba oonolunlvelj 
assigned.
R eaction  w ith  pbn eph ltet
Benzoyl chlpride <0.16 g, 0.0013 ■□!> was added to 
trinorborn-l-yl phosphite <0.407 g, 0.0013 aol> In 
deuterochlorofora <2.5 onP> in an n.m. r. tube and the 
reaction was aonitored at suitable intervals 1^ **P n.a.r. 
A ndxture of phosphorus-containing coi^Kiunds was obtained. 
The results are as follows:
Products SI
141.5 <C7HiiO>sP
52.8 (Unidentified) 
31.4 (Unidentified) 
20.1 (Unidentified) 
15.3 (Unidentified)
12.8 (Unidentified) 
-10.6 <C7H iiO)s PO 
-14.13 (Unidentified)
Approx, cowpoaition (sole %)
2_h________ 21.2 h________ a.
no reaction 88
— 2
— 11
— 2
2 5
2 18
8 55
_ 7
Chlorafoi 
reaction 
anhydrous
ivaporated at reduced 
and trituration of the oily 
ifforded a solid which
froB the final 
■esidue with 
several
100
.C
Wx
■H\
 ^i\
>?.? i
tines with anhydrous sthar hy decantation dried in vmcuo 
<0.134 g>. **P n. aur. <CDCla> showed a niicture of
unidentified coagKsundst (dp» 31.7 ca. 15 noie %i 6^ 20.4, ca. 
62 noie X; 15.7, cs. 7 sole X; d^ -14.2, ca. 15 noie X>. 
The n. a. r. spectrum showed the preoence of a P-C bond at 
6 55.1 (d, e 142.0 Hz > and two carbonyl groups at do
194.0 and 194.2.
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3.7 laolation of quMipboaphoiilui LLtftx.
Tt-1 nor born-i-ylcMry<plM>nMcyl>pliriBpl»rmiu» Hwci^da CS7>t
Broaoncetophenone <0.24 g, 0.0012 aol) and trlnorbom-1'- 
yl phosphite (0.437 g, 0.0012 aol) In deuterochlorofora 
<2.5 cnP> wera sealed in a n.a. r. tube and the reaction
was aonitored at intervals by n.a.r. for 24 b. The 
chlorofora was evaporated at reduced pressure and 
trituration with anhydrous ether gave a solid «diich was 
washed several tiaas with anhydrous ether by decantation and 
dried in jracuo to afford the phowphoniuw bnr-IHn (5 7 )
<0.275 g. 40.6 X), a.p. 170-172 *0, m/x <FAB> 463 <P* ion, 
100 X>, 389 (16.0 X>, 364 (1.2 X>, 253 (8.9 X>, 95 (61.6 X>,
<CDCl3 > 26.7, dM <(UX:ia 1.38-2.2 (a, 33H, norbomyl),
5.22 (d, 2H, 18.1 Hz, PCHa>, 7.58 (a, 3H, Ar>, 8.4 (a,
211, Ar>, 4c <CDC1» 190.2 (d,*J^o 7.9 Hz, 00>, 135.7 (d, 
=*Jr>-c 7.3 Hz, ArC-l>, 134.6 <ArC-4>, 130.1 (ArC-2,6>, 129.1 
<ArC-3,5), 98.0 (d, *Jc-^ 12.2 Hz, norbornyl C-l>, 42.4 (d, 
*Jc-P* 3 . 7  Hz, norbomyl C-7> 40.6 (d, *Jc-e> 134.0 Hz, PCHs),
33.8 <d, *Jc-^ 3.1, norbomyl C-2,6>, 32.8 (norbornyl C-4>, 
29.6 (norbornyl C—3,5>, «Qn m m  2960, 1680 (<#=0>, 1595, 1450, 
1090 - 1070 (br, C-0-P> ca”’.
BroKiacetoplMinone (0.5759 g, 0.0029 aol> and trinorbom- 
1-yl phosphite (0.9126 g, ,0.0025 aol> in anhydrous ethar <10 
oa»> were left standing at aabient te^wrature for eleven
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days. The white crystals which separated out were washed 
several times with anhydrous ether by decantation and dried 
in vacuo to afford the phosphonium bromide <57> (0.0477 g,
67.1 %), a. p. 177-178 *0, (Found: C, 62.0; H. 7.2; 
C29lUoBr0.ftP requires C, 61.8; H, 7.1 X>.
■ S .  ,, TrinQrborn-l-ylQxy(p-bromophenacyl>phoBphonlum bromide (66>:
I"
'■W-
Trinorborn-l-yl phosphite (0.1285 g, 0.0003 mol) and 
a-bromo-p-broaoacetophenone (0.6 cmP> were sealed in an 
n.n. r. tube and the reaction was monitored at intervals by 
n.m. r. for 24 h. Vork up as in tlra above experiment 
afforded the phosphonium bromide (66> (0.13 g, 57.3 %> as a 
bro«m solid, a. p. 172-173 *C, 6^ (CDCla) 26.3 (t,*J^-.M 
18 Hz>, Sc (CDCla) 134.3 (d, 8.5 Hz, ArC-l>, 132.4
(ArC-3,5), 131.8 (ArC-2,6>, 130.3 (ArC-4>, 08.0 (d,*Jc-v
12.2 Hz, norbornyl C—1>, 42.4 (d, 3.7 Hz, norbomyl
C-7> 40.7 (d, 'Jc-v 136.1 Hz, PCHa), 33.8 (d,
3.0 Hz, norbomyl C—2,6>, 32.8 (norbomyl C-4>, 20.6 
(norbornyl C-3,5>, 2085, 2880, 1685, 1580, 1315, 1080
cm1-1 m/z (FAB) 564 (P^ ion, 18.4 X>, 562 (P«- ion, 18.4 X>,
563 (54.7 X>, 561 (54.6 X>, 370 (2.0 X>, 253 (6.2 X>, 05 
(100 X>, 4m  (C0C1»> 1.2 - 2.2 (norbomyl), 5.15 (d, »Jm -v  
18.6 Hz, PCHm).
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Horbornyl-l-OXT-lr tp-nitrophiinyl > vlnyloatyplMiB|>hcmiu»
cliloricla <03>t
cx-Chloro-p-nltroacetoplMnoi&a <0.2733 g, 0.0014 aol) and 
trlnorborn-l-yl phcisphlto (0.4818 g, 0.0013 aol) in 
deutercx:hlorofora <2.5 caP> wore saaled In a n. ■. r. tube 
and the reaction wae aonitored at intervale by n. a.r.
for 24 h. Vork up aa in the above ejcperiaant afforded the 
vinyloxyphoephnniua chlorlda <83> <0.520 g, 71 X >, a. p. 
120-123 *C, 6^ (CDCls) -17.1, do <CDClo> 150.4 <d, 0.8
liz, P(X>>, 148.8 <ArC-lQ»>, 137.5 <d, *Jo-^ 7.0 Hz, ArC-l>,
127.0 <ArC-2,e>, 124.5 <ArC-3,5>, 105.4 <^Ha>, 100.5 <d, 
J^c-r> 11.6 Hz, norbomyl C-l>, 42.3 <d, 4.3 Hz,
norbornyl C-7>, 33.5 <d, 3.1 Hz, norbomyl C-2,6>,
32.7 Cnorbomyl C-4>, 20.5 (norbomyl C-3,5>, 4m  <C0C1»>
5.48 (IH, dd, P O O C H a , M m a -m* 5.6 Hz, 1.7 Hz>, 6.37
(IH. dd, PCX>:CHo, 5.6 Hz, ‘«Jm o -P 2.6 Hz>, 7.86-8.4
(q, AA'BB*, 4H, Ar>, a/z <FAB> 528 <P^ ion, 11.2 %>, 381 
(47.5 %>, 287 <16.2 X>, 05 <100 X >, K)— »« 2085, 1640, 1610, 
1525, 1460, 1355, 1100, 1045, 1005 oa-*.
a—Chloro—p—nitroacetophenone <0.2303 g, 0.0011 aol> and 
trinorborn~l—yl phoephite <0.3071 g, 0.0008 aol> in 
anhydrouB ether <10 oaP> were left in the refrigerator for 4 
weeks. The yellowiah brown oryatale which eepam ted out 
were washed several tiaae with anhydrous ether by 
decantation and dried in wmouo to afford the
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V1 ny 1 QxyphospliQnlua clilorida <03> <0.384 g, 81 %> as 
yellowlsli crystals, a. p. 121 - 123 *C.
Trinorborn-l-ylQxyCsBthyllphosphoniuM lodids <7S>!
Trinorborn-.l-yl phosphite <0.3420 g, 0.0000 aol> and 
methyl Iodide <0.16 g, 0.0011 aol> sixed in 
deuterochlorofora <1.0 caP> sere left stirring at roos 
temperature for 24 h. Bvaporation of the solvent at reduced 
pressure and trituration of the residue with anhydrous ether 
afforded a yellow solid which was washed several tises with 
ether by decantation to afford the phosphoniue iodide <75> 
(0.417 g, 87.6 X>, B.p. 140~145 *C. <CDC1«> 2.5 <d,
16.8 Hz, PCHs), 1.5 - 2.2 <a, norbornyl).
Trinorborn—l~yl phosphite <1.23 g, 0.0034 sol> and 
methyl iodide <0.576 g, 0.004 sol) aiiced in anhydrous ether 
<10 cnP> were left standing at rcx>s tenperature. The 
crystals which separated out over a pericxi of 4 %ieefcs were 
collected as three crops, washed several tieas with ether by 
decantation and dried in vacuo to afford the phiasphoilllUl 
iodide <75> <1.30 g, 81.3 X> as a white plates, a. p. 145-147 
*C, (Found: C, 52.3; H, 7.4; CmmHmeQePl requires: C, 52.2;
H, 7.1 X>, 6p^ <CDClm> 36.0 <q, 16.4 Hz>, 4o<CDCl«>
97.3 <d,»Jc-f* 11 Ha, norbomyl C-l>, 42.8 <d, 3.7 Ha,
norbornyl C-7), 34.2 <d, »Jo-^ 3.0 Ha, norbomyl 0 2 , 6>,
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33.0 (norbornyl C-4>, 20.8 Cnorbornjl C~3,5>, 18.1 <d, *Jc- 
130 Hz»PCIU>,, 4m  <CDCla> 2.51 <d, 18.2 Hz, PCH«>,
1.54 - 2.25 (a, norbornyl), <0 •— >« 2085, 2880, 1320, 1085, 
1060 c » - ' ,  a/z <FAB> 370 <P^ ion, 100 %>, 285 
<12.9 X), 253 <4.1 %>, 05 <18.3 %>.
g-TT-< phonylft-fclifMry Cdlphftftyl 1 ■ft-fchy 1 pboaphoniui
iodid« <78>:
'tr
H
Methyl iodide <0.0328 g, 0.00023 aol) was added to
2,2,2-triphenylethyl diphenylphosphinite <0.1050 g,
0.00023 aol) in deuterochlorofora <0.5 caP) in a *H n.a. r. 
tube and the extent of the reaction was aonitored at 
suitable Intervals by coiqiaring the decreasing signal for 
the methylene protons in 2,2,2~triphenylethyl diphenyl- 
phoephlnlte <dM 4.8, d, *Jm -^ 5.4 Hz, CHaOP) to the 
increasing signal for the aathylene protons in the 
phosphoniua iodide <4m  5.4, d, *Jm — 4.2 Hz, CHaOP) as it 
was fornad. The following results ware obtained:
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Approx. coapoBition Caole %> at
reftc.tinn tlaa
Products
(C sH s > »C C IU O P <C«Hs >: 
<C «H . > 3CCHaO# (C«Hs>: 
<C«Hs >3P<0>CH3
7 nlB 2.1 h 23 ]
58 35 14
I" 42 65 86
Hz, PCH3>
After 44 h of nixing, the chlorofom was evaporated at 
reduced pressure and the oily residue triturated with 
anhydrous ether to give a yellowish solid which was washed 
several tines with anhydrous ether by decantation and dried 
In vacuo to afford the ■»thylphoaphonlun Iodide <76> (0. 1 g,
72.2 X>, n. p. 114-116 4»» (CDCla) 72.7, -0 — <KBr disc)
1590, 1490, 1435, 1320, 1130 - 1120, 1055, 1035, 1010, 990 
cn-<, <CDCl3 > 3.11 (d, 13.2 Hz, PCHs), 5.38 Cd,
4.2 Hz. CHsOP).
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The phosidicmiuB braaida CO.0785 g, 0.00014 aol> in 
deuterochlorofara CO. 5 caiP> annlnd in nn n.a.r. 'tubs «■ 
in an oil bath at 132 *C for 20 h. Tha n. a.r. of
the ccxiled aisctura of tba phoaphoniu]
bronlde C57> C4^ 28.8, ca. 87 aola 5>, dino 
phenacylphosphonata C4*» 13.4, ca. 31 a o l a  X> mi 
unidentified caapoundax C4^ 17.5, ca. 1.0 a o l a  
ca.1.0 aole X>.
L-yl
%; 6^ 11.0.
Tha phosphoniua brnaida CO.8402 0.0011 aol> in
deuterochlorofora C3.0 cnP> ana divided aqually into aiz 
n.a. r. tubes and the tubaa aara plaoad in an oil bath
theraostattad at 148.5 *C. A tuba it auitabli
intervals, coolad rapidly to room taapamtura and tha aztant at 
the decoaposition aas folloaad with n. a.r. by ooaparins 
decreasing anthylana protons in tba phasphaniun broaida C57>
(4m  5.2. d. »Jm -^ 10 Ha. FC3I«> to tba incraasing aatbylana 
protons in dinarbam-l*-yl phanaoylphosphonata CAm  3.8. d. *Jm -^ 
22.8 Hz. PCOlGBal as it ana foraad Cfor full obaractariaation 
page 188>. Tba following raaalta aara
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ReJncdLlQA 
ULw b CJbL>
Appro», coapoaltion 
(CrHi iO>a?CHaCOC»H»JcI___ <C>H, iQ>>P<0>CH.>Ci3C^ ll.
50
30«
41
01
« Plue uni(tontlfi«d signal overlapping with 
that lor the phosphonlua salt at 4m  5.2
fi?
rii
>1
The »'P n.B. r. spectrua of the n. a. r. tuba aiztura altar 0.1 h, 
of heating showed the prasanoa ol tha phosphonlua broaida <57> 
<4f» 20.5, t, 10.2 Hs, ca. 33 aole X>, dlnorbom—1—yl
phenacylphoephonata <4»» 13.5, t, * J ^ m  23.2 Hs, ca. 40 X>, 
trlnorborn-l-yl phosphata <69^  -10.5, ca. 1 aola X>, and thrae 
unident H i e d  coapounds: <4^ 10.2, d, J»»~m  0.0 Hs, ca. 10 
mole X; 4^ 12.3, s, ca. 11 aola X| 4p» -14.2, ca.
1.0 aole X).
The tubes were further heated at 140.5 *C lor 24 h, lor 
coaplete decoaposltlon, tha contents poured Into a flask and 
the chlorolora evaporated at reduced pressure to give an oil 
which solldlllad on standing. Tha solid was dissolved In 
anhydrous acetone <2 caP> and the solution triturated with 
dropwise addition ol anhydrous hexane. The dark oily prcaluot
105
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which separated exit first was discarded and the resulting c Icmu* 
yellowish solution ««as concentrated do««n at reduced pressure to 
give a solid «diich ««as ««ashed ««ith hexane <3 k 2 caP> I7  
decantation and dried in wmcuo to afford dinwiw»»-!!— i-yi 
phenacylphosphonate <33> <0.133 S, 40.3 %>, s. p. 101-103 *C, 
(Found: C, 67.3; H, 7.6; Cs»Hm O«P requires C, 63.0; H, 7.5 «>, 
6w> <CDC1»> 13.4 <t, *Je-M 23.1 Hz>. 4m  CCDCle) 1.34 - 2 . 1  
(br.a, norbomjl), 3.57 C2H, d, 22.2 Hz, P(0>CHal, 7.54
<n. 3H, Ar>, 3.0 <a, 2H, Ar>, 4o (<3X:i»> 102.4 <d,
7.3 Hz. C=0 >. 137.1 <ArC-l>, 133.3 <ArC-4>, 120.3 <ArC-2,6>,
128.5 <ArC-3,5>, 80.0 <d, * J © _ ^  7.0 Hz, norbtirnyl C— 1>, 42.2 
( d ,  4.3 Hz, norbomyl C-7>, 41.5 Cd, ' J c - e  130 Hz,
P(0>CH2 l. 34.0 <d, *Jc-e 2.4 Hz, Cnorbomyl C-2,6>, 33.3
(norbornyl C-4>, 20.7 Cnortximyl C-3,5>, ---<KBr disc) 2030,
2880. 1680. 1605, 1535, 1455, 1425, 1325, 1230, 1030, 1025,
1015. 945. 900 car’, a/z 333 <lf, 3.3 X), 351 <24 X), 277 <23.6 
%>. 105 <18.1 X>, 103 <14.7 X>, 05 <26.5 X>, 35 <83.5 X>, 33 
<100 X). 77 <18.6 X>, 70 <22.3 X>, 67 <10.4 X>. Bvaporation 
of the solvent fros the aother liquor gave an oily product 
which solidified on standing <0.23 g>. **P.n.s.r. sho««od the
presence of dinorbom-l-yl phenacylfdiasphonate <4^ 13.5, cs. 04 
nole X> and an unidentified coapound <4p» 0.0, ca. 6 aole X>.
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The phoepbonlu* lodld. <0.g21 g. 0.0018 >ol> and anhydroue 
benzene <0.1 caP> Clntamal tandard> In daut.rochlorofor* <3.4 
c«») aae divided equally into ela aealed n.*.r. tubeo and the 
tubes were placed in an oil bath th e m r t a t t e d  at 149 *c. The 
extent of the decoiqxjeitlon was followed by »H n.s.r. at 
suitable intervale as in the pibove experisent by ooiq>aring the 
decreasing sethyl doublet in tbs phosphoniua iodide <75) <4m 
2.43, d. »Jm -^ 16.2 Hz> to the bensene signal <4m  7.35). Vo 
significant change in the sathyl doublet signal was observed 
after 8.2 h of heating. The »’P n.s.r. spectrum after 24.6 h 
of heating showed the presence of the phoephonius iodide <75>
36.5, ca. 71 aole X> and dinorbom-l-yl aethylphoephonate 
(84) <fp> 24.6, q, *J^-m  17.6 Hz, ca. 20 sole X, for full 
characterisation see page 160).
The tubes were heated for a further 48 h, at 140 *C when ’H 
n.n. r. of the mixture showed a large amount of the phoephonium 
iodide <85> still present. The tubes were again heated for a 
further 72 h at 150 *C and the contents poured into a flask and 
the solvent evaporated off. The residue was triturated with 
anhydrous ether to give a reddish brown solid which was washed 
with ether by decantation and dried in vaowo to afford the 
phosphonium iodide <0.38 g. 41 X>, <CDCle> 35.5. The ether 
iron the extract and washings was evaporated in wmouo to give a
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r e d d i s h  brown oil <0.13 g, 25 X>. »»P n.«.r. of ths oil
s h o w e d , t h e  presence of dlnnrlKirn-l-yl ■ Bthylphoephonntfl. only, 
<CDCl3 > 24.4 <q, *J^-m  17.5 Hz>. * 0 2 0 7 0 ,  2880, 1450,
1330, 1275, 1180, lOOO, 1030, 1000, 050, 750 c*"’, 4c <CDC1»> 
97.4 <d, * J c - » *  11.0 Hz, norbomyl C-l>, 42.0 <d, * J c - ^  4.3 Hz, 
n o r b o r n y l  C-7), 34.1 <d , » J c - ^  3.1 Hz, norbomyl C-2,5>, 32.8 
( n o r b o r n y l  C-4>, 20.8 Cnorbornyl C-3,5), 15.4 Cd, ’ J c - ^  130 Hz, 
P<0>CH3l, 4m <CDC1»> 1.4 - 2.1 (br.a, norbomyl), 1.45 Id, 
2jp._M 16.0Hz, P<0>CH*1, m/z 284 <H^, 32.2 %>, 255 <17.1 X>, 255 
<100 X), lOl <15.0 X), 151 <12.1 X), 07 <15.8 X>, 05 <54 X).
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3.9 AiilieMpta to trap th« bataino <07 > tram the 
react ion at trinnrboi-n-l-yl phn^phitc and 
at-cbloro-p-ni trofioetnphetirme.
With ■ethanaB ulphonyl ch lo rid a x .
a—Chlorci—p~-initroaoeto|dMiioiiA' <0.0307gt 0.0001 b o I) and 
nethanesulphony1 chlorldo <0.0109 gt 0.0001 Bol> in 
deuterochlox*ofoi*B <0.3 cnPl wnra addad to trlnorliorn—l—yl 
phosphite <0.0539 g, 0.0001 Bol) In douterochlorofor«
<0.2 cnf*> in an n. a.x*. tube and the reaction aonltored by *H 
n.n. r. The spectrum after 7 Bin of Bixlng ehouad the 
presence of unreacted ct-chloro-p-nltroacephenone <dM 4.8, s, 
CHseCl), BBthanesulphony 1 chloride <4m  3.88, 8, CH»> and 
signals at 4m  3.0 and 4m  0.64. Wo change was seen In the 
spectrum after a further 18 h. n.m.r. of the mixture
showed the presence of a phoephorus-contalnlnif compound at 
49.7, <ca. 22 mole ») and trlnorbom-1-yl phosphate
<4f> -10.8, ca. 78X>.
With trifluoroacetio acldL
ct-Chloro-p-nltroacetophenone <0.04 g, 0.0002 mol> 
trlfluoroacetlc acid <0.0244 g, 0.0002 mol> In deutei
I
clilorofiira <0 . 3 5  c*f»> »»r» « « M M  to trliiorborn-l- 7 1  
phaophtto (O.orai 8 . 0.0008 ■ol>. In dmitwoofcloroiog <0.3
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cup) In an n. a. r. tuba and tha raactlon folloaad by 
n . n .  r. The spectrua aftar 24 h gava aultlplata at 4m 5.4 
and 4m  5. 0 due to tha vinyl protons in trinorbom~l-yloxy-l* 
<p-nitrophenyl>vinyloscyphoBphoniuB chlorida <53>. Vo other 
signal was observed during tha course of tha reaction. 
n . n . r .  of the reaction aiztura ehowad tha praoanca of 
dinorborn-l-yl .phosphite <4i» ~0.2, ca. 30 sola X>, 
unidentified coigKMinds <4^ -12.7, ca. 5 sola %, 4^ -14.2, 
ca. 10 sole X> and tha vinyloxy|dioephoniuB chloride (53>
<4f> -17.0, ca. 54 aola X>.
'•< .1
VIth aBthanol;
» Tl
g-Chloro-p-nitroacetophanone <0.044 g, 0.0002 sol) was 
added to trinorborn—l—yl idiosphita <0.0770 g, 0.0002 nol) in 
anhydrous nethanol <0.5 oaf*, 10 X net ha nol in sathanol—d«) 
in an n.n. r. tube and tha reaction followed by ’H n.n.r.
The speotruB after 2 h showed tha presence of the vinyl 
protons, 4m 5 .7  and 4m 5 .0  <b , and signals at 4m
3 .7  <s), and 4m 2 .0  <br, s > . n.B.r. of tha Bixtura
showed the presence of diBsthyl l-<p-nitrophanyl> vinyl 
phosphate <6^ - 4 . 0 .  c a . 70 sola X) < oa a ~page 150, Table 12> 
and the v in y loxyphosidumiUB chlorida <03> <4^ -1 7 .2 ,  ca. 24 
sole X).
U
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Vith benzoyl clilorida!
o-Chloro-p^nitroaoe'tophAiioiM <0.0456 0.0002 b o I) and
benzoyl chloride <0.0304 g, 0.0002 b d1> in deuterochloroforB 
<0.5 cnf*> were added to trinorbom-l-yl fdia^Alte < 0.0700 
g, 0.0002 Bol) In an n. B.r. tube and the reaction followed 
by 'H n.B. r. The spectrum after 3.2 h of mixing showed the 
presence of the vinyloxyphosphonium chloride <03) only.
After 28.2 h of mixing, two small additional signals at
4.1 and 4h  4.5 were observed. n.aur. after 2 mth at
room tei^perature showed the preoenoe of the vinyloxy- 
pbosphonium chloride <03) <4^ ~17.4, ca. 60 mole 
trlnorborn^l^yl phos|du&te <4^ *“11.2, ca. 26 mole %) and 
unidentified compounds <4^ 14.8, ca. O mole % and 4^ 30.8 
mole %t ca. 5 mole X>. ’H n.m.r. after 2 nth showed in 
addition to the vinyl protons <4m 5.5 and 4m 8.2) in 
vinyl oxyphosphonium chloride unidentified signals at 4m 4.3 
and 4m 3 .9  together with a signal at 4m 2 .7  due to 
p-ni troacetophenone.
Vith hydrogen fihlOTidiftjL
Xrinorborn*“l”yl jdiosphite <0.405 g, 0.001 mol) in 
deutenwhlorofora <2.8 o ^ >  «aturatwl with anhydrous 
hydrogen chloride <0.0708 g, 0.002 nol>. -*P n.».r. at the 
■twture at 27 *C <n.e.r. epeotroanter te^orature) gave a
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broad elnslet at Sr» 14.8 dua to tha protonatad trloorbcnTn-l- 
y l phoephlte C <CtHh O>»^H Cll. Vo chaoga aae obearvad in 
the chealcal ohlft on daoraaeln^ tha epaotroaatar 
tenperature from 27* to -05 *C. Tha alztura aaa allowed to 
warn to roon tenparatura and oc-ohloro-p-nitroacato{dienona 
<0.2313 g, 0.001 nol> wao addad. The n.».r. spaotrua at
27 *C <8pectraaater tanparature) aiter one hour ahowod tha 
presence ot the protonated trlnorbom—1—yl fdiaciidiite 
<6r» 14.5, ca. 91 sola X>, dlnorbom-1-yl phoephita <6r»
-0.09, 'J^-M 698.9 Hs, oa. 7 sola %>, and two unldantlfiad 
conpounds: <tf»» 0.9, ca. 1.0 nola % and tff* —12.6, ca.
1.0 nole %>. Vo change waa seen in tha apectrun after a 
further 20 h. * ’P n.a.r. of tha alxtura at -55 *C 
<8pectroneter tonporatura) after two waaka at rooa 
tenperature ahowed tha praaanca of tha vinyloxyphoaphonlua 
chloride <63) Cdp» —16.0, ca. 67 aola XI» trl nor born— 1 yl 
phosphate <4i- -10.5, ca. 23 nole X> and two unidentified 
conpounda: <4^ 16.6, ca. 7 aola X and S^ 32.1, ca.
3 nole X). ’H n.n.r. of tha alxture at aablant te^Mratura 
gave algnala at 4m  1.4 — 2.2 <br, norbomyl), 4m  4.9 <a, 
CH2CI In o-chloro-p-nltroaoatophanona), 8.3 <br, Ar>, 9.4 
<br a, HCl, enchangad In DsO>. Vo vinyl protons were 
observed. ’•€ n.a.r. at aslant tanparature, ahowed the 
presence of flc-chloro-p-nltroacatophanona C4o <CDCls> 46.6 
(CHaCl), 124.1 <ArC-3,5>, 130.0 <ArC-2,6>, 138.9 <ArC-l), 
150.7 <ArC-VQa>» 1®0.5 <00)1. and probably protonatad 
trlnorborn-1-yl phoaphlta l4o <CDCle> 29.5 Cnorbomyl
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C-3,5>, 33.0 Cmirbonijl C~4>, 33.8 <d, *Je-^ 3.0 Hz, 
norbornyl C-2,6>, 42.2 <d, 4.3 Hz, norbornyl C-7>,
97.48 <d, >Jo-^ 0.1 Hz, norbornyl C-11. n. s. r. of tbs
mixture rerun after tmo a»nths at room tenpsrature and run 
at anbient epcK^troaeter teaperature ehowad tbs presence of 
the vinyloxypboepbonlua oblorlde -17.4, c a .  50 sole X>,
tlrnorborn-1-yl pboopbate <6^  -10.0, ca. 0 aole X> and 
dl nor born-1-yl pboopblte <4^ —0.54, ca. 35 sole X>.
Atteiq>t8 to recover trl nor born-1-yl pbospblte froa tbs 
phosphite hydrogen cblorids aizture by puzplng off the 
chloroform and bydrxigsn cblorids in vacuo for 10 b resultsd 
in a white guaay solid being obtained. e«p n.a. r. <C0C1»> 
at -55 *C n.B. r. ispectroaster tsapsraturs), of tbs solid 
showed the presence of tbs trinorbom-l-yl phosphite <4^ 
142.2, ca. 20 aole X>, protonated trinorbom-l-yl pbospbits 
(4r> 19.7, d, 820.0 Hz, ca. 38 sole X>, di nor born-1-yl
phosphite <4^ 1.0, d, 887.1, ca. 25 mole X> and
trinorborn-l-yl phosphate <4^ —10.4, ca. 8 mole X>.
A tte m p te d  M l w o l y e i s  o f  t r i n o r b o m - l - y l o x y - l - C p -  
n i t r o p h e n y l> v <*»ylo»yphnm phonium  c h l o r i d e  C83> i n
The vinyloxyphos|dionlUB chloride <0.05 g, 0.00000 aol> 
was' dissolved in anhydrous asthanol <0.5 o^*, 10 X aathanol 
in Bathanol-d«> in an n. a. r. tubs and the sealed tube left
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at room tea^rature. n. a. r. of tha solution after tuo
months showed no change in the vinyloxyphosphonius chloride 
signal —17.5>.
BeactloP nf methaneeulphonyl. chloride with 
trinorborn-l-yl phoSDhltftx-
t »1
Methanesulphony 1 chloride <0.0260 g» 0.00023 sol) was added 
to trlnorhorn—l—yl phosphite <0.06^6 g» 0.00023 sol) in 
dsutorochlorofoi*a in an n. m. r . tuhe and the reaction 
followed by ’H n.a.r. The spectrum after 17 ain of mixing 
showed the presence of unreacted aathanesulphony 1 chloride 
<«M 3.7, 8, CHsSOa) and unidentified signals at 3.4 <s> 
and 5m 3.0 <s>. *o change was seen in the spectrum after a 
further 23 h. n.m.r. of the mixture showed the presence
of an unidentified compound: <5w 40.7, ca. 24 mole X>, and 
trlnorborn-l-yl phosphate <5^ -10.4, ca. 76 mole X>.
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3. 10 Reaction qX triaBthYl^  l^nephlte with et-±oAoAc^±anm 
in the pregence ot ailver parelilora-fca.
h
-  '^ 1
1»
d f
■ S ..
>1
•dd
'.r ■
.«3 ® i t
r '
OeneraX aBthod, oX iKmitorinir the reaction at a-iodrMif^ <»»-oitf^  
ylta.trltthYl Phoephite and a i l v r  parcel wa-tai
Anhydrous silver perchlorate <eee Table 15) was added to 
freshly distilled trlsathyl phosphite <see Table 15> in 
anhydrous benzene <2 car*, 85 % in benzene-<U> in an n.a. r. 
tube and the reaction aonitored by **P n. a. r. over a period 
of tlae. The aixture was then added to lodoacetone <see 
Table 15) in benzene <0.5 car*) in an n. a. r. tube under 
anhydrous condition and the aonitoring continued over a 
peroid of tiae. The silver iodide foraad was reaoved by 
decantation and quinoline <see Table 15> was added to the 
solution. Monitoring of the reaction was contluned.
Results of the experiaents are suaaarised in Table 15. The
n.a. r. results of the effect of silver perchlorate on 
the expected products and side products froa the reaction of 
trlaathyl phosphite with iodoacetone alone are suanarized in 
Table 16.
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Table 16
Tito aXXact of AgClQ> on the *»P n.M.r. af <;lie 
axpoctli product« awA aide produc-fca £rn» -fcht 
of trlMBtliyl phoephite wi-th iodoacsetona
in banaeaiM»~rf^  i
Product
(ClUO>3P
(C H 30>3P
<CH30>2P <o >c h »
(C H a O a P  <o >c h 2C cx:i u
(CHc»0>2P<0>H
<CIU0>3P<0>
<CH30> 2 P  <0> . O. C <CH3 > =CHa •4.8
Sm- liitli AgClCU * 
127.
25.5 <two layers
obtained on 
■lxln|(> *
12.5
1.0 (pink ppt 
foraed) *
-5.1 <8olution 
turned dark brown 
on standing) '
1 aol. equiv. of AgClO.» ueed.
4 aol. equiv. of AgClQ* ueed.
■o cbange was seen in the epeotrua after 
a further 24 h.
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R eactip n  a l MBthyl io d id a  ifith  a l lv a r  par c h lo r a ta  
In
mI#
%  i ‘ -
Methyl iodide (0.051 g, 0.00035 aol> icae added to 
anhydrous silver perchlorate (0.0744 g, 0.00035 sol) in 
benzene-dU (0.5 onP> in an n. n.r. tube and the reaction 
nonitored by 'H n. a.r. Fomation of yellow precipitate was 
observed on sixing the reactants. The 'H n. a. r. spectrum 
showed a complete conversion to methyl perchlorate (4m  3.14) 
cut.«« 4m  (CC1«> 4.221, after 21 h of reaction time, with 
no other product detcKsted.
5)
Reaction of lodoacetone with silver perchlorate
?)
lodoacetone (0.075 g, 0.0004 mol) was added to a 
solution of anhydrcxis silver perchlorate (0.085 g, 0.0004 
sol) in anhydrous benzsne-ds (0.5 cap) in an n.a.r. tube and 
the reaction monitored by 'H n.a.r. Two layers were 
obtained on mixing, with a dark brown precipitate gradually 
forming in the bottom layer. 'H n. a.r. of the mixture after 
O min of mixing showed the presence of unreaoted iodoacetone 
(4m 1.75, 3H, CHa, 4m 3.22, 2H, CHel), singlets at 4m 2.85 
and 4.85 with integration ratio 3t2 respectively (os. 85 
mole % with respect to unreactsd iodoaostone) and at 4m 7 .0 .  
An increase in the benasne signal (praosnt in the benxene—de 
used) at 4m 7.2 «ms also observed. The n. m.r. spectrum
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after 1.5 h shotted no change In the reaction alxture, but 
the bottoB layer was found to have solidified after 20 h of 
nixing with the spectrue showing the presence of only the 
u nreacted i odoacetone.
Reaction of trlMBthyl phosphite with iodoacetone and
silver perchlorate.
lodoacetone <0.0906 g, 0.0005 aol) was added to a 
solution of anhydrous silver perchlorate < benzene-d« <0.5 
cm^> in an n. m. r. tube. The n. n. r. spectrum of the 
reaction was the saiaa as that observed in the above 
exporlnent. Trieethyl phosphite <0.061 g, 0.005 aol> was 
added to the mixture after 20 min and the reaction monitored 
by n.a. r. Formation of yellow precipitate was observed 
on adding trimethyl phosphite. n.m. r. after 20 min
showed the presence of singlets at 6 1.75, and 6 1.96 and 
overlapped signals at 3.3 - 3.8. The singlet at d 1.96 
disappeared after 24 h.
Pxenaration of dimethyl »ethylphosphonate!
Trimethyl phosphite <10.5 g, 0.065 mol) was added to 
methyl iodide <12.0 g, 0.085 mol) and the mixture heated 
under reflux for 5 h. Distillation of the mixture at 68 ~
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69 C / 20 am b. p. 181 " O  affordcMl tlui dlaathyl
methyl phosphonate <8.72 g, S3 %}, <CmDm> 30.93, Sm  
<CDCl3> 1.45 Id, 3H, »Jm -p. 18 Hz, PIOCH«!, 3.72 <d, 8H, 
11 Hz , CHsO).
»^1 Preparation oy phosplmt«»
Anhydrous nathanol <23.7 g, 0.74 mol) and dried pyridine 
<55.0 g, 0.69 mol) In anhydrous ether <150 czi*> were added 
to a stirred solution of phosphorus oxychloride <35.7 g,
0.23 mol) In anhydrous ether <200 cmP> cooled In Ice, and 
the mixture stirred at room tenperature for 18 h. The 
precipitate formed was filtered off, washed with ether and 
the solvent from the combined filtrate and washings 
evaporated at reduced pressure. Distillation of the residue 
at 42 *C / 1 mm <llt.*'^ 197 *C> afforded the trlmathyl 
phosphate <7.54 g, 23.3 «>, <CDC1»>  2.39, 6m <CDC1» 3.77
<d. 10.8 Hz>.
P r e p a r a t i o n  o f  dimethyl chlorOPhOSPhatOi
Anhydrous methanol <14.9 g, 0.46 mol> and dried pyridine 
<36.8 g, 0.46 mol) in anhydrous ether <100 caP> were added 
to a stirred solution of phoophorus oxychloride <36.7 g.
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0.24 nol> In anhydrous ether <100 cnf*> cooled In ice. 
Continuation oi the procedux*e as In the above experlsent 
afforded the chlorophosphate <2.3 g, 6.0 X> on distillation 
at 87 *C / 18 na <llt.** 70 *C / 10 n > .
Preparation of^ tetraanthyl pyrophoephate <Q6>i*»
'O
•■1
Dlnethyl chlorophosphate <2.3 s* 0.010 sol> and 
trlmethyl phosphate <7.5 g, 0.053 aol> tiere heated at 130 *C 
for 2 h. Distillation of the mixture at 114 - 116 *C /
0.5 nn <llt** 106 - 108 *C / 0.3 mm> afforded the 
pyrophosphate <2.90 gt 80.4 X>« <C0Cl9> ~10.35 <the
proton coupled spectrun showed a splitting pattern 
consistent with that reported in literature)’'®.
Propagation of dianthTl l-BBthYiVinyl phosphat o .<96?tZl
Chloroacetone <5.81 g, 0.063 sol) was added dropwise to 
stirred trin»thyl phosphite <7.79 g* 0.063 sol) at 65 *C and 
the mixture maintained between 60 - 70 *C for 5 h. 
Distillation at 84 - 86 *C / 11 mm <lit.’’’ 84 - 85 *C /
9 ma> afforded the phosphate <6.26 g» 60 X> as a clear oil, 
6^ <CDC1*> -4.6, 4m  <CDCle> 1.94 <s, 3H, CH»0>, 3.79 <d,
6H, »Jm -i- 12 H z ,  CHeOP), 4.67 <dm, 2H, =CHa>.
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Freparation of tilapthjüL__acotonyiphcMapHonji-h» c o q>. yi
Trinethyl phoephite <5.80 g, 0.047 »ol> was added to a 
stirred solution of lodoacetone <8.64 g, 0.047 sol) in 
anhydrous benzene <10 caP) and. the sixture aaintalned at 65 
— 70 C for 5 h. The Mixture was cooled to rooa tenperature 
and the nethyl iodide and benzene evaporated in rracuo. The 
residue was distilled at 123.5 *C / 11 na <lit.^’ 123 - 124 
*C / 10 am) to give the phosphonate <5.33 g, 68 X>,
(CDCla) 22.0, 4m  <CDC1»> 2.3 <s. 3H, <XX:H»>, 3.14 <d, 2H.
24 Hz. P<0>CHa>, 3.78 <d, 6H, *Jm -^ 12 Hz, CHsOP).
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3. 11 »uotura analyglB trlnorbora-l-ylmry 
CphwfiMyllplinBphtmiuM t»ro»id» <S7> ^nd trlnorborn- 
l-ylQgai^l- Cp-nltrophanyl > vinyl mcyphnaphoniuM 
chlorlda C031.
Tri norborn- 1-y 1 oity Cphanacy 11 ¡Aoephnnlu» broaida CS711
Crystals of ths phosphonlua broalds <57> wars obtalnsd 
directly in situ from tbs rsaotlon of a-brosoaostophenoiis 
and trlnorborn-1-y1 pbosphlts in anhydrous atbsr (ass 
section 3.7>» in tha fora of shits nasdlae. Crystal size 
0.56 X 0.51 X 0.16 mm  |i<lb»-K> = 15.12 car' mss used in data 
collection and ths data sara oollaotad on a Phillips PVllOO 
four circle diffraotoaeter with No-Ka radiation.
Crystal data: CMH.»oBrCUP; H « 563; Nonoolinio; a » 
14.413(4>, b = 0.006<3), o * 10.215(5) il; P = 00.73(3) *;
V - 2768.13 A* (by least square ref insaant on diffraotoaatar 
angles for 25 autoaatioally oantrad reflections, X = 0.71060 
A>; space group P21/o; Z *■ 4; Da ■ 1.35 g oar*.
Refineaente with 1484 raflaotions ( (I / r ( I )  > 3.0)) 
converged to give R * 0.0085 and Rw * 0.0052.
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Crystals at the phosphonlus ohloride (03> ifsre obtained 
situ iron the reaction oi o^ohloroacetophenone 
and trinorbom~l~yl phosphite in anhydrous ether Csee 
section 3.7), in the fors a yellowish brown fern like 
crystals. Crystal sise 0.4 x 0.10 x 0.08 sb | pOlo-K) » 1.04 
CB~' was used in data oolleotion as for above structure.
Crystal data: C»eH»»ClBDaPt H * 803.S| Mbnoolinio; 
a = 9.288<3>, b = 30.074(0), o » 11.004(3) A{ p « 08.00(3)*; 
V = 3284.12 A® (by least square refinesent on diffraotosater 
angles for 25 autosatioally oenterd reflections, X « 0.71000 
A); space group P21/o; 2 ^ 4 ;  Dx » 1.130 g cs~*.
Refinesants with 4028 reflections C (I / r(I) > 3.0)1 
converged to give R ■= 0.2087 and Rw = 0.21.
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